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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This is the final report for the "Study to Investigate and Evaluate 
Means for Optimizing the Radar Function" for the Space Shuttle. The 
radar function is required by the Shuttle for rendezvous with either the 
passive or the cooperative (i. e., transponder equipped) targets. At the 
terminal phase of the rendezvous the purpose of the radar function is to 
provide the data necessary for stationkeeping. 
At the onset of this study the objectives were to consider the radar 
function optimization without regard to any other function, such as the Ku­
band communication system also carried on board the Shuttle. However, 
as the study progressed, a previously established concept of time-sharing 
the Ku-band equipment between the radar and the communication functions 
regained a major predominance in NASA's design philosophy. Consequently, 
the optimization of the radar function, per se, was modified accordingly to 
conform with the ultimate goal of an integrated radar/communication system 
design. For example, the considerations of the radar operating frequency 
were narrowed down to the region of the Ku-band communication function. 
Also, the two-axis monopulse angle tracking, which is one of the 
major functions performed by the radar subunit, was considered in terms 
of its compatibility with thecommunication signal tracking requirements. 
Transmitter and receiver filtering, not necessarily a critical design area 
for the radar operation alone, were reconsidered in view of the ultimate 
requirements for time-sharing the components of an integrated system 
between the radar and communication functions. 
Furthermore, the considerations of the angular search methods 
for the radar mode indicate that these methods can be easily adapted to 
the requirements of the communication mode, thus increasing the areas 
of compatibility between the two modes. Thus, it appears that a properly 
designed integrated radar/communication system can provide overall 
savings in components requirements by time-sharing the two functions. 
Z
 
At the two extremes of the modulation format for the radar are the 
noncoherent pulse system and the coherent pulse doppler system. The 
former is characterized by a high peak power (20 to 40 kw) and low duty 
cycle, 0. 001 being typical. Nonambiguous range information is obtained 
by direct measurement of time of arrival of the return pulse and the range 
rate is determined by differentiation of the range data. Because the range 
rate estimation is based on averaging the differentiated range information 
over many samples of a relatively low pRF, the pulse radar has an inherent 
delay in providing the required range rate accuracy. Our analysis indicates 
that within the peak power limitations of 40 kw the specified range rate 
accuracy of 0.3 m/sec (3 a-) cannot be achieved without exceeding the 2 sec 
maximum data delay specified for RC0S braking.. 
The coherent pulse doppler radar is characterized by a relatively 
high duty cycle, 0. 1 to 0.5 typically, and thus its peak power requirements 
are lower, i. e., 20 to 40 watts for the system under consideration. The 
range rate is determined nonambiguously by measuring the doppler shift 
of the main PRF line and the associated range rate accuracy aid the read­
out delays are within the specified limit. However, the doppler shifts and 
various oscillator instabilities necessitate PRF on the order of 100 kpps, 
or higher, to insure nonambiguous main line acquisition and tracking. The 
relatively high PRF limits the nonambiguous range to about 1. 5 km (for 
100 kpps), a range which is far below the minimum range of 19 km required 
for Mission III-B. Consequently, special techniques for resolving the range 
ambiguity, such as multiple PRFs with the Chinese remainder theorem 
algorithm and a separate tone ranging system have been considered. 
The overall radar system: design is addressed in Section 2. 0 in 
terms of system requirements, passive target characteristics, active 
transponder characteristics, potential candidate systems, and the best 
radar operating frequency. Based on the system considerations, the non­
coherent pulse and the coherent pulse doppler radar system designs are
 
studied in detail in Section 3. 0. Finally, the integrated radar/communi­
cation system considerations are presented in Section 4. 0. The primary 
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integrated system considerations are the combined system block diagrams, 
the filter requirements for the radar and communication channels, and an 
angle tracking design which is compatible with the radar signal and a PN 
spread spectrum communication signal. 
4 
2.0 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1 Requirements 
The requirements for the rendezvous radar performance are deter­
mined primarily by the type of the mission to be accomplished. Table 1 
summarizes these requirements.. 
As can be seen from this table, the most stringent requirements 
from the standpoint of angular search and the time allowed for the acqui­
sition are those for Mission IIIB. For this mission, the rendezvous phase 
starts at a relatively short range and hence the time to maneuver to station 
keeping is limited. 
The initial considerations were only for a passive mode for Mission 
III-B. However, because of the stringent requiremeits for this mission, 
the possibility of a cooperative mode for this mission are now being con­
sidered. - Missions I and II involve the requirement for target acquisition 
at a maximum range of 560km and thus they must depend on a cooperative, 
transponder-aided mode of operation. But, as indicated in Table 1, the 
acquisition time requirements for these two missions have now been relaxed. 
Z. 2 Passive Target Characteristics 
The exact characteristics of all passive targets to be encountered 
are difficult to predict but some modeling can be helpful in determining 
the bounds which may be encountered. The specific -passive target model 
which has been analyzed is a two-point target having the following charac­
teristics: 
2-point scatterers 
Separation = 18 meters (60 feet) 
Rotation = 5 0/second 
Magnitude -- normalized to I m Swerling Case I 
The analysis of the two-point passive target model is of particular 
significance for the estimation of amplitude fluctuation (scintillation) and 
Table 1. Rendezvous Radar Passive and Cooperative Mode Requirements 
T 
--4~s s nion 
Parameter 
Range 
Limits 

Acquisition 

Accuracy 

Bias (3 m) 

Range Rate 
Limits 
Accuracy (3 m) 

Bias (3 m-) 

Angle 
Search limits 
Accuracy (3 -) 
Bias (3mT) 
Angle Rate 
Acquisition (3 (r) 
Track (3-) 
Accuracy (3 a) 
Bias (3 a-) 
Acquisition Time for 
PC = 0.99/Pfa = 10-8 
Passive 
IIIB 
19 krn to 30 m 
19 rn 
l0c of R or 30 m 
24 m 
+ 91 m/sec 

(-38 m/sec + 7.5 m/sec)
 
0.3 m/pee 

0.3 m/see 

90 x 900 
0.5730 
30 max 
+ 0.23 0/sec 
+ 5°/sec 
0.0080 /sec 
0.008 0/sec 
1 min 
(IIB) 
(14.8 km to 30 m) 
(14.8 kin) 
-4 
-0........0.3 

1 
(90, x 	90) 
.0 
. ..... 
-
(4+4s/sec) 
-t-....... 
-- ...... 
(2 min max) 
Cooperative 
I 	 II 
560 km to 30 m 
560 km 
1% of R or 30 m 
24 rn 
+ 91 m/sec . 
rn/sec 
0.3 m/sec 
100 x I00 100 x 1000.5730 
3' max 
+ 0.230 /sec 
+ 5 0/sec + 5 0/sec 
0.0080 /sec ., 
0.0080 /sec f, 
(Not critical 
I min 4------- 5 min now 
NOTE: Parameters in brackets ( ) indicate latest modifications or additions. 
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apparent angular displacement (glint) for the case of an extended target 
such as an Agena spacecraft. Acquisition reliability, as well as the accu­
racy of the subsequeht range, range rate, and angle tracking, are affected 
by scintillation and glint. 
The analysis of the two-point passive target model is detailed in 
Appendix A. In this appendix, the resulting radar cross section (RGS) of 
a two-point target is evaluated from two viewpoints. First, the RCS is" 
evalu.ted from the point of view of amplitude scintillation with respect to 
the aspect angle. Second, the resultant movement of the RCS center versus 
range is determined with respect to the aspect angle and the relative mag­
nitudes (gains) of the two points of the target. 
Figure 1 shows the cross section distributions for two-point targets 
averaged over all aspect angles and normalized for -U of 1 m 2 . The distri­
butions indicate that the probability of a deep fade increases as the magnitude 
of T-1 approaches that of wZ' i.e. , a 1. This is to be expected, because 
when the two contributing cross sections of a two-point target are equal 
they can, at certain aspect angles, cause a destructive interference which 
will make the combined return vanish. For the purpose of comparison, the 
-' 2
cumulative probability of Swerling I mode with W = 1 m is also shown in 
Figure 1. It can be seen that the Swerling I amplitude scintillation model 
differs from that of the two-point target. Specifically, the Swerling I model 
is more pessimistic thanthat of the two-point target because it places more 
probability at smaller values of a-. One can conclude, therefore, that the 
Swerling I model is satisfactory for representing amplitude scintillations 
of most targets to be encountered during Orbiter rendezvous. 
Target phase variation over signal bandwidth for a two-point 
target is shown by the curves of Figure Z. The parameter b in this case 
represents the relative amplitudes of the two targets and t 0 is the two-way 
time delay of the farther element with respect to the nearer element along 
the line of sight (LOS). From the phase shift curves, it is evident that for 
small and large values of b the slope of the phase is relatively constant 
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and therefore the radar return experiences a time shift but only relatively 
small envelope delay distribution. 
Considering a specific example of an 18 meter target and the two 
points of the target colinear with the LOS (maximum t 0 ) the value of I/t o 
is 8.33 MHz. Thus, we see that if the signal frequency lies in the center 
region of the phase curve, i. e. , between f - 1/Zt and f0 + I/2t 0 , a rela­
tively wide band signal (say, 10 MHz wide) can be reflected with little 
envelope distortion even for values of b close to unity. In comparison, 
if the signal is centered at the frequencies where the phase curve experi­
ences a maximum of phase change, considerable envelope delay distortion 
may take place When b is close to unity unless the signal bandwidth is nar­
row compared to 1/t 0 . The relative bandwidth of such "narrow-band" signals 
can be expressed in terms of the ratio of target length (TL) to pulse. length 
(PL). Examples of such narrowband signals are also shown in Figure 2 
.for TL/PL'ratios of 0.1 and 0.3. 
Because the slope of the phase curve shown in Figure 2 corresponds 
to an apparent time delay, i. e., a range error, the radar returns from 
narrowband targets will experience a relative displacement in range as the 
function of the operating frequency and the relative amplitude ratio b. This 
range error is shown in Figure 3 as the function of b and wct 0 . The signi­
ficance of the curves in Figure 3 is that there are many cases where the 
indicated target range is well outside the physical extentof the target. 
Thus, in the narrowband case, the area under the radar video pulse 
envelope is shifted in time and an early-late gate tracker will follow this 
shift. Similarly, an FM-CW rainging system, which measures range by the 
phase shift of the received FM modulation, will observe an erroneous time 
shift of the modulation. 
The results shown in Figures 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate the advan­
tages to be gained by use of frequency agility. For example, each new RF 
frequency will have an effect of choosing a point randomly between 00 and 
3600 in Figure 3. If a sufficient number of RF frequencies are employed 
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(say, 5,to 7), the resulting range error would be approximately the average 
value of the function shown in Figure 3. 
The effect of frequency diversity on reducing the average value of 
range error, E (t), and its variance about the mean is illustrated by thec 
numbers in Table 2. For example, with b = 0.9, the maximum range error, 
as shown in Figure 3, is 9.5 target lengths, whereas the average error 
with a frequency diversity is only 1. 11 times the target length. For an r-8 
meter target, typical frequency diversity shifts should be at least as large 
as 1/tb (= 10 MHz) to perform good-averaging of curves in Figure 3, as 
well as to provide independent amplitude returns to reduce the effects of 
amplitude scintillation. 
The results of the two-point target study indicate that such a target 
has more than sufficient versatility to model most ranging errors induced 
by target characteristics. Furthermore, the two-point target model permits 
modeling targets whose standard deviation in target position is either greater 
or smaller than the 0. 35 L (L = target length) empirically derived value 
quotedon page 170 of Barton and Ward's Handbook of Radar Measurements. 
Consequently, we can proceed with applying the results of the two-point 
target analysis towards determining the ranging accuracy of the various 
candidate radar schemes. 
2.3 Active Transponder Characteristics 
In addition to-the detection and tracking of the noncooperative, passive 
targets, certain Shuttle missions required acquisition and tracking of targets 
equipped with active, cooperative transponders. When in the cooperative 
mode the radar sensor must be able to acquire the targets at a maximum 
range of up to approximately 560 km (300 nmi). Although in general the 
cooperative mode alleviates many of -the complications associated with the 
passive mode, such as excessive target scintillation and glint, and itfalso 
provides for reduction of the average power radiated by the sensor, the 
cooperative mode generates a requirement for radar/transponder compati­
bility. This requirement demands special consideration, particularly for 
Table Z. Average and Standard Deviation Range 
Errors of a Two-Point Target Illuminated 
by a Frequency Diversity Signal 
Relative Average Range RMS Range 
Magnitude Error Error 
b E[t o-0 
0.1 0.50 0.074 
0.3 0.51 0. Z4 
0.5 0.53 0.45 
0.7 0.59 0.83 
0.9 1. 01 2.70 
1.1 -1. 09 Z. 99 
1.5 -0.57 0.74 
2.0 -0.53 0-.45 
4.0 -0.51 0.19 
Values are in terms of target length. 
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the radars which have to operate in either one of the two modes. 
When considering a beacon design, simplicity is of primary con­
cern. Modulation used by the radar, however, places a bound on the sim­
plicity of the system. 
With a system which uses coherent tracking of the beacon return, 
such as pulse doppler or a tone ranging system, the beacon transmission 
takes place simultaneously with the reception of the radar signal. Thus, 
to prevent the transponder from going into oscillation, i. e., locking onto 
its own transmitter, a high degree of transmitter/receiver isolation is 
required. The most common method of providing such isolation, particu­
larly with transponders which use a single* antenna, is to offset the beacon 
transmit frequency from the radar frequency by a certain amount, which is 
typically equal to the radar IF. Such offset not only provides for transmitter/ 
receiver isolation at the beacon, but also permits a portion of the radar 
transmitter signal to be used as a local oscillator of the radar receiver. 
It must also be pointed out that a frequency offset in the beacon allows the 
radar receiver to discriminate between the skin return and the transponder 
reply. Generic configurations for a frequency offset radar-and a transponder 
are shown in Figure 4. 
With radar systems which utilize a low duty cycle, the transmission 
of the beacon RF pulse may be delayed until the reception of the interrogating 
pulse is terminated. This, in principle, may permit a single antenna beacon 
to reply at the radar transmit frequency but the receiver turn-off must be 
extremely good to prevent self-triggering and this implies complication of 
the beacon receiver design. 
Figure 5 shows a block diagram for a single-frequency, coherent­
pulse transponder. The salient features of such a transponder are also 
listed. 
Using separate antennas for transmitter and receiver requires 
physical antenna separation which may not be available on small satellites. 
For example, at 15 GHz isolation between two isotropic antennas separated 
by 1 meter is only 56 dB. 
14 
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Figure 4. Frequency Offset Radar/Transponder 
" IF + m df TT f l + " 
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(BIAS CONSIDERATIONS) 
AND CONTROL 
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Figure 5. Single Frequency Coherent Pulse Transponder 
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DELAY LINE LIMITS PULSE DURATION 
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. (BIAS CONSDERATIONS) 
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Another important factor which must be taken into account when 
,considering operation with a cooperative transponder is the polarization 
alignment between the radar and transponder antennas. Because the phy­
sical alignment between the radar system and the transponder is random 
and it also varies with time, a circular polarization would be the best choice 
for both antennas. However, for best radar operation with passive targets, 
a linear polarization is indicated. Providing a dual polarization for the 
radar antenna complicates system design, particularly if one considers the 
requirement for a two-axis monopulse feed. Thus, a compromise solution, 
which is achieved at a nominal penalty of 3 dB in the cooperative mode, is 
to use linear polarization for the radar and circular polarization for the 
transponder antenna. The main advantage of this approach is the minimum 
complexity of the radar antenna. 
The current emphasis on the integrated radar/communication system 
may provide the optimum polarization for the cooperative mode. Specifically, 
because the communication mode requires circular polarization, an antenna 
with a switchable feed is envisioned (linear/circular). Thus, when in the 
cooperative mode, the integrated system may take advantage of the availible 
circular polarization. 
Z. 4 Potential Candidate Systems 
One of the initial tasks of this study was to-provide block diagrams 
for several potential candidate radar systems and the associated transponders. 
The purpose of this task was to provide a basis for a qualitative assessment 
of the complexity of each candidate system and the subsequent quantitative 
analysis of the most likely candidates. The candidate systems to consider 
are: 
1. Pulse radar 
2. Pulse doppler radar for nonambiguous R determination 
3. Pulse doppler radar with tone ranging 
4. Pulse doppler radar with linear/stepped FM (chirp). 
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Block diagrams of the radar and the corresponding transponder 
for each of these candidate systems are presented in the following figures. 
Preceding each set of system block diagrams is a table that describes the 
block diagrams pointing out the salient features and the advantages and 
disadvantages of each candidate system. 
2.5 Frequency Considerations 
If the radar function is to be considered separately from the com­
munication mode, the operating frequency may be anywhere from C to 
Ku band (i. e., 5 to 35 GHz), or even within a wider frequency span. 
Practical considerations, however, may limit the frequency selection 
to a narrow region, particularly if an integrated radar/communication 
system is to be taken as the ultimate goal. Thus, the baseline operating 
frequency for systems currently under consideration is 15 GHz. However, 
tradeoffs associated with operating at other frequencies are discussed in 
Appendix X. 
18 
Table 3. Pulse Radar System 
RADAR 
* 	 FREQUENCY AGILITY FOR PASSIVE MODE 
* 	 FIXED FREQUENCY FOR COOPERATIVE MODE 
* 	 RANGE DERIVED BY SPLIT-GATE TRACKER 
* 	 RANGE RATE DERIVED FROM RANGE TRACKER 
* 	 ACCELEROMETER MAY BE USED TO AID RANGE 
RATE TRACKING 
* 	 POWER CONTROL AND T/R SWITCHING -- A 
PROBLEM AREA AT SHORT RANGES 
TRANSPONDER 
* 	 RETURN FREQUENCY OFFSET PROVIDES DISCRIMI-
NATION BETWEEN SKIN AND BEACON RETURNS AND 
IMPROVES TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER ISOLATION 
* 	 GOOD FREQUENCY STABILITY IS REQUIRED FOR 
TRANSPONDER TRANSMITTER AND LO TO MINIMIZE 
FREQUENCY UNCERTAINTIES, BUT COHERENCY IS 
NOT REQUIRED FOR R MEASUREMENT 
* INTERROGATOR PRF AND PULSE WIDTH CHECKED 
PRIOR TO TRANSMISSION TO MINIMIZE FALSE 
RESPONSES 
7
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Table 4. Pulse Doppler Radaf 
RADAR 
PASSIVE MODE 
* 	 NONAMBIGUOUS VELOCITY DETERMINATION WITH 
HIGH PRF 
* 	 PRF(S) SELECTED TO MINIMIZE ECLIPSING LOSS. 
MAY BE SWITCHED AFTER ACQUISITION 
.	 HIGH DUTY CYCLE DURING ACQUISITION. MAY 
BE LOWERED AFTER ACQUISITION 
* 	 DOPPLER SHIFT PROVIDES RANGE RATE 
* 	 FREQUENCY DIVERSITY REQUIRED 
COOPERATIVE MODE 
* 	 SAME AS PASSIVE MODE, EXCEPT FREQUENCY 
DIVERSITY NOT REQUIRED 
TRANSPONDER 
* 	 PROVIDES COHERENT RETURN AT FREQUENCY 
OFFSET EQUAL TO RADAR IF 
* 	 TRANSPONDER PLL INSURES FREQUENCY STABILITY 
OF THE RETURN 
• 	 RETURN PULSE DURATION DETERMINED BY RECEIVED 
PULSES
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Table 5. Pulse Doppler With Tone Ranging 
RADAR 
PASSIVE MODE 
* 	 PULSED OPERATION 
* 	 MULTIPLE PRF, HIGH DUTY CYCLE 
* 	 FREQUENCY DIVERSITY 
* 	 CENTER LINE TARGET ACQUISITION 
* 	 TONE MODULATION PROVIDES RANGE TRACKING 
* 	 DOPPLER SHIFT PROVIDES RANGE RATE 
COOPERATIVE MODE 
* 	 CW OPERATION 
* 	 TONES MODULATION PROVIDES RANGE TRACKING 
* 	 DOPPLER SHIFT PROVIDES RANGE RATE 
* 	 FREQUENCY DIVERSITY NOT REQUIRED 
TRANSPONDER 
* 	 PROVIDES COHERENT RETURN OF FREQUENCY OFFSET 
EQUAL TO RADAR IF 
* 	 TRANSPONDER PLL INSURES FREQUENCY STABILITY 
OF THE RETURN 
* 	 RANGING TONES ARE DEMODULATED AND
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Table 6. Linear FM (Chirp) or Stepped FM Pulse Radar 
RADAR 
* 	 PROVIDES GOOD RANGE RESOLUTION WITH, PEAK 
POWERS LOWER THAN CONVENTIONAL PULSE RADAR 
* 	 FREQUENCY WITHIN THE PULSE CHANGED EITHER 
LINEARLY OR IN STEPS 
* 	 FREQUENCY SPREAD DETERMINES RANGE RESOLUTION 
* 	 THREE CHANNEL COMPRESSION AND EQUALIZATION 
NETWORK REQUIRED FORRADAR RECEIVER 
* 	 RANGE SIDELOBE CONTROL REQUIRED 
TRANSPONDER 
* 	 RECEIVED PULSE-RETRANSMITTAL WITHOUT ENVELOPE 
DETECTION 
* 	 RETRANSMISSION IS AT AN OFFSET FREQUENCY. THIS 
PROVIDES: 
A) USE OF A SINGLE ANTENNA 
B) SIMULTANEOUS RECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION 
C) DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SKIN RETURN 
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3.0 SPECIFIC CANDIDATE SYSTEMS 
Out of the four candidate systems listed in the preceding section, 
the major effort was concentrated on the consideration of the pulse and 
the pulse doppler systems. 
3. 1 Pulse Radar System 
The pulse radar system operates in a manner similar to an airborne­
intercept (AI) radar. A high peak power, low duty cycle, noncoherent mag­
netron transmitter is used and a three-channel monopulse receiver provides 
signal detection and two-axis target tracking. The effects of the target 
cross section variations are reduced by employing frequency agility in the 
transmitter. Range is measured by a split-gate tracker, or equivalent, 
and the range rate is determined by differentiating the range. 
Figure 6, in the preceding section, shows the simplified block dia­
gram of the pulse radar system. The amplitude type monopulse converter 
provides three outputs, each applied to its own receiver channel. The out­
puts are, respectively, the sum (Z), the elevation difference (AEl), and the 
azimuth difference (AAz). The sum channel provides both the AGC and the 
phase reference for the difference channels. The AAz and AEI receiver 
outputs are applied to the antenna ste.ering servo loops which, for the pur­
pose of simplicity, have been omitted from the block diagram., 
The frequency diversity required for the noncooperative mode is 
provided by a frequency-agile magnetron. The selection of the magnetron 
tuning mechanism is an important factor because the automatic frequency 
control (AFC) usually operates over a limited range of frequency shifts 
and is generally designed to take care only of long-term frequency drifts. 
Thus, the device which frequency-tunes the magnetron must provide a 
signal which is related to the instantaneous frequency of the magnetron so 
that this signal can be used for supplying the first-order frequency correc­
tion to the AFC circuit. The residual frequency discrepancy at each trans­
mitted frequency is then corrected by the AFC. 
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The typical parameters which have been baselined for the pulse 
radar in the noncooperative mode, skin tracking mode, are as follows: 
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 2500 pps 
Pulse Width 0.4 Rsec-
Duty Cycle 0.001 
Peak Power 40 kw 
Average Power 40 w 
Frequency Diversity Spread Z50 MHz (wider spreads 
are being considered) 
Noise Figures 8 dB 
System Losses 6-7 dB 
These parameters, particularly the peak power level and pulse 
widths, are baselined to provide passive track target track initiation at 
a range of 19 km (10 nmi) with probability of detection of 0.99 and false 
alarm probability of 10 - 8 . 
Additional considerations of pulse radar performance are given 
in Appendixes B, C, and D. In Appendix B the pulse radar is compared 
to a pulse doppler radar and it is shown that for the same acquisition per­
formance the pulse radar requires higher average power as does the pulse 
doppler radar. Although Appendix C' deals primarily with pulse doppler in 
the cooperative mode, some general considerations which apply to both 
modes are included. Specifically, a method for power control and short 
ranges is described. This method involves the use of two switches--one 
on electrically actuated, remotely controlled waveguide switch and the other 
a solid state, low power, "fast" switch. The proposed configuration for 
this switching is shown in Figure 3 of Appendix C. In part (a) of Figure 3 
the waveguide switch is in the position which allows the full transmitter 
power to be delivered to the diplexer. 
Because the power delivered to the diplexer in this case is about 
40 kw, a conventional gas-type T/Rqprovides the function of receiver iso­
lation during the transmission. At short ranges, the full power is not 
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required and thus the microwave switch is placed into the position shown 
in part (b) of Figure 3. In this position the full power of the transmitter 
is delivered to a dtamy load and thus the operation of the magnetron is 
not affected. A portion of the transmittei power is tapped by a coupler 
and delivered via a solid state switch to the duplexer. The duration of the 
transmitted pulse can thus be made as narrow as desired by gating on to 
the duplexer only a short segment of the magnetron'.s RF pulse output. 
Because the power level used in this mode may not be sufficient to trigger 
the T/R switch, a solid state switch may be used at the-receiver input. 
The operation of the two switches is then synchronized to provide 
the T/R function. Because the solid state switches are free of transients 
and have fast switching speeds (down to a few nanoseconds), a short pulse, 
reduced power operation can be provided with this technique at ranges down 
to the stationkeeping range of 30 meters. 
In Appendix D the performance capability of various optional filters 
is determined for estimating range-rate from range measurements in a 
noncoherent pulse radar. The particular filters are the variable optimal 
(a, Pn' ) filter for a second-order system and the variable optimal 
(an, pn filter for the first-order system. The range measurements are 
assumed to result from a split-gate tracker. At first the calculations were 
carried out using the assumption that the 3cr range measurement error at 
10 nmi is 1% of the range, which implies a- (range) of approximately 
200 feet. It is shown that, for this assumption, the performance of the 
optimal range-rate tracker does not meet the system specification of 
a-' -S 1/3 ft/sec within Z seconds smoothing time. The required smoothing 
times at 10 nmi for -k 1/3 ft/sec are 30. 5 seconds for the second-order 
system and 12. I seconds for the first-order system. It is also shown that, 
to meet the range-rate specifications for the Shuttle radar with a noncoherent 
pulse system, the range rate accuracy must be such that a- is less than 
approximately 14 feet for a first-order system. 
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Thus, an initial understanding has been obtained about the capability 
of noncoherent radar to track range rate. In many respects, the analysis 
of estimation of range rate for noncoherent radar as carried out in Appendix 
D was done so under relatively ideal conditions. For example, no target 
noise was taken into account, and no transient effects of the split-gate 
range tracker were accounted for as the result of target maneuverability. 
On the other hand, however, the advantages that can be gained by 
the use of on-board-the-Shuttle accelerometers also have not been taken 
into account. This may provide a substantial improvement in performance, 
particularly in view of the fact that the primary limiting condition is the 
required smoothing times at 10 nmi in order to meet system specifications 
on range rate estimation. 
In the cooperative mode, the pulse radar operates with a transponder 
whose simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 7. Because in this mode 
the transponder has to be acquired and tracked at a range of up to 560 km 
(300 nmi), the PRF of the radar is reduced to 250 pps which provides an 
unambiguous range of up to 600 kn. The pulse width of the radar is also 
increased to a value which is from 1 to 4 microseconds. The frequency 
diversity, however, is not required and the radar transmitter frequency is 
set at a fixed value. 
As shown in the block diagram, the transponder employs a super­
heterodyne receiver to amplify and detect the Shuttle's radar signals. As 
the radar antenna beam illuminates the transponder's antenna, the detected 
radar pulses are applied to the control logic. When the level of the received 
signals exceeds a preset threshold, the logic circuitry verifies the PRF 
and the approximate pulse duration of the received signal and initiates the 
pulsing of the reply transmitter. The frequency of this transmitter is 
offset from that of the received radar signal by a fixed amount. Such 
offset provides for a better transmitter/receiver isolation within the 
transponder and thus alleviates the problem of self-triggering which could 
arise if the transponder were to reply directly at the frequency of the 
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interrogating radar. Also, at close ranges such frequency offset provides 
for discrimination between the skin and the transponded reply. The detailed 
description of the pulse doppler transponder, including the link budgets, 
is contained in Appendix C. 
3.2 Pulse Doppler System 
The salient feature of a pulse doppler radar system is an inherent 
capability to provide simultaneous measurements of range and range rate, 
with the particular advantage over the pulse radar being the accuracy of 
the range rate estimation. The latter feature is achieved by using a rela­
tively high duty cycle, approximately 0. 1 to 0.5, as compared to a typical 
duty cycle of 0. 001 for the pulse radar. The high duty cycle, in conjunction 
with coherent transmission and reception, allows one to measure the doppler 
shift of the center line of the pulsed carrier. The doppler shift is then con­
verted directly into the measure of the range rate. Pulse envelope infor­
mation is used to determine the range. With proper selection of system 
parameters, such as the pulse repetition rate (PRF), the pulse width and 
the duty cycle, nonambiguous and relatively accurate measurement of both 
the range and range rate can be performed. The detailed description of 
the pulse doppler radar operations is contained in Appendixes B, E, and F. 
In Appendix B the optimization of a Ku-band radar is performed 
with an emphasis on the integrated radar/communication system. It is 
shown that the coherent pulse doppler radar can operate within all non­
cooperative search mode specifications with a peak transmitted power of 
less than 20 watts, providing at least a 3 dB design margin with respect 
to the 40 to 50 watt CW power required for the communication mode. The 
question of circular vs. linear polarization choice is addressed. It is 
shown that, if circular polarization is used for the passive mode, fre­
quency diversity definitely must be used. This is not a limitation, how­
ever, since the frequency diversity may be required anyway to reduce 
glint effects in the angle track mode. The advantages of linear polarization 
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for the skin tracking mode are summarized. 
Appendix F contains a discussion of target acquisition in the passive 
mode. The material presented there is primarily of reference nature 
since it does not include performance optimization included in the data of 
Appendix B. 
Appendix E deals with the cooperative mode of operation. A pulse 
doppler radar system in the cooperative mode is shown in Figure I of 
Appendix E. A frequency synthesizer provides signals to both the trans­
mitter and receiver. In the noncooperative mode the transmitter drive 
signal is frequency hopped to reduce the effects of passive target scintil­
lation. To maintain constant the IF, the frequency of the receiver's first 
LO is hopped in synchronism. Single sideband generators provide for this 
hopping. In the cooperative mode, where frequency hopping is not required, 
the transmitter drive frequency equals the first LO frequency because the 
transponder offsets the return frequency by the radar's IF. In both modes 
the transmitter drive and the power amplifier are pulsed to provide the 
required waveform and PRFs. 
A three-channel monopulse, superheterodyne receiver is used for 
amplifying and detecting the radar return. The monopulse converter pro­
vides the sum and the two difference signals required for the angle tracking 
of the targets. Each of these signals is amplified by a separate receiver 
channel with the sum channel providing the reference for the detection of 
the other two. 
During the initial acquisition, the antenna scans over the target's 
angular uncertainty region. When the antenna is on target, the receiver 
intercepts and amplifies the pulsed, doppler shifted return. The frequency 
of the center line is detected and the VCO is tuned to that frequency. The 
antenna scan is then terminated and the angle as well as center line tracking 
is initiated. The range acquisition and tracking are also initiated using 
multiple PRFs to resolve range ambiguity. In the passive mode a carrier 
discriminator maintains the VCO frequency on the return center line. In 
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the dooperative mode a phase-locked loop coherently tracks the center 
line. 
The range information in both the passive and cooperative modes 
is obtained by processing out the range ambiguities causedby the use of 
multiple, high rate PRFs and the Chinese remainder theorem. Once the 
true range is. determined, the range tracking uses only one PRF at a time 
with the PRF switching taking place when the target return approaches the 
transmit period, called eclipsing. 
A modified version of this radar system is given in the addendum 
to Appendix E (Figure A-3). The block diagram is essentially the same 
as that just described with the addition of coherent detection of phase rever­
sals in the cooperative mode. Coherent detection is used for two reasons: 
(1) to extract the ranging information from the phase-modulated transponder 
signal and (2) to avoid integration losses at low SNR which is character­
istic of ranging information at the maximum acquisition range of 560 km. 
The operation of the transponder can be understood by referring 
to. Figure A-2 of the addendum to Appendix E. Initially, the frequency of 
the VCO is swept to cover the frequency uncertainties. When the radar 
center line is intercepted, the transponder's first LO is coherently locked 
to it with an offset equal to the transponder's first IF. This turns on an 
injection-locked CW oscillator, and a portion of the first, LO signal is used 
to establish the coherency of this CW oscillator output whose power is about 
200 mw. 
To provide the wavefotm required for phase modulation of the CW 
reply, the envelope of the radar pulses is detected and integrated. 'The 
resulting waveform is then applied to the phase modulator which introduces 
1800 phase reversals into the CW output of the oscillator. These reversals 
occur in sync with the incoming radar pulses so they provide the necessary 
ranging information to the radar receiver. 
The resultant 3 a- accuracies for this system at the maximum range 
of 560 km are: 
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Range < 9.3 m
 
Range Rate s5 0.3 m/sec
 
Angle Track s5 0. 02350 (each axis)
 
These assume a peak transmitted power of 40 watts (P ave 4 watts) for 
the radar and 200 mw CW for the transponder. The probability of coherent 
lock-up within one minute is better than 0. 99 with false alarm times in 
excess of one hour. 
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4.0 INTEGRATION COMPATIBILITY 
The concept of combining the Shuttle Orbiter's rendezvous radar 
and Ku-band communicaticn subunits into one integrated system is appeal­
ing from many viewpoints and thus has been under consideration for quite 
some time. The feasibility of such integration is due to the fact that the 
radar and the communication functions do not occur simultaneously; con­
sequently, time sharing some of the equipment between them seems possible. 
The requirements for the communication function are relatively well defined, 
being constrained by such factors as TDRS frequency assignments, link 
budgets, and data rate specifications. In comparison, optimizing the radar 
function involves a multitude of tradeoffs and assumptions, some of which 
are still under study. Nevertheless, sufficient information has been gener­
ated to date to permit block diagram designs for an integrated radar/com­
munication system. 
Ideally, the maximum degree of integration would be achieved with 
a radar design which permits all three major subunits--antenna, receiver, 
and transmitter--to be shared by both the radar and communication func­
tions. It is clear that the antenna assembly'and the receiver functions, 
which include monopulse tracking, can be shared provided that the radar 
operating frequency is close to the 13.8 GHz communication receive band 
Whether the transmitter unit can be shared will depend on the type of radar 
selected. The two extremes of the candidate radar designs are represented 
by noncoherent pulse radar and coherent pulse doppler radar. The pulse 
radar is characterized by high peak power, 20 to 40 kw, and low duty cycle, 
0. 001 being typical. Thus, a separate and switchable magnetron trans­
mitter must be used for the radar function. On the other hand, the pulse 
doppler radar requires only Z0 to 40 wats peak with a duty cycle in the 
0. 1 to 0.5 range, so all that needs to be done is to pulse the communication 
system's TWTA. 
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4. 1 System Description 
4. 1. 1 Pulse Radar/Communication System 
The detailed descriptions of these integrated radar/communication 
systems is given in Appendix G. The functional block diagram for non­
coherent pulse radar is shown in Figure 1 of that appendix. As mentioned 
above, separate transmitter tubes must be used for the two functions. A 
frequency agile magnetron is a logical candidate for the radar transmitter 
while a TWTA is appropriate for the communication transmitter. To mini­
mize RF losses, both transmitters are located within the deployed assembly. 
Depending on the mode, their outputs are selected by a remotely controlled 
waveguide switch. 
Automatic frequency control (AFG) is required in the radar mode 
for two reasons: (1) to reduce the effects of the magnetron's long-term 
frequency drifts, and (2) to vary the LO's frequency in step with the fre­
quency hopped radar transmitter output during the passive mode. Note that 
the AFG circuit is located within the gimbaled antenna assembly. This is 
consistent with the design philosophy of limiting the Ku-band interfaces 
between the deployed and the gimbaled assembly to the transmitter output 
rotary joints only. 
To provide for maximum receiver commonality, the operating fre­
quency of the radar is made approximately equal to the 13.8 GHz nominal 
frequency of the communication receive signal. As shown, the monopulse 
bridge provides the T, the AAz, and the AEl channel outputs. However, 
because the E receive channel is shared with the transmit channel, it is 
supplied to the receiver input via a circulator. Also, as discussed in 
section 4.2, additional isolation must be provided by a 13. 8 GHz filter to 
keep the 15 GHz communication transmit signal from saturating the F 
channel in the communication mode when OW transmission and reception 
occur simultaneously. In the radar mode all three channels are protected 
by the T/I switches which prevent overloading of the receivers with spikes 
and residual leakages during the transmission of the high power radar pulse. 
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The first mixers for both the radar and the communication functions 
are located on the gimbaled assembly. Thus, after the first conversion to 
IF, which for a Ku-band system may be 300 to 1000 MHz, the three mono­
pulse signals are preamplified and supplied to the deployed assembly via 
a set of cable wraps. The question of whether to use a paramp in the radar 
S-channel is open because the answer depends on the frequency allocation 
of the radar function. If the radar frequency is close to the communication 
receive frequency, an improvement in the radar S-channel noise figures 
can be realized with a paramp. 
After conversion to the first IF, the S-channel and the A-channels 
can be shared by the radar and the communication functions. The only 
difference may be in the bandwidth of the IF filters required for each of 
these modes. Specifically, for the radar mode the final bandwidth may 
be from 1 to 10 MHz, while for the communication mode the bandwidth 
prior to despreading may be from 30 to 40 MHz. The output of the S-channel 
is applied either to the communication despreader or to the radar processor. 
In the radar mode, target acquisition is declared when this output exceeds 
a preset threshold. Antenna scan is then terminated and tracking is initiated. 
For range tracking a split-gate tracker is used. The output of this tracker 
is applied to a processor which performs an optimal estimation of range and 
range rate. 
The S-channel is also used to generate the AAz and AEI error 
signals. These error signals are first applied to video filters and, in the 
radar mode, these signals are then range-gated and applied to the boxcar 
detectors. These outputs are then applied to the angle tracking electronics 
subunit which smooths the error data and supplies angle correction com­
mands to the antenna servos. In the communication mode, the signal is 
continuous so the outputs of the video filters are applied directly to the 
angle tracking electronics subunit. 
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4. 1.2 Pulse Doppler Radar/Communication System 
Figure 2 of Appendix G shows the block diagram for an integrated 
pulse doppler radar/communication system. The TWTA which is used for 
the communication signal transmission is also used for the radar trans­
mission; however, for radar it is pulsed at a rate and interval determined 
by the PRF and the duty cycle. Since it is ass urned that the radar frequency 
is close to the communication receive frequency of 13. 8 GHz, the 15 GHz 
communication transmit filter is bypassed in the radar mode. The peak 
output of the transmitter is 20 to 50 watts. 
In the passive radar mode the transmitter frequency diversity is 
provided by a single sideband generator. In the cooperative mode the 
transponder offsets the frequency of the return signal by an amount equal 
to the radarts first IF. Thus, the transmit and first LO signals are the 
same. 
For this system the receiver front end is the same as described 
for the pulse radar system. However, additional receiver protection is 
provided by turning off the LO drive to all three first mixers during the 
transmission of the radar pulse. To protect the receiver from the 15 GHz 
transmit signal leakage during the communication function, filters are 
included in all three receiver channels. This is further explained in the 
next section. Because the transmit signal and the LO signals are derived 
from a coherent synthesizer, the AFC is not required for the pulse doppler 
radar. In the passive mode when frequency diversity is required, the first 
LO signal is stepped in synchronism with the transmitter signal. A single 
sideband generator can be used for this purpose. In the cooperative mode, 
the first LO frequency is the same as that of the transmitter. 
In the passive tracking mode, the target signal is detected by a bank 
of doppler filters. When the signal in one of the filters exceeds a preset 
threshold, the angular search is terminated and the frequency tracking com­
mences. A discriminator and a VCO are used to perform tracking since the 
coherency of the return signal may be destroyed by target characteristics. 
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The output of the VCO is compared against a fixed reference and the fre­
quency difference provides the estimate of range rate. 
In the cooperative mode the transponder return is coherent and a 
phase-locked loop is used to acquire and track the frequency of the reply. 
The range acquisition is performed by cycling the PRFs through several 
values to resolve the range ambiguity caused by the high values of the PRFs 
used by the pulse doppler radar. Because of the presence of a strong center 
line component; the angle tracking can be performed directly on this com­
ponent without resorting to range gating. Similar to the pulse radar, the 
channel provides the reference signal to the phase detectors which coherently 
recoverathe amplitude and the polarity of the two A-channel error signals. 
The err ors -are lowpass filtered and applied to the angle tracking electronics 
unit which keeps the radar antenna pointed at the target. 
4.2 Filtering Requirements 
The RF filtering considerations for an integrated Ku-band radar/ 
communication system are determined primarily by the requirements for 
minimizing the transmitter-to-receiver interference in the communication 
mode. In the communication mode the transmitter supplies about +47 dBm 
(50 watts) of CW power to the antenna, while the received signal is about 
-100 dBm. The approximate frequencies of the transmitter and receiver 
are 15 GHz and 13. 8 GHz, respectively. Figure 2a of Appendix H shows 
the transmitter and receiver spectra. The two types of transmit signal 
components which are deleterious to receiver operation are: (1) transmit 
signal components which fall *ithin the receiver bandwidth and (2) transmit 
signal components which, although outside the receive band, are of sufficient 
level to saturate the Z and A channels*of the receiver. 
In the passive mode, both the pulse and pulse doppler radars utilize 
frequency diversity to eliminate scintillation effects. Figure 5 of Appendix 
H shows the radar spectrum. Since this spectrum is about 250 MHz wide 
while the communication received spectrum is only about 30 MHz wide, the 
input filter bandwidth is determined by the radar requirements. Figure 2b 
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of Appendix H shows the hypothetical transmit and receive filter character­
istics. 
4.3 Angle Tracking Compatibility with Communications Mode 
- For angle tracking, i.e., antenna pointing, a coherent amplitude 
comparison monopulse tracking system is proposed. Appendixes I and T 
verify that angle tracking of the TDRS PN spread cora-_unication signal 
received by the Orbiter can be carried out directly on the unspread wide­
band waveform. This significantly simplifies the acquisition sequence 
performed by the communication receiver. Appendix I assumes that there 
are paramps in both the sum and difference channels. It shows that, using 
a noncoherent AGC for normalization and a coherent amplitude detector for 
angle error information (Figure 1), the RMS angle tracking error due to 
receiver front-end noise is about 10 - 3 degrees. This is well below any 
anticipated system requirement with ample safety margin. 
Appendix J extends these results to include the following cases,: 
1. The paramp is absent in all channels, 
2. The paramp is present in the sum channel only, 
3. PN sequence despreading is present in all channels, 
4. The angle tracking is carried out on the wideband spread signal. 
For all'combinations of the above cases, it is shown that the RMS tracking 
error due to thermal noise is less than 10 - 2 degrees (see Figure 4 of 
Appendix J). Thus, these errors are well below any anticipated system 
requirement. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 
Many of the investigations required for a rendezvous radar system 
design and an integrated radar/communication system design have been 
presented in this report. Based on these investigations, system block 
diagrams have been presented and system parameters have been optimized 
for'the noncoherent pulse and coherent pulse -doppler radar modulation 
types. Both cooperative (transponder) and passive radar operation were 
presented including the optimization of the corresponding transponder 
design for the cooperative mode of operation. 
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I. 	 Introduction 
rhe total Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a two point target is deter­
mined from two different points of view. First, the RCS is evaluated 
from the point of view of determining scintillation (amplitude) variations 
with 	respect to aspect angle. Second, the resultant RCS center versus 
range is determined with respect to aspect angle and the relative gains 
of the two points of the target. 
Particular emphasis is placed on a two point target whose points 
are separated by 18 meters. The arithmetic sum of the RCS of the 
two points is assumed to be 
a 
a= lm . 
Finally the effect of frequency diversity is taken into account at 
the 	S, X, and Ku band frequency ranges.. 
II. 	 Two-Point Target Scintillation Effects 
The configuration of a two-point target is shown in Figure 1. The 
phase 	difference between the signal return from point 1 and point 2 is 
given by 
Zd(sin 0) 2rr = 4rTdf sin e 
where d and 9 are shown in Fig. 1. ? is carrier wavelength, f is 
carrier frequency, and c is the speed of the E & M wave (3 x 10 8 m/sec). 
1
 
2 
Radar Far
 
Field LOS 
Figure 1. Two-Point Target Configuration. 
The total RCS for the two point target is the vector sum of the 
individual cross sections, namely 
= iv/ + 2e (2) 
where (as shown in [I) 
01 is the RCS of point I and aZ is the RCS of point 2. We 
parameterize a1 and a02 as follows: 
S + I-a2 
1 2 0O5 al 
/2 -aZ 0O a l (3) 
2 2 Z 
Then 01 + 0Z = Im for all values of a. 
Substituting (1) and (3) into (2) and performing the algebraic simplifi­
cation yields 
1 i+ a cos [41Tdf sin ei (4)L c J 
3 
a,, henWhen a = I, so that C1 =0e =n 
:0=2 ZTrdf sin 9] (5) 
Equation (5) is plotted, in Figure Z which is taken from DiFranco and 
= Rubin [3], page 28. In Figure Z, al = I, G2 = I, (o = 0I+a Z, aiid
 
in the Figure 2 is ain (5). The number of lobes in the resultant
 
RCS, L, is 8 times the factor d/X, i.e.,
 
L = 8 (6) 
Therefore, in Fig. 2 a, where d X, there are 8 lobes, 16 lobes in 2b and 
3Z lobes in Zc when-d 4X. 0o 0000
 
1234900 2 3 4-900 
(a) (b) 
2 4 -900 
(c) ' I \ 
Figure Z. Resultant Cross Section for a Two-Point Target (from page Z8 
of [3]). 
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In the example we are using for Shuttle 
d = 18 meters 
At 
S-Band, f Z GHz, X= .5m
 
X:Band, f =0 GHz, X=.03m
 
Ku-Band, f = 15 GHz, X= .0 2 m 
Then the number of lobes for the d = 18 meter target is 
L = 960 for S-Band
 
L = 4800 for X-Band
 
L = 7200 for Ku-Band
 
There is therefore very rapid variation in the resultant RCS with 
respect to aspect angle. 
Also note that when 'I = 'Z, there are complete nulls in the RCS, 
as shown in Figure 2. Thi s is not the case when a I i a2 . 
The effectiveness of frequency agility can be determined by noting 
what frequency shift is required to obtain at least a 990 phase shift 
in the argument of (5). Hence 
Zrrd(Af) sin e (6) 
c 2 
or equivalently 
A 4d (7)° 
5 
where do = d sin 0. If do = 0.75 meter, for example, 
&f e 10 MHz (8) 
Typically frequency agility hops are of the order of 50 to 75 MHz, which 
is more than sufficient to obtain statistically independent target RCS 
returns.
 
Probability Density Function 
The probability density function of RCS is dependent on the choice 
of probability distribution of target aspect. We assume that the target 
is uniformly oriented in three dimensions so that, in spherical 
coordinates 
p(O,cp)d~dp cs 9 dedv (9)41T 
1- 90 0 Zr2 2' 
Integrating out cP, 
cos 0 17
 
p(8) * - 0 
 (10) 
!,,
 
LOS 
Figure 3. Uniform Target Orientation. 
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If eis distributed as given in (10), then e = sin G is uniformly 
distributed between (-1, 1). Hence, $, in (1), is uniformly distributed 
between ±4TTfd/c. 
If df/c is an integer (i. e., if d is an integral number of quarter 
2 
wavelengths), the pdf is the same as that of an endless 2 cos function. 
If not an integer, there is some additional fractional cycle of the 
sinusoid that distracts the pdf. If we restrict our attention, however, 
to targets with d equal to many wavelengths (which is the case in our 
example), insignificant error is introduced by ignoring the contribution 
of the odd fractional cycle. In that case we can equivalently say 
(when a 1) 
4p(a) =(t ,/Z 0 T 2 da 2 2 
Z 1 
rZ sin$ 
1 
Tfl0 Y!5 , a (1i)1 
Integration of this pdf gives the cumulative distribution function 
1 -11 
P(c) - cos -a), a = 1, 0 !o 2. (12)
1T 
If the two-point target has al UZ i.e. a t 1, then by similar 
arguments 
1 
p(G) , 1a (13)i-a l+a 
ITTJa(a -i) I 
7 
and 
P(F) Cos - I -a -a:l+a (14-) 
This distribution is plotted in Figure 4. (taken from [2]. ) It 
shows how the probability of a deep fade increases substantially as 
1-4 az (a 41). 
The dotted line in Figure 4 is the cumulative probability of the 
Swerling I target model with a = 1 m. It is noted that the Swerling I. 
amplitude scintillation-model does vary differently from that of the 
two-point target. The Swerling I is more pessimistic than that of the 
two-point target since it places more probability at smaller values of 
. The Swerling I amplitude scintillation model is thus considered a 
satisfactory model. 
Ill. Resultant RCS Center vs. Range 
In this section we consider the resultant RCS center vs. Range 
variation due to changes in the target aspect. This can be termed 
target- enerated range errors. 
Complex targets cause scintillation in the range coordinate of 
a radar which is similar to angular scintillation or glint '[7-10], 
We shall consider primarily narrowband radar signal formats. For 
the narrowband case, the range scintillation is an erroneous delay of 
the modulating function regardless of the type of modulation such as 
FM, pulse doppler, etc. 
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We consider first the narrowband case. By narrowband, we mean 
a pulse which is long compared to the target length. For the 18 meter 
target, the time to transv6rsethe length of the target twice is given by 
to 120: nsec 	 (15) 
c 
Radars with pulse lengths as short as 1 usec would still be considered 
narrowband with respect to iZ0 nsec. 
It will be shown that the two point target can generate false range 
information which cannot be distinguished from true target range. The 
reduction of this range via frequency agility will then be considered. We 
first 	consider a one-point target. 
3. 	 1 One Point Target Considerations 
In a manner similar to that developed in [4], let the transmitted 
signal, s(t), be given by 
s(t) 	 = m(t)e j wc t  (16) 
where m(t) is the modulating waveform and f = W /(ZTr) is the rF 
c c 
carrier frequency. For the most part we shall consider the effects 
of one pulse. If the Fourier transform of m(t) is M(f), then the Fourier 
transform of s(t) can be written as 
S(f)= gls(t)l = M(f-f c) 	 (17) 
10 
Consider now how the spectrum is changed when the transmitted 
signal is delayed in the time domain which is the case for a point 
source target. The Fourier transform of s(t-td) where td is the total 
time delay between transmit and receive, is 
3ts(t-td)} = M(f-fc )exp(-jTrftd) 
= M(f-f )exp[-jrd(f)] (18) 
where we have set 
(Pd(f) = Zrftd (19) 
for the one-point target. In a radar environment t = ZR/c where R 
is the range to the point target. In (19), note that when a signal is 
delayed in time by td' each frequency component is shifted in phase 
by an amount 2rrft Equivalently, the phase variation is a linear 
function of frequency, and the slope of the phase variation is proportional 
to the time delay td. 
Therefore, a linear phase shift versus frequency throughout the 
spectrum will appear in the Fourier transform of any undistorted time­
shifted signal. Finally note that this phase variation due to time delay 
appears as a function in the frequency domain, which directly multiplies 
the spectrum of the original signal, as shown in (18). 
3.2 Two-Point Target Considerations 
The geometry of the two-point target for ranging is shown in Figure 5. 
The relative amplitude, b, is the ratio of the nearer reflector to the 
b11
 
Let a = 1 
ZL sin e 
0 c 
LOS 
Figure 5. Two-Point Geometry for Target Ranging. 
amplitude of the farther reflector. The relative-phase, cPa, is the 
two-way radial target length, measured along the LOS at the carrier 
frequency. It is given by 
ZwtLsine@ 
Lsins(Z)(Zr) c L (20) 
R x c 
c 
where the parameters are as designated in Figure 5, and Xcis the 
wavelength of the rF. In Figure 5, 
t ZL sin 8 (21) 
0 - c 
is the two-way time delay of the farther element with respect to the 
nearer element along the LOS. Let us establish a coordinate system 
along the LOS, measuring relative time from the midpoint of the 
target. The signal waveform, relative to the center of the target is 
given by 
S(t) = brn t -) exp[jw t(.+- )o 
+m(t - 7t) expljwct -to) (22) 
The Fourier transform of s(t) in (ZZ) is given by 
s(f) -- Y(s(t)j = (f-f )A(f-)ex [-jepT(f) ] (23) 
where
 
A(f) [i+ b 21 + 2b cos(Zft 0 )]2 (Z4) 
and
 
cp f) M(l-b)sin(rft0 ) (25)( 
T tan (lI+b) cos(ft 0) 
Hence, S (f).is the product of the transform of the modulating signal, 
M(f-f ), an amplitude factor, A(f), and a phase variation, -CpT(f). 
The amplitude and phase variations are a function of the tirget only. 
The overall phase has the term -jZTrft added which represents the 
true time delay to the target. The phase, -cpT(f) represents the error 
about the true range. 
If the amplitude is constant, and the phase pT (f) is near in ruquency, 
the inverse Fourier transform would be a time-shifted undistorted 
version of the transmitted signal. The magnitude of the error in time 
shift is given by the slope of T(f) versus frequency. 
Although the amplitude is not constant and cpT(f) is not linear for 
the two-element target when observed over a wide frequency region, 
a narrowband radar will observe. only a small portion of the amplitude 
and phase functions. Within this small segment, the amplitude, A(f), 
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will be essentially constant and the phase cpT(f) versus frequency will be 
essentially linear. Consequently, the radar sees what appears like the 
echo from a one-point target. This can be demonstrated by considering 
a Taylor Series of CPT (f) about some carrier frequency f 0 , namely 
1T(fO (f O) 
PT (f ) = °T (f 0 ) + p(f 0 )(f-f 0 ) + 2 (f-f 0 + .. (26) 
Under the above assumption that Cp T(f) is essentially linear over the 
region of interest, the higher order terms of the series can be omitted, 
and 
PTTf) T (f 0 ) + PTf 0 (ff-f 0) (27) 
Also, since A(f) is essentially constant over the region of interest, 
it also may be replaced by K(f0 ), so that for narrowband radar, (23) 
is approximately given by 
I (f ) 
S(f) A(fc) exp{-jrp (f )-fT(fk)]exP ZTf [Tc]M(f-f) (28) 
Taking the inverse Fourier transform 
s(t-t e) = A(f )expt-jfcT(f - fcc T(fc)]-m T c (29) 
Thus, the return signal in the narrowband case is a time shifted 
version of the transmitted signal, with an additional attenuation given 
by A(fc), and an error in time of arrival given by 
14 
epT(f) 
t C (30) 
e Z1F
 
The error in the time shift is therefore given by the derivative of 
(~fd)divided by ZTT (the 2nT factor disappears if this development is 
carried out in radians rather than Hertz). 
The narrowband case is defined as signals whose pulse length 
is long compared to the target length, expressed by t 0 . The signal 
return is approximately undistorted. This is shown in Figure 6. The 
phase Z1iT(f) is plotted for various values of b versus frequency, where 
f0 is chosen so that £0t 0is aninteger. For an 18 meter target at 9 = 900 
(t 0 )- = 8.33 MHz (31) 
In Figure 6 for small and large values of b, the slope of the phase is 
relatively constant. For values of b near 1, there is significant variation 
of the phase versus frequency. Superimposed at the bottom of Figure 6 
is a Gaussian shaped pulse in the frequency domain for the cases of 
Target Length to Pulse Length (T. L. IP. L.) equal to 0.1 and 0.3. The 
center frequencies of the pulses, fc' and f are arbitrarily chosen. For 
a T. L. /P. L. of 0.3, the signal is still considered narrowband. One can 
see that for most carrier frequencies and values of t o , the slope of T(f) 
is relatively constant over the bandwidth of the pulse. We can therefore 
conclude that for narrowband radar signals, there will be negligible 
signal distortion of the returned pulse from a wide variety of two-point 
targets. 
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It should be noted that a two-point ,target is a relatively severe 
target from this point of view. If more complex targets would be 
considered, the distortion for narrowband radar signals would not 
be expected to be any greater than the amount indicated here for the 
two-point target. 
From these comments, it is seen that for narrowband signals, the 
spectrum is essentially the same as the time shifted single-point target. 
The only difference here being that there will be an error in the time 
delay. The magnitude of the time delayerror, t , is given in (30). 
e 
When the differehtiation in (30) is carried out and evaluated at f f ; 
we obtain that 
e T (_0)(32).I+[b + Zb cos(Zrrfct() 
where ZTrfct0 = Wct0 is the relative phase of the two returns. 
In Figure 7, te/A 0 is plQtted versus Wet0 for various values of 
relative amplitude b. The results show that there are many cases, 
where the indicated target range is well outside the physical extent 
of the target. Thus, in the narrowband signal case, the area under 
the video curve is shifted in time and an early-late gate tracker will 
follow this shift. Similarly, an FM-CW ranging system, which measures 
range by the phase shift of the received FM modulation, will observe an 
erroneous time shift of the modulation. 
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This error, as a function of spacing or relative phase between
 
reflectors, is essentially the same as ih the angle-glint case. The
 
difference is that the range of errors is proportional to the range 
separation (L sin 0) of the sources, while the angle error is proportional 
to the angular separation of the two sources (L cos 0). This basic result 
also holds for a multiple point target. 
3. 3 The Effect of Frequency Agility 
The effect of ranging errors due to target orientation can be sub­
stantially reduced by the use of frequency agility. Each new rF fre­
quency will have the effect of choosing a point randomly between (0, 3600) 
in Figure 7. If a sufficient number of rF frequencies are employed 
(e. g. 5-7), the resulting range error would be approximately the average 
value of the function in Figure 7. These average values are tabulated in
 
Table I, where for example, atb 0.9, the maximum range error is
 
9.5 times the target length, whereas the average is only 1. 11 times the 
target length. Frequency diversity has the additional advantage of 
substantially reducing the variance about the mean. Typical frequency 
shifts would need to be at least as large as that corresponding to i/t 0 
( i0 MHz). It is therefore possible to easily choose a set of rF frequency 
shifts to satisfy the requirements of performing the average of the 
curves in Figure 7, as well as provide independent amplitude returns 
to reduce the effects of amplitude scintillation. 
Also in Table I is shown the standard deviation about the mean,
 
where the target orientation is assumed to be uniformly distributed.
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TABLE I 
Average Range and Standard Deviation in Target Lengths 
b 0.1 E[t]= 0.50 a 0.074 
e r 
0.3 0.51 .24 
0.5 0.53 .45 
0.7 0.59 .83 
0.9 1.01 2.70 
1.1 -1.09 2.99 
1.5 -0.57 0.74 
2.0 -0.53 0.45 
4.0 -0.51 0.19 
The results are given in target lengths. Certain empirical data is 
reported in the Barton and Ward Handbook, p. 170 wherein it is quoted 
that the standard deviation is approximately 0. 35 times the target length. 
In terms of a two-point target this corresponds to a choice of b of 
approximately 0.4 or approximately Z. 5. The two-point target. model 
has the versatility therefore of modeling targets whose standard deviation 
in target position is greater or less than the empirical data quoted by 
the Barton and Ward handbook. The handbook does not address the 
important question that the average value can be significantly removed 
from the geometric center of the target. 
20 
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APPENDIX B
 
OPTIMIZATION OF PROPOSED RADAR FOR
 
THE INTEGRATED KU-BAND RADAR-

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
 
I. Introduction 
In Figure 1 is a block diagram of a center line coherent pulsed doppler 
radar (ICW) operating in the search mode. In this implementation, the 
design is carried out to maximize the number of components which can be 
used both in the radar and comm subsystems of the shuttle ,Ku-band 
communication systems. In this design the radar center frequency is 
located close to the comm receive frequency. Inspection of Figure I 
shows the components that are used in both the radar and comm Ku-band 
operation. The comm system operates through the TDRS and cannot 
operate simultaneously with the rendezvous radar. In determining the 
performance of this system, several, system parameters are varied: 
Number of scans, number of lRF frequencies dsed in frequency diversity, 
and choice of polarization. Several optimizations have also been carried 
out. 
The comm receiver employs anuncooledparamp. The radar receiver 
in this implementation uses the same paramp, which has a noise figure 
of about 3 dB, as compared to the balanced diode mixer (see Figure 1) 
of F -8 dB. The balanced diode mixer is not as sensitive to large inputs 
as the uncooled paramp. The, T/R switch may have to be used as an 
attenuator at shorter ranges, or the XTMR power reduced to protect 
the targets being tracked. 
The paramp shown in Figure 1 is the only such device in this 
configuration of the integrated radar-comm. system. The paramp 
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Figure 1. 	 Center Line Pulsed Doppler Radar Receiver in Search Mode 
Where Radar Frequency is Close to the Comm Receive Frequency. 
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is located in the sum channel of the monopulse horn output. It is 
anticipated that a paramp receiver amplifier will not be required in 
the two difference channels, because of the long time constant in the 
angle tracking loops, thereby providing sufficient smoothing to obtain 
sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. The sum and difference channels 
will then have unequal gains. These can be monitored and taken into 
account in the subsequent signal processing. This will be the subject 
of a future report. 
In section II, specific considerations are presented for each of the 
integrated components. In section III the detailed performance compu­
tations are described. A comparison is made with the noncoherent 
pulsed radar in section IV. In the last section, some comments are 
made concerning the signal processor for station-keeping at short 
range. 
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II. 	 Considerations for the Integrated Components 
A. 	 Uncooled Paramp - Ku-Band 
L) A noise figure of 2-3 dB at 15 GHz as compared to a noise figure 
of 8 	dB for the balanced diode mixer at 15 GHz (ref. Skolnik, 
[5, 	 Ch. 5]). 
2) 	 The uncooled paramp-(and single mode TWT transmitter ampli­
fier) are essentially not off-the-shelf items that are space quali­
fied. The technology is there, however, which for these com­
ponents in this frequency band is the 'best that can be expected 
at this point in time. 
3) 	 The bandwidth of an uncooled paramp in the Ku-band is approxi­
mately 500 MHz. This is more than sufficient bandwidth to be 
used 	as the low noise front end RF amplifier for both radar and 
comm, provided the radar frequencyis close to or equal to the 
comm receive frequency. This is the case whether or not fre­
quency diversity is employed by the radar. This places the radar 
frequency in the TDRS band. This should not produce any prob­
lems since the radar and Ku-band comm to the TDRS can never 
be operating simultaneously. 
4) When the'noise figure is as low as 2-3 db for the RF amplifier 
of the receiver, it may be necessary to take into account the 
noise temperature of the antenna. When the balanced diode 
mixeristhefirst RF component, then F =8 dB, and T =15400K, 
s 
so that the antenna temperature can be neglected. For the 
uncooled paramp with F = 3 dB, then T =2900 K, and the paramp 
antenna temperature could be significant. To date, we are not 
aware of an approximate noise temperature being specified for 
the antenna. 
B. 	 Single-Mode TWT Transmitter Amplifier 
1) Single cathode, thereby employing a simpler power supply and 
support equipment and probably less weight overall. 
Z) With a single cathode, the radar is peak power limited and the 
comm is average power limited. 
3) By comparison, the dual-mode TWT could be considered with 
two cathodes, one for radar and one for comm. Both systems 
would then be average power limited and the radar could trans­
mit a much higher peak power. This implementation requires 
a dual power supply and more support equipment. 
C. 	 Frequency Diversity 
In most cases, under the assumption of a Swerling I target model, 
it will be possible to maintain performance requirements without employ­
ing frequency diversity in the search mode of radar operation. In view 
of the following comments, however, some frequency diversity is going 
to be required. 
1) The glint effects at short ranges will be sufficient so that angle 
tracking will not be able to be maintained within specifications 
without frequency diversity. Frequency diversity is very 
effective in reducing those glint effects. 
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2) 	 The class of targets that are anticipated remains unknown. 
To offset the deep-fad'es in RS of-many targets at a fixed 
frequency as a function of aspect angle, frequency diversity 
should be employed. In the performance section of this 'report, 
we consider the effect of frequency diversity for Z, 3, and 5 
frequencies. 
3) 	 There are guard spaces in the TDRS spectrum which could be 
used by the Ku-band radar with frequency diversity. Whether 
they are used, or if the radar frequencies are placed on the 
edge of the TDRS band, the performance will be essentially 
unchanged so long as the bandwidth of the TDRS (comm) spectrum 
and that of the radar remain within the bandwidth of'the paramp. 
Otherwise separate RF' receiver amplifiers will have to be 
employed, thereby reducing the commonality of the integrated 
system. 
4) 	 The width of the frequency spacing must be considered. This 
is discussed in [8-9] . In summary, for a two point target with 
an orientation as shown in Figure 2, 'if the shift in frequencies of 
two adjacent frequencies in a frequency diversity radar is such 
that at one frequency the returns add, and at the other they 
cancel, then 
Af 	 = (1)
c 	 4D cos a 
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Figure 2. Two Point Target Orientation. 
In (1), c is the speed of light and D and a are as defined in Fig. 2. 
A couple of examples are: 
D cos a Af 
Meters MHz 
1 75 
10 7.5 
100 0.75 
The guard spaces in the TDRS spectrum are separated by approximately 
70 MHz. Therefore ifD cos CL is as small as 1 meter, frequency diversity 
with a Af of 70 MHz would remove the nulls in the RCS. 
c 
8) A typical target for Shuttle is the Agena, although a wide variety 
of target sizes and shapes is anticipated. 
2 
9) The RCS of'? = I m assumes a linearpolarization. 
10) Scintillation occurs slowly with one frequency. This may cause 
problems, but is overcome by more than one RF frequency. 
D. 	 Oscillator Stability 
The choice of bandwidth of the doppler filters must take into account 
the short term stabilities of the oscillators that are to be used. Refer'ence 
[1-3] discuss ocillator stability, wherein it is pointed out that in the Ku­
band 	oscillators exist with a frequency spread of: 
RMS 	Percent Bandwidth: 
I •part in 101 0 in . 001 sec 
I part in 10 in .01sec 
This is negligibly small with respect to the doppler frequency shifts that 
are anticipated and is therefore not taken into account henceforth. 
E. 	 Polarization 
1) For most radars, linear polarization is used because it is easier 
to implement and has more desirable target RCS characteristics. 
Z) Satellites and deep space communication systems mostly use 
circular polarization in order to overcome the effects of the 
Faraday rotation in the terrestrial ionosphere. TDRS is no 
exception, as it transmits and receives RCP. It actually-is 
an elliptically shaped polarization. 
3) A basid problem in the choice of a receiver polarization for the 
radar is that there will always be an orthogonal polarization to 
which it is blind. A radar could independently receive two 
polarizations, such as, horizontal and vertical simultaneously, 
in order to receive all the echo, energy. These could not be 
added coherently, however. 
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4) In general measurements show that with linear polarization, 
the radar skin tracking echo signal is dominantly the same 
polarization as the transmitter polarization,, and the cross­
polarized component caused by depolarization due to the complex 
shaped target is typically 7-20 dB lower [5, 8], depending on the 
aspect angle. 
5) With circular polarization, for any one sense of transmitter 
polarization, the echo signal is typically equally diided between 
RCP and LCP. The opposite sense dominates somewhat for 
typical aircraft-type targets [s, 8]. 
6) The total echo signal returned from a target is very dependent on 
its orientation, i. e., a dipole. 
7) If the Ku-band comm receiver is linearly polarized it would 
nominally suffer a 3 dB polarization loss, since the TDRS is 
circularly, polarized. Since the TDRS is elliptically polarized, 
the worst case loss is 4.4 dB, 3 dB because it is circular and 
an additional 1. 4 dB when on the smaller axis of the elliptical 
polarization. 
We conclude the cornm must therefore be circular in polarization 
since the comm does not have the safety margin to withstand an 
additional 4 dB loss. The comm polarization loss with a circularly 
polarized horn is 0. 5 dB, which accounts for the difference between 
the elliptical wave and the circular horh. 
8) 	 The performance computations in this 'report are carried out 
for both a linearly and circularly polarized horn. With linear 
polarization, the polarization loss is assumed negligible. W{t-h" 
the circularly polarized horn, the polarizati6n loss is set at 4 dB' 
which is considered a representative worst case. 
9) 	 Independent of which polarization is employed, theie exist 
targets and target orientations where the polarization loss is 
infinite. On the average however, linear polarization is certainly 
the 	more satisfactory choice. 
10) 	 With linear polarization for the radar and circular polarization 
for the comm then a dual feed is required which requires more 
hardware. There then is an insertion loss due to the dual feed 
as well as a drop in antenna gain because both feeds cannot be 
exactly at the focal point of the antenna. The drop in antenna 
gain is expected to not be more than 1 dB. 
11) 	 Autonetics is developing a dual polarization single feed horn 
system with both linear and circular polarization capability. * 
If such a horn can be space qualified, and if the polarization 
switching is electromagnetic (mechanical polarization switching 
runs the risk of getting stuck in one mode or inbetween), then 
a linear polarization for the radar is certainly the recommended 
choice. Such a dual horn must also have the monopulse capability. 
*Ref. B. McQuillan at Rockwell. 
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There are other dual horn developments in progress. The 
antenna and insertion losses are expected to be similar to 
those quoted above. 
12) The RCS of an object in general depends on: 
i) Frequency of incident radiation. 
ii) Polarization of XTMR. 
iii) Polarization of RCVR. 
iv) Target orientation. 
v) Material of the target. 
III. Performance Computations 
Many of the parameters used in this performance evaluation have 
been previously specified or previously justified'in [7]. 
The scan coverage is 400 X 400. 
The total time to illuminate the volume is 60 sec.
 
Allowance for scan reversal = 201
 
Therefore, total scan time = T T = 48 sec.
 
Time per complete scan = T = T /K where K is the number of scans. 
a T 
We consider K = 1,2, and 3 scans. We use the notation in Addendum A 
on antenna scan patterns. The optimal scan overlap, based on the 
analysis performed in Addendum A is 
AS = 0.4 (40%) 
The number of scan lines/scan, N is 
s 
A EL 40 2 
B D - AsN - - 2.76'(1-0.4) 24 (Z) 
Table I summarizes additional antenna scan parameters based on a scan 
overlap of 40%. In Table I, 
T = time per scan line. 
* = antenna scan velocity in degrees/sec.
 
td = spatial dwell time along antenna boresight.
 
td = spatial dwell time along edge of nonoverlapping portion of the 
scan coverage as shown in Figure A-3 in Addendum A. 
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TABLE I
 
ANTENNA SCAN PARAMETERS
 
K K = 2 K = 3 
T 48 sec 24 sec 16 sec 
S 
T L 2 sec 1 sec .667 sec 
VS 20 deg/sec 40 deg/sec 60 deg/sec 
t d 138 msec 69 msec 46 msec 
Ad 	 110.4 msec 55.2 msec 36.8 msec 
This is the worst case dwell time. It is this dwell time that is maximized 
in Addendum A, and is the dwell time which will be used in the ensuing 
computations. 
With 3 scans, the antenna velocity,V5 , is relatively high. The 
comparison does however indicate the trade-off with number of scans. 
Scan Alignment Loss. Under the assumption of a worst position 
target location, there exists a worst case scan alignment loss (see 
Addendum A) given by 
(sinL(OB /2)( 1-A )] \2 
S.A.L. 	 = .788Z7 = -1.03 dB 
L(Bs /1A Ss=0.4=
(3) 
where %'/2 is defined as the angle where (sin e/0.)= , 'namely 
[sin 0/012 1 (4) 
This results in 
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e%/2 = 1.3915 radians = 79.727 deg. 	 (5) 
This is the scan alignment loss each way, so that the total scan 
alignment loss is 2.06 dB. The computations are based on the expressions 
in Addendum A. 
Lateral Scan Loss. The lateral scan loss along the worst case path 
of the target across the antenna pattern is 
BL.S.L. 	 = ( 12) 
\TGB/Z)) '/ 
0O Mal1A0B/
where 9 /As (2-As )is pictorially shown in Figure A-3. The 
lateral scan loss is computed to be 
L.S.L. = 0.8747 = 	 -0.58dB 
on transmit and receive. The total L. S. L. is 1. 16 dB. 
Doppler Filter Loss. There will be in general some loss due to the 
fact the received tone from the target is not in the center of one of the 
Doppler filters. We again assume worst case, and assume the received 
signal is midway between the two adjacent filters, as shown in Figure 3. 
Assuming a first order 	filter, the signal loss is given by 
H(f) + 1 5-- 0.97dB (7) 
1B=f3 dB/Z 
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Duty Factor. Based on the optimization performed in [7], the 
optimal choice of transmitter duty factor, under the peak power 
limited assumption, is 
d = 0.625. (8) 
t 
center of received spectrum 
Figure 3. Bank of Doppler Filters. 
Probability of Detection. The cumulative probability of detection is 
specified at P = 0. 99. Using the approximationc 
PC = I- (1-Pd)K (9) 
the probability of detection per scan, Pd' is given by 
=for one scan K = 1 Pd 0.99
 
for two scans K = 2 Pd = 0.90
 
for three scans K = 3 Pd = 0.785
 
Doppler Filters. The doppler filters must span a range of 
Afd = 4574 Hz 
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Based on a 100% overlap, the number of doppler filters required is given 
by 
Nd = Afd/f 3 dB (10) 
where f 3 dB is the one-sided 3 dB filter bandwidth. The two-sided 3 dB 
bandwidth is 
Bd = 2f3dB +f OSC() 
where by fOSC is meant the increase in doppler bandwidth due to any 
short term oscillator instabilities. Since all of the oscillators are 
assumed to be locked together, i.e. all coherently related,, all frequencies 
will drift together, As a result no stability problem is anticipated, as 
was commented on in the last section. The 29 MHz oscillator may be a 
iree running oscillator, but that is at a sufficiently low frequency, that 
stability problems will not arise since a I Hz stability is only one part 
6
in 30 X 10 
In Table II, for each choice of number of scans, and number of 
frequencies in the frequency diversity, the number of doppler filters, 
their bandwidth, and the frequency dwell time tf are listed. The 
frequency dwell time was chosen so that each frequency is used once 
during each spatial dwell time, where we are using the spatial 
dwell time at the edge of the nonoverlapping position of the scan 
coverage.
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In Table II, the first number after Nf is the numbi er of doppler 
filters required. The second number is the next larger number which 
is equal to 2 raised to an integer power. This is the number of doppler 
filters which would be built if a digital-implementation is employed. 
TABLE II 
DOPPLER FILTER PARAMETERS 
Frequency Diversity 
I Freq. 2 Freq- 3 Freq. 5 Freq. 
tf =11-0 msec tf " 55 msec tf = 37 msec tf = 22 msec 
K=I1Sf 3 dB = 9 .05 Hz f3dB = 18.2Hz f3dB =27.3 Hz f3dB =45.6 Hz 
td = llOmsec 
Bd =20 Hz Bd =40, Hz Bd = 60 Hz B = 95 Hz 
N = 505/512 N = Z54/256 N = 168/256 N = 101/128 
tf =55 msec tf -27.5 msec tf =18.3 msec tf =l msec 
K=f2 =18.2. Hz f B 36.4 Hz f =55 Hz fd =91 Hz 
td =55msect =Sm  dB 3 dB 3,dB 3 dB 
B =40 Hz B -75 Hz B =I15Iz B =190 Hzd d d d 
INf= 254/Z56 Nf = 126/128 N = 84/128 Nf = 50/64 
tf = 37 msec t =19 msec tf = l2 msec tf = 7.4 msec 
K= 3 K 3dI = 27.3 Hz =54 Hzf f = 8Z Hz f 135 Hz 
S= 37msec dB 3dB 3dB
 
dB = 60 Hz B = 115 Hz B = 170 Hz B = Z80 Hz
 
Nf = 168/256 N = 85/128 N = 56/64 N = 34/64 
False Alarm Probability. The false alarm rate is to be no more than 
one per hour. The false alarm probability is approximately given by 
F.A.P. = M = I/N d 
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where N. 3600N it 	 (IZ)d f d 
is the total number of dwells per hour. Table III gives the false alarm 
probability and approximate false alarm number as a function of the 
number of RF frequencies. 
TABLE III 
FALSE ALARM PROBABILITY 
No. of RF False Alarm 
Frequencies a= F. A.P. Number 
1 6 x10 ni I0 
2 l.Z x10- 7 nt6 xl10 
6 
3 1.8 X10 - 7  n'i4 x-0 
6 
5 3 x 10 7 n' X10 6 
Eclipsing-Loss. From [71, the average eclipsing loss for d t = 0.625 
is 
E.L. = 0.1'8 = 7.45dB 	 (13) 
Choices of sets of PRF's wh ose eclipsing loss is approximately 
7.5 	dB in the range of 8-12 N. Mi. have been found. 
Frequency Diversity Gain. In order to obtain a measure of the 
improvement in performance as' the result- of increasing the number 
of scans and the number of RFfrequencies, the required peak-signal­
energy:to-noise -spectral-density, R , is shown in Table IV, along 
p 
with 	the amount of improvement. In Table IV, 
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2
 
p N0 
where A is assumed 1. The values are taken from [6]. The values 
in Table IV assume that.a coherence time can be maintained equal to 
the spatial dwell time. These values also assume an ideal receiver. 
System Performance. The required average power und-er a variety 
of conditions is determined. The radar equation is 
2Aa £Gx] [2d ]E[1tp3
-2- 2 2 
=I 2 = 
 t (15) 
p N0 [(41) 3R4[kTsd] IL] 
where the parameter definitions and values are as follows: 
G = antenna gain = 35.4 dB 
2
 
a= average radar cross section = l 0 dB
 
X= (for 15 GHz) = 0.02 m= -16.99dB
 
[G ax] = 36.82 dB (16) 
dt = transmitter duty factor = 0. 625 
[ZdZi = -. o7 dB (17) 
3(4rr) = 1984.4 = 32.98 dB 
R = 11 N. Mi. = 20,383 m 
[(4) 3R-4 ] = 205.4 dB (18) 
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TABLE IV 
1 Freq. 
FREQUENCY DIVERSITY GAIN 
AR = NET GAIN PER PULSE 
p 
2 Freq. 3 Freq. 6 Freq. 
Pd = 0.99 Pd = 0.99 9 Pd = 0.99 
n' 107 n' 6 x6 n 4x10
6 x n'e2 10 6 
K = 1 swerling I swerling II swerling II swerling II 
one scan N =1 N =2 N =3 N= 6 
R = 36.5 dB 
p 
AR = 0. 
p 
R =24 dB 
p 
AR = 9.5 dB 
p 
R =19.7 dB 
p 
AR = 12.0'B 
p 
R =14.5 dB 
p 
AR =14.2 dB 
p 
P 
ni' 
= 0.-90 
i0 7 
P 
n' 
-= 0.90 
6 x10O6 
P 
n1 
= 0.90 
'4 x 10 6 
P 
n 
= 0.90 
ZX 106 
K = 2 swerling I swerling II swerling II swerling TT 
two scans c N = 1 N 2 N 3 N 6 
R =24dB 
p 
AR = 0 
p 
R = 18.5 dB 
p -
AR = Z.3 dB 
p 
R = 15.7 dB 
p 
AR = 3.5 dB 
p 
R= 
p 
AR 
p 
12 dB 
=4.2 dB 
P = 0.'785 P = 0.785 P = 0.785. P = 0.785 
n10 7 n' 6 x10 6 n' 4X 106 n' A 10 
K = 3 swerling I swerling II swerling II swerling II 
three scans N = I N = 2 N = 3 N = 6 
R =Z1.3dB 
p 
AR =0 
p 
R =16.3dB 
p 
AR =2dB 
p 
R 
p 
AR 
p 
14dB 
=2.5 dB 
-=10.7dB 
p 
AR = 2.8 dB 
p 
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Eleven nautical miles is chosen instead of 12, since the lock-up time 
for range tones in a coherent radar is negligible with respect to one 
minute. 
No kT s , N' Nod (19) 
where 
d = l-d=receiver duty factor t 0. 375 = -4.26 dB
 
r t
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k = Boltzman's constant = 1. 38 X 10 joules/ K = -228.6 dB 
T s = system noise teinperature. 
In determining the system noise temperature, we consider an Mvi­
component cascade 
M 
T S =T a +, T" e../G.1 (20)i=l 
where 
" = antenna noise temperaturea­
th

" .i effective input noise temperature of the i component 
G. = available gain of the ,system between its input terminals 
.th
 
and the input terminals of the i cascaded component. 
If we set 
T = transmission line noise temp with losses Li, then 
we simplify (20) to 
s a paramp r r (21) 
0 
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The noise figure of the paramp is approximately 3 dB. Therefore 
T (F-lI) 290 0 (ZZ)
~paramp0 
where To = 2900. 
The antenna noise temperature can be determined by noting first 
that the noise temperature of an idealized antenna (lossless, no earth­
directed sidelobes) at 15 GHz, and with an antenna beam elevation angle 
of 900 (i.e. pointed skyward) is approximately [see [5], page 2-31,2-321 
T1' =7°K (23)
a 
A beam elevation angle of 900 was chosen because the shuttle's 
motion is such that it is pointing skyward most of the time, particularly 
during the initial detection operation of targets, that is it approaches 
targets from below. 
The approximation suggested in [5] to transform ideal antenna 
noise temperature to one with losses is 
T = 0.876T ' + 36 (24)
a a 
Upon substitution T a = 4Z0 K. This assumes no additional Galactic 
noise. If an additional Z30 K is inserted to account for the transmission 
line losses in (21), then 
T =420 K + 290 0 K + 250 K =3550 K =2.5 dB (25) 
Then 
N o = -207.36 dB (26) 
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Losses. The lFlosses from cables antenna-port, switches, VSWR 
mismatches, insertion losses, etc., have been set at 3.5 dB. Of these 
the insertion loss of approximately 1. 5 dB is considered to be the 
largest. We list the losses as follows: 
I-F Losses 3.5 dB 
(circular 4 dB p = Polarization ilinear 0 dB 
L.S. L. = Lateral Scan Loss 1.16 dB 
S.A.L. - Scan Alignment Loss 2.06 dB 
E.L. = Average eclipsing Loss (dtr= 0.625) 7.45 dB 
Doppler Mismatch 0.97 dB 
Additional Post Detection Integration Loss 1. 0 dB 
Linear 16.14 dB = L 
Total Losses 
Circular 
= Z0. 14 dB 
Denoting the losses under the linear polarization assumption as L, 
and the polarization loss as p, then (15) can be written as 
Pp IdB - tIdB - PdB - 21.57 (27) 
where 
P is the peak Power per pulsep 
Tt is the P-F frequency dwell time after the-center line filter at 
the input to the detector 
p is the polarization loss. 
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In Table V, the required average power and peak power are tabulated 
for K = 1,2, 3 scans, and 1, 2, 3 and 6 RF frequencies. Ref. [61 has 
performance curves for 6 pulses, and not 5. It is anticipated that the 
difference between 6 and 5 is not very great, so that the trade-off, 
that is being shown is clearly established. 
Let us assume that the average power requirement of the comm is 
approximately 40'watts, and that the peak power of the radar (in the 
coherent system) is not to exceed the comm requirement. It then 
becomes clear which cases qualify by inspection of'Table V. For linear 
polarization, the choices are greater. It is clear that circular polari­
zation cannot be used unless at least three frequencies of diversitr are 
used, and five frequencies will not provide a substantial safety margin. 
With circular polarization andfive frequencies of diversity, either one 
scan or two scans will provide a satisfactory design. With linear polari­
zation, it would be possible to eliminate'frequency diversity in the search 
mode. Because of the necessity of frequency diversity for angle tracking, 
frequency diversity with three frequencies-is proposed. This provides 
over 3 dB of safety margin regardles's of the number of scans chosen. 
In some of the cases, the required peak power as a, function of the 
number of scans has a mniimum value at K=2 scans. 
The optimal choice of number of scans is dependent on the choice 
of frequency diversity and vice versa. The optimal choice of the com­
bination is case 4, namely, one scan and five frequencies of diversity. 
In order to obtain some system simplicity, if the number of frequencies 
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TABLE V 
POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR COHERENT PULSED 
DOPPLER CENTER LINE RADAR 
Freq I 
Dwell 
Number Number - Time 
Case of Scans 
I of RF 
Freq. 
Polari-
zation 
R 
dB 
R p
dB 
T t 
msec 
7 
t 
dB 
P 
dB 
p 
Watts 
avg 
Watts 
11 L 0 36.5 110 - 9.59 Z4.52 283.1 177 
z 1 2 L 0 24 55 -12.60 15.03 3L1.8 19.9 
3 1 3 L 0 i9.7 37 -14,32 12.451 17.6 11.0 
4V:- 1 5 (6) L 0 114.51 22 -16.58 9. 51 8.9 ! 5, 6 
5 2 1 L 0 24 55 -iZ.60 15.03 31.8} 19.9 
6 2 2 L 0 18.5 27.5 -15.61 12.54 17,9 I 11.2 
7 
81 
2 
2 
3 
5(6) 
L[L i 0 0 15.7 1z 18.3 11 -17.38 -19.59 11.51 10.02 14.2 10 8.8 6,3 
9 3 1 L 0 Z1.3 37 -14.3Z 14.05 25.4 15,9 
10 3 2 L 0 16.3 19 -17.21 11.94 15.6I 9.8 
11 3 3 L 0 14 12 -19.21 11.64 14.6' 9,1 
12 3 5(6) L 0 10.7 7.4 -Zl.31 10.44 11.! 6,9 
13 1 1 C 4 36.5 110 - 9.59 28.52 711. 1445, 
14 1 2 C 4 24 55 -12.60 19.03 80. 50, 
15 1 3 C 4 19.7I 37 -14.32 16.45 I 44 27,6 
16c 1 5(6) C 4 14.5 22 -16.58 13.511 22.4 14.0 
17 2 1 C 4 24 55 -12.60 19.03 8o. 0.,0 
18 2 2 C 4 18.5 27.5 -15.61 16.54 45.1 Z8,Z 
19 2 3 C 4 15.7 18.3 -17.38 15.51 35., 22.2 
20* 2 5(6) C 4 12 11 -19.59 14.02 25.2 15.8 
21 3 1 C 4 Z.3 37 -14.32 18.05 64.8 39.9 
zz 3 2 C 4 16.3 19 -17.21 15.94 39.3 24.6 
23 3 3 C 4 14 12 -19.21 15.64 36.6 Z2.9 
24- 3 5(6) C 4 10.7 7.4 -21.'31 14.44 27.8 17.4 
"Calculation based on six individual RF frequencies. 
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of diversity is reduced to three, then the optimal choice is two scans. 
One can see, however, that there is not an extensive variation in 
the peak power equirement over all of the cases listed above, and any 
of these would make a satisfactory design. 
If a low PRF is used so that eclipsing loss is essentially eliminated 
in the range of 10-15 nautical miles, then a.safety, margin of over 7 dB 
can be gained. When this is the-case, there is the probability of detecting 
the incorrect line in the coherent spectrum. If the transition from 
detection to tracking can be smoothly carried out, however, then that 
- may be the most satisfactory implementation of the coherent radar. 
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2IV. Noncoherent Ku-Band Pulsed Radar in the-Search Mode 
In this section, we consider the performance of a noncoherent Ku­
band pulsed radar in the search mode of operation. As many of the 
system parameters as possible are kept the same as in the previous 
sections so as to provide a satisfactory comparison. 
We shall consider frequency diversity and a fluctuating Swerling I 
target, as in the previous section. When considering frequency diver­
sity with a pulsed radar, the question arises as to the method of obtaining 
the necessary frequency agility. There are at least three methods: 
i) Mechanical Spin Tuning. This is old technology and much too 
slow for the kind of frequency diversity required. 
ii) Voltage-Tunable Magnetron. The bandwidth is attainable by this 
method but this method is power limited as a pulsed, radar. It is more 
commonly used in CW radars. 
iii) Injection Locking. This method consists of priming the mag­
netron at a given frequency, then pulsing it. This will provide the 
necessary frequency diversity, but it is very inefficient. 
These methods are discussed in Skolnik [5, Ch. 7]. The present­
day methods of attaining a 3 percent bandwidth frequency diversity for 
a pulsed radar are presently being investigated. There is the additional 
consideration of insuring that the paramp has adequate protection from 
the magnetron both in the transmit and receive mode of operation. 
In Table VI, the parameters of the pulse radar are listed. The 
3 dB IF bandwidth is chosen as the reciprocal of the pulse width. 
TABLE VI
 
PULSE RADAR PARAMETERS
 
Pulse width 0.4 psec 
IF bandwidth 2.5- MHz 
PRF 2590/sec 
Pulse repetition time' 400 jisec 
Transmitter duty factor 0. 001 
In Addendum B, we analyze the performance of the noncoherent pulse 
radar and arrive at the following results: 
Case A: K = I scan, k = 1..00, X = 0 dB
 
CaseB: K = Z scans, X = 1.18, X= 0. 7ZdB
 
Case C: K = 3 scans, X= 1.29, X= 1.11dB
 
where
 
k Alint (28) 
(T2 
n 
In (28), P is the peak received signal power at the input to thepr 
detector, and
 
- Z' N o Bif 
= - (29) 
n 2 
is the average noise power; N = k T is the noise spectral density,
o s 
and Bif is the IF bandwidth. 
The radar equation that is used to determine the required trans­
mitter peak power is 
-29­
pr [G p GD
- -- kT (30O) 
n 4TrR) [ L4 ]fi 'L 
where the parameters are as previously .described with the additions 
that 
GD is the gain due to frequency diversity 
L is the loss due to the fluctuating target. 
From the previous section, the consistent values are: 
[GZ " T 2] = 36.82 dB (31) 
The range is now set at 12 nautical miles because of the time 
required to establish range rate estimates from range estimates in 
the noncoherent 'system. 
With R = 12n.mi., 
(420) R = Z06.86 dB (32) 
Bif = 2.5 MHz 63.98 dB 
kT = -203.1 dB 
s 
k Ts Bif 
(33)2 = -14Z.1 dB . 
Losses
 
IF 3.5 dB 
L.S.L. 1.16 
S.A.L. 2.06
 
Receiver mismatch 1.00
 
Total losses 7.72 dB 
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Upon substitution into (30), the peak power (in dB) is given by 
P = X + LF GD - p + 35.64 (34) 
The values for frequency diversity gain are listed in, Table(IV. The 
fluctuating target loss is essentially independent-of the number of pulses 
integrated, but very dependent on the probability of detection per scan. 
The values are taken from DiFranco and Rubin [6] and are shown in 
Table VII. 
In Table VII, the cases are numbered in the same way as in Table V. 
For a given-case number, the number of scans, the number of RF fre­
quencies of diversity, the polarization, and the frequency dwell time 
are the same in both Table V and Table VII. 
Comparison of Tables V and VII shows that the average power 
requirement for the coherent radar is uniformly better than for the 
-noncoherent radar, but not by a great margin for the cases of most 
interest. The coherent system has a larger number of components 
integrated with the comm than does the noncoherent. The magnetron 
XTMR must also have its necessary accessories such as power supply 
and cooling equipment, which also would not be integrated with the 
comm. It is- therefore anticipated that the total weight of the radar/ 
comm will be less with the coherent radar. 
For all of these reasons, the coh'eren radar appears the more 
satisfactory choice and is therefore our, recomtmendation. In the dis­
cussion.at the end of. section II, several satisfactory cases are shown 
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TABLE VII
 
POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR NONCOHERENT PULSED RADAR
 
jNetcFlucuu-
N Frequency ating Polari -
Number of 
Pulses/ 
Diversity 
Gain 
Target 
Loss x 
zation 
P 
P 
P 
PP P avg 
Case Frequency GD, dB LF, dB x dB 1 dB dB kw w 
1 275 0 17.8 121 0 0 53.44 220 1220 
2 137 9.5 17.8 i.0o 0 43.94 Z4.7 24.7 
3 92 12. 17.8 1.0 10 0 41.44 13.91 13.9 
4 55 14.2 17.8 11.0 0 0 -139.Z4 8.4j 8.4 
5 137 0 8.5 1.18 0.72 0 44.86 30.61 30.6 
6 68 2.3 8.5' 1.18' 0.72 0 42.56 18.0 18.0 
45 3.5 8.5 1.18 0.72 0 41.36 13.7 13.7 
8 27 4.2 8.5 1.18 0.72 0 40.7 11.6 11.6 
9 92 t 0 .5.2' 1.29, 1.11 0 41.95 15.7 15.7 
-0 
 47 2 5.2 1.29 1.11 0 39.95 9.9 9.9 
Ii 30 Z.5 5.2 1.29 1.11-- 0 39.45 8.8 8.8 
12 18 2.8 5.2 1..29 1.11 0 39.15 8.2 -8.2 
13 Z75 0 17.,8 1.0 0 44 554. 1554.
 
14 137 9.5 17.8 1.0 0 4 47.94 62. 2, 62.2 
15 9z 12.0 17.8 1.0 1.0 4 45.44 35 35 
16 55 14.2 17.8 1.0 j0 4 43.24 21.1 21.1 
17 137 0 8.5 1.18 0.72 4 48.86 76.9 76.9 
18 68 2.3 8.5 1.18 0.72 4 46.56 45.3 45.3 
19 45 3.5 8.5 1.18 0.72 4 45.36 34.4 34.4 
20 27 4. . 8.5 . 1.18 0.72 4 44 .7 29.5 Z9.5 
21 9z 0 5.2 1. Z9 1.11 4 45.95 3 9 ,4 39.4 
22 47 2 5.2, 1.29 1.11 4 43.95 24.8 24.8 
Z3 30 2.5 5.2 1 . 1. 4 43.45 22.1 22.1 
24 18 2.8 1.29 43.15 Z0.6 20.6]5.2 
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to provide satisfactory operation with a safety margin of near 6 dB 
with respect to an average power requirement of 40 watts for comm. 
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V. Short Range Considerations 
In this section, a sequence of comments are presented concerning 
the operation of the radar at short range in station keeping. 
1. To protect the paramp, the T/IR switch may have to be partially 
engaged at short ranges. In addition, in order to protect the targets, 
the TWT will need to be reduced in power or bypassed. The latter will 
in all likelihood be the most satisfactory approach. 
Z. The scintillation and glint at short ranges will be very large. 
Therefore, frequency diversity will virtually be a requirement in order 
to substantially reduce these effects at short ranges.
 
3. At short ranges, station keeping may be more effectively per­
formed via Doppler frequency instead of range. One of the reasons for 
this is the ratio of target size to range becomes so large that the defini­
tion of range and the capacity of measuring range comes-into doubt. 
If this is the case, a coherent radar with Doppler tracking capability 
will be the more acceptable approach. 
4. Approximately, the far field of an antenna starts at 
RFF = 2d/X 
where d is the diameter of the antenna. For a 20" dish, 
R = Z5.8 m = 85 feet. 
Station keeping at 100 feet is therefore close to the edge of the far field 
of the antenna. 
ADDENDUM A 
OPTIMAL CHOICE OF ANTENNA SCAN OVERLAP 
In this appendix we consider the optimum choice of antenna scan 
overlap for a pencil beam antenna. Three different optimization criteria 
are considered which will be described in the sequel. The optimal choic e 
of scan overlap is dependent on the optimization criterion used, but is 
independent of the size of the scan average, the total search time, and 
the antenna 3 dB beamwidth. 
oL 
AAZ 
Figure A-1. Region of Scan Coverage and Indication of Scan Overlap. 
We define the following:
 
A
 
A = azimuth scan coverage in radians,
AZ 
A = elevation scan coverage in radians, 
0 A 3 dB antenna beamwidth in radians,B 
A-2 
A 
T = total time to scan the entire column 
K number of scans of the entire volume in the allotted time. 
A TT
 
T - -time for each total scan.
s K 
In our example, the observation time is 60 sec, Z0% of which is 
designated as set aside for scan reversal. Therefore T T = 48 sec. 
Also, the antenna beamwidth is specified as 6B = 2. 76 degrees = . 04817 
radians [4]. 
The scan overlap is defined as A., as shown in Figure A-2. When 
A = 0, there is no scan overlap and when A = 1, there is 100% scans s 
overlap. Then we define 
A 
N = number of scan lines/scans 
AE
 
- EL (A-i) 
B L-si 
where horizontal scan lines are assumed. Also 
A T s
 
T = time per scan line =-N 
L N 
s 
A AAZ
 
-V velocity of the scan s T L 
We shall consider two different dwell times, one through the antenna 
boresight, and one through the edge of the nonoverlapping portion of 
A-3 B
 
I egion of Scan-
Overlap 
I . 
Bs 
eB_(I _s s z 
Figure A-2. Definition of Scan Overlap, 0 A m I. 
r 
the scan coverage as shown in Fig. A-3. We designate these dwell 
times as td and"t d respectvely. Then 
td B/VA (A-Z) 
and 
td = B/Vs (A-3) 
B-l
 
Figure A-3. Dwell Times. 
A-4
 
where B = 9B j" The dwell time at boresight can be expressed 
as 
o T 9 T T (1.-A
t BTL Bs B T sT(I-4) 
d A N -A A (A-4)AAZ A~zs AzAEL K 
In K scans, the total dwell time at boresight is 
ZT (1-A 
Kt B T s (A-5)d A AAE
 
For the dwell time at the edge of the nonoverlapping coverage of the 
antenna beam, we have-
B_ E_ _ _ _ TB_ _s fW T 
d AAZ/T L A AZ K (A-6) 
The total dwell time in K scans in Ktd. 
The first optimal choice of the scan overlap factor, As, is based on 
maximizing the total energy through the center of the antenna beam. Thi! 
is marked as path "a" in Figure A-3. This corresponds to maximizing 
the dwell time when the target moves across the center of the beam. 
Under this criterion therefore, (not the most desirable optimization 
criterion) As = 0, which can be seen by inspection of (A-5). 
The second optimal choice of scan overlap is based on maximizing 
the received energy under the assumption that the target passes through 
the edge of the nonoverlapping portion of the scan coverage. This is 
marked as path "b" in Figure A-3. 
The average power along this path is reduced by the factor 
A-5
 
~nC B/ 2(-sin(~e 2 A7[_______
SL[ _ b/2)(l-A (A-7) 
8 B / 0=(-4 s)0 /2 
by being on the edge of the nonoverlapped portion of the spederum. The 
angle 6' is defined in radians as the angle such that 
2BB (sine) /2 - (A-8 
The power averaged along path b is then given by 
) 2 /2 sin( 0B / z 
({/ /) d_ (A-9)
oB I (B/2) J g/2 
08 B /ZB 
The actual average power is the product of (A-9) and (A-7) which 
becomes 
2 
sin[(@ /)(l-As A sin[('IZ)y] dy 
avg L 6'/2)(l-A ) Ji[('/2)y A(-B (nB JIEs,4 S) 
(A-10)
 
The energy received inK scans is
 
2 d avg 
iF(I6)(/2)(-6s) I J (6 y2 N 
d 
s in E % / ) -A )1 r A ( 2 A ) sin (O' Y/ 2) 
_ 
_ __T[ OTT ZEL J Bs 0O s 
(A- 11)
 
A-6
 
which can be slightly simplified to give 
s sinG 'y/2) 
IA I _A4 e! -As S ( dYL AZELJLBs 2 )(1~s 0 [ B/ 
0 A <i (A-IZ)
 
We see that 
lirn = Urn =0 
A -+IA 4 0 
S S 
Observation of (A-l2) indicates that optimal setting of scan overlap is 
independent of 0B' TT AAZ' and AEL. A plot of the factor in f 3 
in (A-l2) is shown in Figure A-4, from which it can be seen that the 
optimal choices of A under this second optimization criterion iss 
=
As Isopt 0.40 (A-13) 
This appears to be the most desirable optimization criterion to use. It 
is the maxi-min approach, since it maximizes the energy return when 
the target is located in the most undesirable position. 
The third optimal choice for 5 is to base the choice on maximizing 
the average energy over the entire region of nonoverlapping scan coverage. 
The average power per scan in this case is given by 
C 
A-7
 
.4f I 
cII 
dI iI 
S I 
0) / 
avg.3 . . . .. B 2' 
I I0 I J 
0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
A 
s 
Figure A-4. Plot of Factor in Brackets in (A-ie). 
(1A)82 B dy(siny/y 7z (9-) 
avg 3 (1_A) -/0 dx(sinx/x)=__Kd(-1B 0 (Z) 
fraction of 
average powercetrln 
dwell time 
(A-14) 
The energy received over the entire observation is given by 
=3 avg Kd(-15 
where we have multiplied by the boresight dwell time Ktd. The energy 
can be expressed as
 
x 
A-6 
0O/z 
Figure A-5. Region for Third Optimization Criterion. 
This optimization is similar to that for (3 From (A-16) it is seen that the 
optimum choice of A is given by 
AS lopt = 0 
for the third optimization criterion. 
The recommended choice of scan overlap is to employ the second 
optimization criterion and choose the scan overlap to A = 0.40. 
This is the choice of A which is used in the body of the report for all 
of the required power computations. 
A-9
 
In our example 
AEL = A = 400 = .698 radians 
B = 2.760 = . 048 radiansB 
The optimization carried out in this appendix is similar to a 
"Beam Overlapping Optimization Study" recently performed at NASA-JSC, 
wherein the conclusion was that a 30% overlap was the optimal choice to 
maximize the minimum received energy over the total dwell time. The 
definitions and concept of scan overlap differ somewhat from that presented 
in this report. 
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ADDENDUM B 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NONCOHERENT PULSE RADAR 
There appears to be no exact analytical method for determining the 
performance of a typical suboptimal pulse radar detector such as shown 
in Figure B-1. The input is y 2 (t) which is also shown on Figure I.. The 
front end of the receiver up to y 2 (t) could be the same for both a coherent 
and a noncoherent receiver, provided the gating is appropriately altered. 
The method employed here is similar to that used for the suboptimal 
coherent receiver in Appendix D of [7], and [12] 
SquarLow
 
Range IF Filter awass P 
Gate Bonal 
()if z(t-) Detector Fijlter 
w 
eThreshold 
Device 
Figure B.1. Typical Suboptimal Pulse Radar Detector 
We shall simplify the analysis by assuming that the improvement 
due to frequency diversity and the loss due to the fluctuations of the 
target for the suboptimal system are approximately the same as for 
the ideal optimal system. We therefore examine the receiver in 
Figure B. 1 for a nonfluctuating target in the absence of frequency 
diver sity. 
B-Z
 
We shall assume that the low pass filter usually used for integration 
can be replaced by a sampler and summer as shown in Figure B. 1. 
The sampling rate for the sampler is equal to the PRF, namely, 
2500 samples/second. When a nonfluctuating signal pulse is present, 
the received waveform during the pulse time is 
z(t) = ? sin (w0t + o) + nf(t) (B-1) 
pr 0 0 f 
where 
nft) = '4-' ns(t) sin (o 0t+ 0) + 4W nc(t) cos (w0 t+ 0 . (B-2) 
In (B-i) and (B-Z), 
i) P is the received peak signal power,
.pr 
ii) n (t) and n (t) are independent identically distributed Gaussian 
c S 
random processes, whose spectrum is dictated by the shape of the pre­
ceding IF filter. 
The autocorrelation function and spectral density of nf(t) are given 
by 
Rn,(T) = Z . () COS W oT 
= Z(N"0 Bif/2) sin ('r Bif/Z)/( Bif/Z) (B-3) 
and 
S n(f) - SL(f - 0 + SL(f + f0) (B-4) 
respectively, where RL (T) and S L(f) are the autocorrelation and spectral 
density of n (t) and n (t). If the IF filter in' Figure B-I is ideal, then 
SL(f ) is as shown in-Figure B-Z. 
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SL(f)II 
0 
-B /2 3f/ 
Bif/z0Bi 
Figure B-2. Spectral Density of nc (t) and n s(t) 
Following a procedure similar to Appendix D of [7], we note that, 
over one spatial dwell time, 
5
E + 2 
j=1 prs( 
Z (4-V'p7 .) + (ncj)z 
- ) 
where ns. = n s(tj) and ncj = n c(t.). The time sampling interval is 400 
jisec, so that the {nsj and Incj are independent Gaussian random 
variables. 
We consider three cases, which correspond to sets of cases in 
Table V: 
Case A Case B Case C 
One scan Two scans Three scans 
= = 9 0Pd 0.99 Pd 0. Pd = 0.785 
=
110 msec = 
J = Z75 samples J = 137 samples J = 9z samples 
td l Td 55 msec d 37sec
 
From page (D-7) in [7], the design equation becomes 
E[wis+n] = E[wln] + o-win erfc- (FAP)+ -ws+n erfc-l (1 _ pd 
(B-6) 
B-4
 
where
 
.2
 
.E(wIn) = 2 J T 
 (B-7)n 
E(wIs+n) J(P + 2 a (B-8)pr n 
2 4 
1 = n (B-9) 
Wvs+A = 4 J4( +P IT ) (B-10)wISnn pr • n 
Upon substitution of (B-7) throughf(B-l0) into (B-6), and simplifying, 
we have 
2 
4Tr ni)1 2{ab (= (ni 
or, equivalently, 
(J/4)k (NrT a +b2)X + (a2 - b) = 0 (B-12) 
where 
X=(P I~)(Bpr n -13) 
a -erfc (FAP) , (B-14) 
and b = erfc-l (1 
­ (B-lB5) 
The values of a and b for Cases A, B,. and C are given in Table B-i. 
These are the values of required received signal-to-noise ratios that 
are used in the computations in Section IV. 
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a= b=
 
Case 
A 
FA~FAP erfc 
3x1 0 
a(FAP) 
5 
-1d1P 
0.99 
erfc (1 -p 
Z.33 
d) X 
1.00 
ds 
0B1 
B 3x10 -
3x0-
5 
5 
0.9 
0.785 
1.28 
0.79 
1.18 
11.9 
0.7Z 
1 
TABLE B-I 
REQUIRED RECEIVED. SIGNAL -TO-NOISE RATIOS 
FOR NONCOHERENT PULSED RADAR 
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APPENDIX C 
SHUTTLE PULSE RADAR/TRANSPONDER CONFIGURATIONS
 
AND PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES
 
FOR THE COOPERATIVE MODE
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the requirements for the Shuttle radar sensor is the operation 
with a cooperative target, i.e., the target which carries an active trans­
ponder. The use of a transponder permits the acquisition and track initi­
ation of a cooperative target at a maximum range of up to 557 km (300 nm). 
Furthermore, a relatively steady reply from a cooperative transponder 
alleviates the problems caused by scintillation and glint associated with 
most of the passive targets. Unfortunately, not all of the targets can be 
equipped with transponders and the optimization of the radar function for 
the uncooperative mode still remains one of the major objectives of this 
study program. Consequently, when considering the candidate radars and 
the corresponding transponders, one must keep in mind the fact that the 
radar configuration for the cooperative mode must have a high degree of 
compatibility with the configuration selected for the passive, noncoopera­
tive mode. 
So far, the candidate sensor configurations have included the 
following types of radar systems: 
1. pulse radar, 
2. pulse doppler radar, 
3. pulse doppler with tone ranging, 
and 4. pulse radar with linear (chirp) or stepped FM. 
It is the purpose of this report to describe the block diagrams for the pulse 
radar and transponder and to point out the switchovers required between 
the passive and the active modes. Preliminary performance estimates 
for the cooperative mode of the pulse radar system are presented. A 
technique for reducing radar transmitter power at short ranges is also 
described. 
2.0 PULSE RADAR SYSTEM 
Z. 1 Noncooperative Mode 
The pulse radar systemi has been considered to date as a baseline 
system against which all other candidates have been compared. In the 
noncooperative mode, this system operates in a manner similar to the 
airborne-intercept (AI) radar. A high peak power, low duty cycle, non­
coherent magnetron transmitter is used and a three-channel monopulse 
receiver provides signal detection and two-axis target tracking. The 
effects of target cross section variations are reduced by employing fre­
quency agility in the transmitter. Range is measured by a split-gate 
tracker, or equivalent, and the range rate is determined by differentiating 
the range. 
The target angle search and acquisition have been analyzed for 
this radar in the noncooperative mode and the required parameter esti­
mates have been documented.' The question of obtaining the required 
range rate accuracy by range differentiation is still open and such tech­
niques as accelerometer-aided aPY trackers are being considered. 
Figure I shows the simplified block diagram of the pulse radar 
system. The amplitude type monopulse converter'provides three outputs, 
each applied to its own receiver channel. The outputs are, respectively, 
the sum (Z), the elevation difference (AEI), and the azimuth difference 
(AAz). The sum channel provides both the AGC and the phase reference 
for the difference channels. The AAz and AEl receiver outputs are applied 
to the antenna steering servo loops which for the purpose of simplicity 
have been omitted from the block diagram. 
The frequency diversity required for the noncooperative mode 
is provided by a frequency-agile magnetron. The selection of the mag­
netron tuning mechanism is an important factor because the automatic 
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Fig. 1. PULSE RADAR SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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frequency control (AFC)usually operatds over a limited range of frequency 
shifts and is generally designed-to take care only of long-term frequency 
drifts. Consequently, the device which frequency-tunes the magnetron 
must provide a signal which is related to the instantaneous frequency of 
the magnetron so that this signal can be used for supplying the first order 
frequency correction to the AFC circuit. The residual frequency discrep­
ancy at each transmitter frequency is then corrected by the AFC. Further­
more, once the frequency tuning is discontinued and the system is put into 
the cooperative mode, the tuning device must return the center frequency 
of the magnetron to a value-which is within the frequeicy acquisition range 
of the transponder. 
Because most of the existing frequency agile magnetrons employ 
electro-mechanical devices for frequency readout, the question of readout 
accuracy and space qualification of -boththe tuning device and the magnetron 
itself is an important one and requires further investigation. The typical 
parameters lwhitch have been baselined for the pulse radar in the noncooper­
ative, skin tracking mode are as follows: 
Pulse Repetition Rate (PRF) 2500 pps 
Pulse Width 0. 4 microseconds 
Duty Cycle 0. 001 
Peak Power 40 kw 
Average Power 40 w 
Frequency Diversity Spread 250 MHz (up to 800 MHz 
is being considered) 
Noise Figure 8 dB 
System Losses 6-7 dB 
It must be pointed out that these parameters, particularly the peak power 
levels and pulse widths, are baselined to provide a passive target track 
initiation at a range of 19 km (10 nmi) with probabilitr of detection of 0.99 
and false alarm probability of 10 - 8 . As the range to the target decreases 
and eventually reaches the stationkeeping range of 30 meters, the high 
peak power level may present a twofold problem: (1) excessive irradiation 
level of the target and (2) switching transients associated with a gas-type 
T/R device. Because the power level of the magnetron cannot be con­
trolled directly, alternate techniques such as diverting the magnetron 
output into a dummy load and using only a fraction of the available power 
are being considered. A possible configuration for this technique is 
described in Section 2. 3. 
2. 2 	 Cooperative Mode 
2.2.1 	 Angular Search and Dwell Time Considerations for 
the Cooperative Mode 
Before we discuss the various features of the candidate radars 
and the transponders for the cooperative mode, let us consider the angular 
acquisition of a target in this mode. The specification requires that a 
cooperative target be acquired at a maximum range of 557 km (360 nmt) 
and that both the angular and range acquisition be completed within one 
minute after the radar has been designated to the expected target direction. 
Unlike some of the passive modes of 6peration, where the target position 
is unknown within a relatively large scan volume, we will assume that in 
the cooperative mode the target direction is known with an accuracy which 
is better than the designation accuracy of the radar antenna. Thus, we 
will base our reasoning on the assumption that it is the radar antenna 
designation accuracy that determines the scan volume in the cooperative 
mode. From the data available to us so'far, we make the following 
assumptions: 
)
Antenna 	3 dB beamwidth: 0B = 2.8 (20" dish, f = 15 GHzi
Azimuth 	designation uncertainty: AAZ = + 30 (3ff) 
Elevation designation uncertainty: AEL = ± 30 (3ff) 
Scan overlap: So = 30%
 
Allowance for scan reversal: S = 20%
 
Based on an assumption of a raster scan, the number of horizontal lines 
is therefore 
6 
Number of AEL 60
 
Horizontal Lines (1 - S0)e B (1 - 0.3) 2.80
 
= 3.06 S 3 lines (1) 
Assuming that two scans will be made in 60 seconds, time per scan line 
is then 
Time per scan line 303 - l0 sec .(2) 
The corresponding scan speed is 
AAZ6 
Scan Speed = A AZ (6+0.2) 60 (12) = 0. 72/sec (3)10 sec (10.) 0 sec 
where 0. 2 represents the 20% time required for scan reversals. 
The dwell time per beamwidth, td' i. e., the time a given point 
in space is illuminated by the antenna inside its 3 dB beamwidth, plays an 
important role in establishing the probability and the accuracy of target 
acquisition. For the parameters assumed, this time is given by 
eB 2. 80 
t Scan Speed - 0.720 /sec = 3.9 or = 4 seconds. (4) 
It may be noted that, for any particular radar system and a corresponding 
transponder, trade-offs exist between the scan speed, the scan overlap, 
the dwell time and the probability of detection. However, because these 
trade-offs may provide only a secord-order type of optimization, we will 
use the 4 seconds dwell time as a baseline number for generating the pre­
liminary estimates of candidate system performance. But, if new findings 
pertaining to antenna designation accuracy, antenna beamwidth, and antenna 
scan pattern reveal that assumptions other than those used above pertain, 
the dwvell time can easily be recomputed. 
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Z. Z. 2 Transponder Configuration 
Inthe.cooperative mode, the pulse radar operates with a trans­
ponder whose simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 2. Because 
in this mode the transponder has to be acquired and tracked at a range of 
up to 557 km (300 nmi), the PRF of the radar is reduced to 250 pps which 
provides an unambiguous range of up to 600 km. The pulse-width of the 
radar is also increased to a value which is from I to 4 microseconds. 
The frequency diversity, however, is not required and the radar trans ­
mitter frequency is set at a fixed value. 
As shown in the block diagram, the transponder employs a super­
heterodyne receiver to amplify and detect the Shuttle's radar signals. 
The superheterodyne receiver is required in this case to provide reliable 
detection of the radar signals whose level, as shown later in the power 
budget, is below the -40 to -50 dBm detection capability of the video 
detector receivers. As the radar antenna beam illuminates the trans­
ponder's antenna, the detected radar pulses are applied to the control 
logic. When'the level of received signals exceeds a preset threshold, the 
logic circuitry verifies the PRF and the approximate pulse duration of the 
-received signal and initiates the pulsing -of the reply transmitter. The 
frequency of this transmitter is offset from that of the received radar 
signal by a fixed amount. Such offset provides for a better transmitter/ 
receiver isolation within the transponder and thus alleviates the problem 
of self-triggering which could arise if the transponder were to reply 
directly at the frequency of the interrogating radar. Although the frequency 
offset of the transponder's reply requires a change in the local oscillator 
frequency of the radar receiver, this requirement is not considered to be 
a major problem. 
While for the pulse radar system and its transponder, pulse-to­
pulse frequency stability and phase coherence are not required, the radar 
and the transponder IF bandwidth place limitations on the long-term fre­
quency drifts which can be tolerated. In the noncooperative mode, the 
r
atoixo
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AFC takes care of long-term frequency.drifts and thus maintains a rela­
tively constant IF., For the cooperative mode, however, the absolute 
frequency drift in the radar transmitter frequency must be minimized 
to preclude the requirement for a frequency search at the beacon. Pre­
sently, we assume that by judicious design, the radar transmitter fre­
quency in the cooperative mode can be maintained within 10 MHz over the 
range of expected operating conditions. Thus, for subsequent power ­
budget calculations we use 10 MHz as the 3 dB bandwidth for the tranS­
ponder receiver. 
At the transponder, we may improve frequency stability of the 
reply by "priming" the transmitter, which may be either a beacon mag­
netron or an LSA oscillator, by a small amount of an RF power derived 
from a crystal controlled source. Thus, if we assume nominal stability, 
-
_+1 x i0 , which allows for crystal aging and a wide degree of environ­
mental changes, the expected frequency drift of a primed beacon trans­
mitter may be kept within a + 150 kHz limit. This permits us to assume 
that the radar bandwidth may be as narrow as 250-300 k~i to match the 
maximum beacon reply pulse width of 4 microseconds. For the preliminary 
power budget calculations, however, we will assume that the beacon trans­
ponder reply pulse width is 1 microsecond and the 3 dB bandwidth of the 
radar receiver is 1 MHz. The small mismatch resulting from this 
assumption is accounted for by the inclusion of a 1. 0 dB loss into the 
6. 	 7 dB total loss estimate* for the pulse radar system. 
The automatic gain control (AGO) must be applied to the transponder 
receiver to prevent overloading as the target approaches the radar. The 
AGC may have to be controlled by transponder receiver noise in conjunction 
with a threshold circuit to prevent transponder actuation by the sidelobes 
of the searching radar's antenna pattern. The detailed function of the 
transponder AGO cannot be established, however, until the final values 
of radar antenna sidelobes ar defined. 
W. McQuillan et al.,, op. cit. 
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2 .2.3 Radar to Beacon Link Power Budget 
Table I gives the preliminary estimates for the radar-to-beacon 
link power budget at the maximum acquisition range of 557 km. This 
budget is based on the assumption that-the peak power radiated by the 
radar in the cooperative mode is the same as that in the noncooperative 
mode, i.e., the peak power is 40 kw. Radar pulse width of one micro­
second is assumed, but for the reasons explained earlier,, the beacon 
receiver bandwidth is assumed to be 10 MHz. Beacon antenna aperture 
magnitude is based on a 0 dB gain at 15 GHz, which may be typical of a 
wide beamwidth antenna. Also, because the electromagnetic alignment 
between radar and transponder antennas is random and -varies with time, 
circular polarization is assumed for the transponder antenna and linear 
for-the radar antenna. This polarization difference introduces a nominal 
3 dB loss for the cooperative mode, but allows the radar antenna to have 
only a linear polarization which is optimum for working inthe noncooper­
ative, skin tracking mode. An additional 3 dB RF loss is included to 
account for loss in a solid state T/R switch and a limiter which may be 
included in the receiver channel of the antenna. Presently, this value 
may be considered as nominal and it may be re-evaluated as a more 
detailed design of the transponder is worked out. 
The important result of the radar-to-beacon link power budget 
shown in Table 1 is the relatively high (approximately +30 dB) value ,of 
peak signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. This SNIR provides sufficient safety 
margin for the radar-to beacon link. It also implies that beacon trans­
mitter triggering jitter will be relatively low. 
2. 2. 4 Beacon to Radar Link Power Budget 
Table 2 shows the preliminary estimates for the beacon-to­
radar link power budget. The peak radiated power for the beacon trans­
mitter is assumed to be 100 watts which is typical for small beacon 
magnetrons or solid state LSA devices.' The radar antenna aperture 
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TABLE 1 
RADAR TO BEACON LINK POWER BUDGET (PULSE RADAR) 
P (B) = t t b b Assumef = 15 0Hz 
r 4R Z 
where P r(B) = Peak received power (at beacon) 
Pt = Peak transmitted radar power 
Gt = Radar antenna gain 
Ab = Beacon antenna aperture
 
L b = Beacon antenna losses
 
R = Range
 
Gain Loss 
Term Units (dB) (dB) Comments 
Pt 40 kw 46 dBw Pave = 40w for 0. 001 duty cycle 
G 35.4 X 0.0Zm 
1/4 -1ii 
I/R 2 557 km -115 
Ab 3.ZxlO- m -45 0 dB gain at 15 GHz 
-6 {3 dB RF loss
Lb 

+ 81.4 
_ 
dBw - 177 dB dB polarization loss 
P (B) = +81.4 dBw - 177 dB = -95.6 dBw 
For beacon NF = 8 dB and BW = 10 MHz beacon noise: 
N = -144 dBw + 8 dB + 10 dB = -126 dBw 
P(B) 
r = -95.6 dBw - (-126 dBw) +30.4 dB = Peak S/N per pulse
Nb 
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TABLE Z
 
BEACON TO RADAR LINK POWER BUDGET (PULSE RADAR) -
P r(R) = b b p r r Assume f0 15 GHz 
4rR2
 
where P (4) = Peak received power (at radar) 
Pb = Peak transmitted beacon power 
G b = Beacon antenna gain 
L = Polarization losses
 
p
 
L = Radar system losses 
r
 
A = Radar antenna aperture

r 
R = Range 
Gain Loss 
Term Units (dB) (dB) Comments 
Pb 100 w Z0 dbw P = 0. l w for 0. 001 duty cycleb ave 
Gb "0 
1/4r - 11 
'2
 
IR 557,km -115 
L -3 
p 
L -6.7 (W. F. McQuillan et al.) r 
2
A 0.1 lm -9.6 35.4dB at 15GHz
r20 dbw -145.3 dB 
P (R) = +Z0dbw - 145.3 dB = -125.3 dBwr 
For radar NF = 8 dB and BW = 1 MHz radar noise: 
N r = -144 dBw + 8 dB = - 136 dBw 
P(R) 
r 125.3 dBw - (-136 dBw) = +10.7 dB = Peak S/N per pulse
N r 
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is based on 35.4 dB gain at 15 GHz. Beacon pulse duration of one micro­
second is postulated and it is assumed that radar receiver bandwidth is 
1 MHz. The 6.7 dB system loss is based on an estimate given in the 
reference. This estimate includes a 1 dB loss for IF bandwidth mis­
match. It must be also noted that, to insure beacon reception within the 
1 MHz bandwidth, the radar local oscillator may have to be disconnected 
from the AFC loop and a stable crystal controlled LO driver substituted 
for the cooperative mode. Such switching will prevent the LO frequency 
from drifting with the magnetron frequency which, as was assumed 
earlier, 	may vary over a 10 MHz range. 
The beacon to radar link budget indicates that the signal-to-noise 
ratio at the radar is approximately +10 dB as compared to approximately 
+30 dB at the transponder receiver. This implies that the random range 
error will be determined primarily by the SNR at the radar. As shown 
in the next section, this is not a limitation for beacon acquisition and 
subsequent range tracking accuracy. The range rate estimation by range 
differentiation, however, may require smoothing times which will result 
in lag times in excess of the Z seconds specification. This problem also 
exists with the noncooperative, skin tracking mode and, thus, as was 
mentioned earlier, an accelerometer-aided o'y tracker may have to be 
used for both modes. An alternative for the cooperative mode would be 
to increase the beacon power, but this does not appear to be an efficient 
approach when compared with range rate tracker optimization. 
2. 	2. 5 Transponder Acquisition and Range/Range Rate 
Tracking Performance Estimates 
During the initial acquisition the radar antenna will search through 
the uncertainty volume and for the duration of the dwell time it will illu­
minate the transponder for each of the two consecutive scans. The 
approximate number of pulses received by beacon during this time will 
McQuillan et al., op. cit. 
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be 
Number of pulses t xPRF 4 2 50
 
per dwell time d
 
= 1000 pulses (5) 
With a +30 dB SNR at the transponder, it will take only a few pulses to 
actuate the beacon transmitter. Thus, the radar receiver will intercept 
transponder replies during an early portion of the dwell time. With an 
SNR of +10.7 dB, only about 4 pulses' have to be integrated to provide 
probability of detection, PD' of 0. 95 consistent with a false alarm of 
- 1210 . lf two consecutive 4-pulse groups are used for detection, PD 
becomes 
PD = 1 - (1-0.95)? = 069975 (6) 
Consequently, it appears that the probability of beacon detection is not 
a p roblem and that such detection will most, likely occur during the first 
of the two scans. 
After the detection of the transponder signal the range and angle 
acquisitions take place. The time required to complete these acquisitions 
and to initiate the range and angle tracks will depend on the mechanization 
and the bandwidth of the respective loops, as well as the initial offsets, 
but it is assumed that the total time to initiate track in both the range and 
angle will be less than 10 seconds. 
Once the range tracking of the transponder is initiated the ims 
timing error of the output of the range track is defined as: 
at = T (7)Z (S /-N) n 
where 
M. Skolnik, Radar Handbook, Figure 8, page 2-21. 
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-t = timing uncertainty 
T = pulse width 
(S/N), = signal-to-noise ratio per pulse 
n = number of pulses integrated 
In our case, T = 1 microsecond, (S/N), = 10.7 dB or a ratio of = 12, 
and n = PRF/range tracker bandwidth. With PRF = Z50 pps and an 
assumed range tracker bandwidth of approximately 2. 5 Hz, the value 
for n is approximately 100. Thus, 
1.0 
at 2 (1)(100) 0. 014 microsecond. (8) 
The rms range error is consequently 
c 
a- = - = 150 m/sec x 0. 014 gsec = Z. 11 meters. (9) 
r z t 
This accuracy is well within the 30 m specification for ranges over 9 km. 
Consider now the smoothing time required of a simple range 
differentiation type of range estimator. The smoothing time required 
is 
4-f-. 
= r (10) 
where -kis the required accuracy, which in our case is 0. 1 m/sec. 
Thus 
7(2Z.11) 
t s = (0. 1) = 29.7 seconds. (11) 
The lag time, tD, is then 
29.7 sec 
tD 9 sec 14.8 sec (12) 
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As seen from the calculation above, the lag time exceeds the specified 
recovery time of Z seconds. A "brute force" approach would be to increase 
transponder power and to narrow the transponder pulse width to improve 
the range measurement accuracy, but this approach not only complicates 
the beacon design, it also may be ineffective if one considers that a limit 
may be set on the range measurement accuracy by the instrumentation 
errors of the radar. system itself. Thus, it appears that a most prom­
ising approach towards improving the accuracy of the range rate readout 
and reduction of the recovery time for the pulse radar system lies in the 
exploration of better tracker implementations such as the aforementioned 
accelerometer -aided apV tracker. Improved tracker implementation will 
aid not only the cooperative mode but the noncooperative mode as well. 
2. 3 Short Range Power Control 
As was mentioned in Section 2. 1, the high peak power of the radar 
system at close ranges in the passive mode is undesirable from both the 
standpoint of excessive target illuminations and switching transients asso­
ciated with a gas-type T/R device. The same considerations apply to the 
cooperative mode. A method for reducing the radiated transmitter power 
and eliminating T/R tube transients for short range operation is shown in 
Figure 3. The method involves the use of two switches--one an electri­
cally actuated, remotely controlled waveguide switch and the other a 
solid state, low power, "fast" switch. In part (a) of Figure 3 the wave­
guide switch is in the position which allows the full transmitter power to 
be delivered to the duplexer. Because the power delivered to the duplexer 
in this case is about 40 kw, a conventional gas-type T/R provides the func­
tion of receiver isolation during the transmission. 
At short ranges the full power, is not required and thus the micro­
wave switch is placed into the position shown in part (b) of Figure 3. 
The instrumentation error estimates will be determined as part
 
of the detailed pulse radar system design.
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Load 
CouplerWaveguide L 	 __Switch* -
Magnetron: -so 

Xmtr "I - Switch
 
.-.----.. . To Duplexer 
Pulser I 
Short Pulse 
Trigger 
(a) Full Power Mode 
'Electrically actuated and 
Load remotely controlled 
"/ ... Coupler 
Waveguide Coupler
 
Switch* --- ­
1Magnet ron Solid State
 
Xmtr 
 Switch 
(-----w To Duplexer 
Pulser 
Short Pulse 
Trigger 
(b) Reduced Power Mode 
Figure 3. 	 Remotely Controlled Waveguide Switch Provides for Selection 
of Either (a) Full or (b)Reduced Transmitter Output Modes 
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In this position the full power of the transmitter is delive-red to a dummy 
load and thus the magnetron operation is not affected. A portion of the 
transmitter power, however, is tapped by a coupler and delivered via 
a solid state switch to the duplexe4r. The duration of the transmitted 
pulse can now be made as narrow as desired by gating on to the duplexer 
only a short segment of the magnetron's RF pulse output. Because 
the power level used for this mode is not sufficient to trigger the T/R 
switch, a similar solid state switch (not shown) is used in the receiver 
path of the duplexer. The operation of the two solid state switches is 
synchronized to provide the T/R function. Because the solid state switches 
are free of transients and have fast switching speeds (down to a few nano­
seconds), a short pulse, reduced power operation can be provided with 
this technique at ranges down to the stationkeeping range of 30 meters. 
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The cooperative mode transponder configuration has been estab­
lished for the pulse radar. This configuration provides a pulsed reply at 
a frequency offset from that of the interrogating radar. Maintaining good' 
frequency stabilities at both the radar and the transponder is important 
to preclude a frequency search employed at both ends. Preliminary link 
power budgets indicate that a good signal margin exists at the beacon 
receiver but at the radar end smoothing times in excess of 2 seconds are 
required to maintain the specified range rate accuracy of 0. 1 m/sec with 
the presently assumed beacon parameters. This condition, however, 
applies only to the SNR at the maximum acquisition range of 557 km and 
a simple-range-differentiation range rate tracker. Increasing beacon 
power and narrowing the beacon pulse appears undesirable, but is not 
ruled out. Alternately, an improved accelerometer-aided apy track$er 
will be considered for reduction of excessive range rate lag times. A 
simple method for radar power control has been worked out and looks 
promising enough to warrant further detailed consideration. 
APPENDIX D
 
THE ESTIMATION OF RANGE RATE
 
FOR NONCOHERENT RADAR
 
I. Introduction 
The performance capability of various estimators of range rate 
which obtain noisy information from a split-gate range tracker is 
considered. In the analysis of the range-rate estimator, we assume 
somewhat ideal conditions. In Section II, however, we discuss the 
items which would have to be taken into account if a complete evalu­
ation of range-rate estimation were to be conducted. 
The environment under which the R estimator is to function is 
roughly described as follows. During the approach phase towards 
eventual rendezvous with atarget, there will be a sequence of de­
acceleration burns spaced 50-60 sec apart. The length of each burn 
will be random (since itis manually controlled to maintain R to within 
prescribed values), but it is anticipated that the average length of 
each burn will be 10-20 s&c. 
The performance specs for the range tracker and range-rate 
estimator are: 
a') 3a~for range-rate is ±1 ft/sec so that a, for range-rate is 
±- 3 ft/sec. 
b) After a burn has been completed, a 2-sec period for smoothing 
(recovery) is allowed, after which thd R estimate must again 
be within the specs of (a) above. There is no R estimation 
requirement during a burn. 
c) 3a for range is 1% of range at large ranges. At the maximum 
= range of 10 N. Mi., 3a. = 608 ft. so that ar 203 ft. 
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In the next section we consider various items pertaining to the 
performance of the split-gate range tracker. The output will be a 
sequence of noisy range estimates, which the estimator of range 
rate can filter to provide smoothed estimates of range as well as 
range-rate. This is developed in Section III under somewhat ideal 
conditions, namely: 
i) There is no target glint. 
ii) During and immediately after a burn, the split-gate range 
tracker has zero recovery time. 
iii) 	 The range estimates from the split-gate range tracker consist 
of the sum of the true'range value and white noise (i. e., a 
sequence of statistically independent identically distributed 
zero mean random variables). 
II. Split-Gate Range Tracking 
Most practical range tracking systems employ the split-gate tracker. 
We shall assume this is the range tracking device tlat is being employed, 
the output of which is the input to the R estimator. 
The ideal performance of range tracking devices and the standard 
deviation of the error of the split-gate range tracker are discussed 
in [1-3]. 
In most cases, best overall results are obtained when the IF filter, 
with bandwidth B, is approximately matched to the pulse spectrum, so 
that 
1 < BT <2 	 (Z) 
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where T is the pulse width of the noncoherent radar. In addition, the 
gate width T is matched to tho pulse width, i. e., 
g 
' < 'r < 2' (Z) 
This is reasonably close to the condition of correlation processing, 
which provides optimal performanie. 
Under these conditions for the split-gate tracker, the standard 
deviation of the range timing error, a , is approximately given by 
T 
=- z. V-Nr (3) 
where 
S = average signal power = E /T 
E = the 'signal energy per pulse 
N = NoB = average noise power in the IF bandwidth 
and No = one-sided noise spectral density. 
his provides a very accurate measure of performance for B- 1.4 
and T / r 1.4, and also within the vicinity of these products. These 
g 
are also the optimal designs for a split-gate tracker. The corresponding 
standard deviation in range is 
U (C/2)%t (4) 
An analysis of the split gate tracker is given in Barton [i, pp. 356-365] 
wherein the, above conclusions are reached. 
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The split-gate tracker is an optimal tracking device in the sense 
that it provides the maximum likelihood estimate of the time delay 
between transmission and reception of a signal [4]. The performance 
of the split-gate tracker when only broad-band noise is taken into 
accpunt was discussed in the above paragraphs, and in [1-Z]. What 
is also important, particularly when the range tracker is to be followed 
by a range-rate estimator, is the transient errors due to sudden 
changes in velocity. As in a phase'locked loop, the transient response 
depends upon both the input transient assumed and the choice of loop 
filter. 
For example, based upon a linearized analysis, a ramp in velocity 
will have steady state bias in the estimate when the loop filter is a 
perfect integrator, but the steady state bias will be reduced to zero 
when the loop filter is of the form 
F(p) + a (5)2 
In either case as well as in any loop filter, there is a transient 
response when sudden changes in velocity occur. The length of the 
transient response (or the settling time) is dependent on the size of 
the sudden change in velocity; and the peak value of the transient 
response is directly proportional to the size of the step in velocity. 
All of these factors need to be taken into account when choosing the 
loop filter for- the split-gate tracker as well as the analysis and 
design of the range-rate estimator. 
When there is a significant dynamic range, as is anticipated in 
this application, the effects of AGC and limiting on the performance­
of the split-gate tracker need to be taken into account. 
Until recently all analyses of split-gate trackers (delay-lock loops) 
have been approximate. A more precise analysis has recently been 
carried out [5-7], but not in a radar environment. The results are 
such, however, that they can be extended to the radar range tracking 
problem. 
Z. 1 Target Noise 
There is the significant problem of taking into account target noise. 
Target noise may be considered as composed of three components: 
angle glint, amplitude scintillation, and range glint. The vast 
majority of target noise literature, among which are the following 
[8-18, addresses angle glint and amplitude scintillation. There is 
little literature on range glint. Howard and Lewis [Za] have measured 
range glint from one aircraft target and obtained a probability density 
function from the empirical data similar to that shown in Figure 1. 
The data was collected for a nose view only. 
For this one target and this one aspect angle, it should be noted 
that the apparent range deviation exceeds the physical limits of the 
target a much smaller fraction of the time than does the apparent 
angle in angle glint noise. By fitting a Gaussian curve to the empirical 
data in Figure 1 in such a way that it has the same probability of 
w bO 
4~0 
Range 
Length 
L 
Plane  
r 
Figure 1. Distribution of Range Glint Noise for One Aircraft for a 
Nose-On View. 
exceeding the physical limits of the target (about fifteen percent), we 
find that the standard deviation is given by 
a = 0.35L (6)
r r 
This appears to be a satisfactory model. The consistency among 
targets and aspect angles is not immediately clear. 
Z. Z Power Spectral Densities and Correlation Functions 
For the purposes of tracking range and estimating range rate, 
what is equally important is the power spectral density of the signal 
which has been subjected to range glint. For this, consider a uniform 
target rotation of a simple line target about the vertical axis. It is 
shown by Muchmore [91, that the power spectral density of the received 
signal is 
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SSoL92 a fo -f ! ff +f (7) 
S 'f) 0Q2O 0 m 0 mn 
where 
fO = RF frequency 
O = angular rotation rate 
a
 
c = speed of light
 
g = target intensity parameter 
and 
0oLa L0f0fLO LO 0 
f cc (one-sided) (8)m x 
where L is the length of the simple line target. The spectrum of the 
envelope of a square law detector with the above spectrum as the 
input would be 
S (f) = C 2 If I mE Cf m/ mm m 
This agrees with the spectral shapes used in [19-21. 
If the intensity distribution of the target return elements is altered 
(e.g., Gaussian or Markovian), the correlation of power spectral 
densities will be significantly altered. 
In general, the spectral density of the sequence of samples at the 
input to the split-gate range tracker is dependent upon the intensity 
distribution of the elements of the target and whether a linear or 
square law envelope detector is employed in the noncoherent radar 
receiver. A thorough analysis must take into account all of the 
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various possibilities indicated in this section. 
III. Range-Rate Measurement Using Non-Coherent Pulsed Radar 
3.1 (a, ) and (a,P,y) Filters 
Initially we consider the range rate measurement accuracy problem 
by a non--coherent pulsed radar both in the frequency and the time 
domains. With regard to the former, it is concluded to be non­
feasible. More than one method exists, however, with respect to 
the latter using only position (raLge) data. Specifically, equations are 
developed for the mean-square smoothing errors in range rate (as 
well as range and radial acceleration) for first order and second order 
systems using variable (a, P) and (L, P, y) filters, respectively. The 
pertinent equations are expressed in terms of the time interval 
between successive range measurements, (i.e., I/PRF), total smoothing 
time, and range measurement error variance. These equations serve 
the purpose of getting a quick assessment of the possible accuracy 
attainable during the tracking mode and under ideal conditions; the 
results are deemed to be somewhat inferior to the corresponding 
error attainable using a Kalman filter routine which, in fact, should 
be at least recommended for the acquisition mode. A more complete 
discussion on the trade-offs between the variable (a, P, Y) implementation 
versus the state-variable Kalman filter implementation will be given in 
a later section of this report. 
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3. 2 Frequency Domain Measurement 
The range rate (radial velocity) of a target can be measured, in 
principle, via the doppler shift with respect to the transmitted frequency. 
In order to detect moving targets with a non-coherent airborne pulsed 
radar, one possible conventional scheme which is sometimes used 
is 'to make reference to the neighboring clutter returns.: Such 
'tlutter referenced" radar essentially establishes the zero doppler 
reference from theaveraged doppler of the incremental clutter 
returns provided the latter are of sufficient magnitude. In the present 
application, the radar has to acquiie the moving satellite in (clutter 
free) space thus rendering the non-coherent doppler measurement 
technique ineffective. 
3.3 Time Domain Measurement 
When the dynamics of the target are.iknown; various filtering 
operations (least squares, fixed and variable (a, P), state variable 
Kalman filtering) can be applied, each of which has its own advantages 
and drawbacks in terms, of memory and' computational. requirements, 
accuracies, and various more subtle trade-offs involving target 
dynamics, PRF rate, total smoothing time, and detection probability. 
In the seqiel, we will derive the mean square smoothing, errors for 
both first and second order systems using 'optimum" variable (a, I) 
and (a, , Y.,) filters. It can be shown that under certain usual assump­
tions the variable (aL,,P, y) smoothing is equivalent to the n-point least 
-10­
squares method in terms of errors due to measurement noise. We 
will not prove this statement here. However, its performance will 
be compared with that obtained with the state variable Kalman filtering 
approach in a latersection of this report. The inferiority of the fixed 
(a, I) filter in comparison with the state-variable approach is well 
known and thus will not be addressed further. 
3.4 	 Errors Due to Measurement Noise - Second Order Case, 
a, PY Filters 
a. Recursive Solution 
Assuming the vehicle does indeed follow a second degree law
 
(i.e., the true value of radial acceleration is non-zero), the one-step
 
prediction and smoothing equations for -second order tradking using the
 
variable (a, P, Y)- filter can be written respectively as follows: 
One 	Step Prediction Equations 
Rs(n-) 	 +) + Rs(n-1)(AT) R(n-l)(AT) 
A A% A 
p(n) = Rs(n-1) + Rs(n-I)(AT) 	 (10) 
Rp(n) = Rs(n-l) 
Smoothing Equations 
P 5 (n) BP(n) + an(R(n) - RP(n)) 
Rs(n) = B(n) + (AT) (R(n) - %(n)) 	 (11) 
Rs(n) = Rp(n) + (R(n) - Rp(n)) 
(AT)2 
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for 	 n = 1,2... 
where AT = time between successive measurements, i.e., 1/(PRF) 
th 
R(n) = n range measurement = actual range + noise 
(from output of split-gate 
range tracker) 
P => prediction 
S 	=> smoothing 
R = range rate or radial velocity 
R = radial acceleration 
(^) = an estimated (predicted or smoothed) value. 
From (10.) and (11), the following mean-square prediction and 
smoothing errors are obtained (assuming successive measurement 
th 
errors are independent with zero means the variance of the n 
measurement = a). A horizontal bar denotes an ensemble average.
n 
One Step Prediction Error Averages 
Variances 
C(RP(n)) = e(R (n-1)) + Z(AT)e(Rs(n-1))e(Rs(n-i)) 
+ 	(AT) Ze(R(n-1)) + (AT) e(Rs(n-l))e(Rs(n-l)) 
3 A A 
+ 	(AT)3e( n-l))e(RS(n-l)) + !(AT) (Rs(n-1)) 
A( 2 N n 4 CA 
e(R (n)), = e(R 5 (n-1)) + (AT)e(A n-), ) n-l)) + (AT) n-l)) 
= 	 e(Rs(n-1)) (12) 
Covariances 
e(Rp(n))e(BRp(n)) = A(n-l))e((n-l))
 
s( (n)s(E(n))
 
A & 
A(s(n-1))e(R(n-l))J+ (AT)[E (%(n-1)) + 
3 2 A % 3 I 2
+i(AT) c(Rs(n-1))c(Rs(n-1)) + 12(AT) (Rs(n-1)) 
A+ 
(R(n))((n)) = A +(AT)e(Rs(n-l))e(R"s(n-l)) 
(Rp (n)) en(P)e(n))nl)) 
+ (AT)e (Is(n-1)) 
AA A 
C( p (n))e( (n)) =c(R(n-l))e(Rs(n-l)) + (AT)h(Rs(n-1)) (13) 
Smoothing Error Averages 
Variances 
(Rn))- 2R c(R)(n)) + 2( + 

^
__(_S (n)) =0 n __(__n))Z • n 2 ^ Z 
+C(S n))c2 - (AT) e (l~p(n))c(Ap(n)) + (o e2(R(n)) 
CAT2nI ~~~ 
Z y-
Z n~f) __ n 2 2 (() (() ) (AT) E(R (n))e(%(n))+ 4 (a+E(RP(n)) )(AT) n 
(14) 
Covariances
 
AAe(Rs(n))c (ks(n)) (lp(n))e-(p(n)) -a e (4p(n))e(Rp(n))
 
S^ Rn ( n ((n))
 
((AT) (Rp(n)) +--
e(RIs(n))e(Z 5 (n)) = s(Rp(n))e(Pl(n)) - nE(Ap(n))c(P (n)) 
y n Z 'nyn 2o )2 
n 2 e(Rp(n)) +----n +e(Rp(n))(AT) z (AT) n 
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e(B 5 (n))E:(tR*(n)) = s(AP(n))E:dRP(n)) - (Tf) e(Ep(n))R(n)) 
Y PA 
eOiRP (n))O-e (R (n) + (l + E(AT)33 n R (AT) (15) 
The recursive equations of (IZ) and (14) constitute the -computational 
basis for second order variable (a, P, Y) smoothing. They can also 
be used to demonstrate the main theoretical results. The first three 
equations in (14) can be used to obtain the so-called countdown values 
of (L, P, y) as functions of the mean-square prediction errors. By 
taking derivatives of these equations with respect to a, P, and y, 
respectively, and setting the results to zero, we obtain the following 
set of values which minimize the mean square smoothing errors 
Z . 2 2 th
e(RS(n)) , e(%(n)) , and e(Rs(n)) , at the n measurement: 
A 2 
e(%(n)) 
a = 
n
 
2 A 2
 
+ 
- E(R (n)) 
n 2 2 2 
a +CR~ (n) a2 + e(RP(n)) 
a + cR (n) a (R~) 
2 eRp(n)e p(n) 2 E(R~P(n))e(R(n) Y = (AT) = (AT) (16)
n 2 2 2 
n P n ­
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The same set of equations can also be used to establish the so-called 
steady-state values of a, Pand y by prescribing the desired "goal 
values" for the respective smoothing errors and then solvin for a, 
and y in terms of these goal values and mean square prediction errors. 
The details of this algebraic exercise will not be shown since it is not 
exactly germane to our main concern. 
In actual implementation, the computational cycle starts with the 
specification of the mean square smoothing errors which, together with 
the time difference AT since last measurement, will yield the mean 
square (MS)prediction errors using (1Z). The appropriate values of a, p,y 
are then calculated from (16) for the countdown phase or from the 
pertinent equation (not derived but mentioned above) for the steady 
state case. Using these calculated a, P, y values and the MS prediction 
errors, the new MS smoothing errors can be computed from (14). The 
cycle thus repeats itself. The complexity of such a recursive imple­
mentation is rather obvious. In the sequel, we shall present an explicit 
set of equations that characterize the weighting coefficients (CL, n' Yn) 
and MS errors in terms of n (the number of range measurements) 
which yield a simple implementation as well as establish theoretical 
closed form solution for the errors. For the case of no missed 
measurements (i. e., detection probability equals one or AT is. 
identical between any two successive measurements), and identical 
range measurement errors from the split-gate range tracker, i.e., 
2 Z 
a = a for all n, these results are equivalent to those derived earlier 
n n 1 
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in their recursive form. Indeed, they can be viewed as algebraic 
solutions to the recursive relations established earlier under such 
hypotheses. 
b. Algebraic Solution 
For purposes of clarity and compactness, the results will be 
presented in forms of theorems. 
Theorem A. If no range measurement is missed, and the RMS error 
for such successive measurement is equal to a2 for all n, the smoothing
n 
errors and the associated variable weighting coefficients at time = nAT 
are given by: 
Variances 
S 
" ^ =n 
29n -9n+b
n(n+l)(n+Z) 2a " Gm 
, 
, 
= 34.. 
3,4,,. 
2 192n2 
z 
360 n + 13Z 
a2 
a 
GRs(n)) = n(n+l)(n+2)(n-l)(n-2) 
z 
2 (AT) 
A z 720 am 
(Rs(n)) 2 (17) 
n(n -1)(n -4) (AT) 
Covariances 
18(2n-1)
A 
n(n+l)(n+2) m AT 
e(R(n))e(Rsn) _ 60 a 
n(n+l)(n+2) (AT) 2 
a3 
A A 360a 
e(R(n))e (Rs(n)) - 2 (18) 
n(n+l)(n -4) (AT) 
-16­
and Coefficients 
-
9n 
2 
-9n+ 6 
n n(n+l)(n+Z) 
36 n- 18 
Pn n(n+1)(n+Z) 
¥60 (19) 
n n(n+l)(n+Z) 
where 
2a = measurement error variance for all n
mI 
n = total number of measurements. 
Proof- Equation (17) is proved by induction. Assume it is valid for 
(n-i), using these values in (12), the following MS prediction errors 
at time = nAT are obtained: 
Prediction Error Variances 
S 9n2 + 9n + 6 2
 
O(RP 
- (n-l)(n-Z)(n-3) 
'm
 
_aA2 192z n 24n 36 m
 
n(n -1)(n-Z)(n-3) (AT
 
A Z 720 m(2)
e (1P(n))" : m
 
-p n(n l)(n-Z)(n-3) (AT) 
4
 
Prediction Error Covariances
 
^
- (n) C__m
I(n))E 18(Zn-l)

PI () ( = (n-l)(n-Z)(n-3) AT
 
z 
(Rp~6 (n)M(~o() 
SP (n))Se (RP (n))J= (n-l)(n-Z)(n-3) (AT)2 
3 
A 60 a 
(Rpn)- 36o0 
e(RPn))eRP~n) =(n 2_ 1)"(n -2) (n_-3) (AT) 3(Z1 
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Substituting the above values into (16), we obtain the countdown weighting 
coefficients of (19). Substituting (19) into (14) gives the desired values 
of (17). This completes the induction proof. Q.E.D. 
It is important to realize that second order tracking does not start 
until the third measurement (n-3), since at least three points are 
required to obtain the acceleration components. 
If the same MS errors as in (17) are to be maintained for succeeding 
measurements after the first n "countdowns", then the following theorem 
prevails. 
Theorem B. The MS smoothing errors in (17) can be maintained sub­
sequent to the nth measurement by using the following "steady-state" 
thweighting coefficients for all computations after the n measurement: 
L -lZ(n +1) 
SS (n+l)(n+Z)(n+3) 
60n 
SS - (n+l)(n+Z)(n+3) 
YSS (n+l)(n+2)(n+3) (22) 
th 
Proof: Assume the MS smoothing errors of (17) at the n measurement; 
application of (12) yields the MS prediction errors at time (n+I)AT as 
in (20) with n replaced by (n+l). Using these values along with (22) 
into (14), the resulting MS smoothing errors at time (n+1)AT are 
identical to the corresponding ones at time nAT as given by (17). 
This establishes the theorem. Q.E.D. 
-18-

The previous two theorems provide, respectively, the approximate 
means of explicitly estimating pertinent MS errors of a second order 
system and the "freezing" of such errors once certain predetermined 
goals are reached for a system with sufficiently high detection probability. 
3.5 First Order Case, c-P Filter 
a. Errors Due to Measurement Noise 
Assuming the vehicle does indeed follow a first degree law (i. e., 
its radial acceleration is identically equal to zero), the prediction 
and smoothing equations for first order tracking using variable (a,,) 
filter are as follows: 
Rp(n) = R S(n- ) + Rs(n-l)(AT) 
P(n) = A(n-13 (Z3) 
Rs(n) = R(n) + a (R(n) - Rp(n)) 
A An
A (n) = A(n) + - (R(n)- RP(n)) (24) 
As was done in the previous section on second order systems, 
identical arguments and analyses lead to the following results for 
the first order system under the assumptions that only measurement 
noises are of concern and no range measurement is missed (i. e. , 
identical time interval between successive range measurements). 
Theorem C (Counterpart of A). For a first order system, the smoothing 
errors and the associated countdown smoothing parameters at time 
nAT are given by: 
-19-

W) 2 4n- 2 2 
PI n(n+l) m 
z 
e(R 5 (n))S() = 
-n(n 
I 
1) 
2 
(AT) 
z 
e(Rs(n))e (S(n)) m (25)S S =n(n+l) AT 
and 4n-2 
n n(n+l) 
6 (26) 
n n(n+l) 
Theorem D (Counterpart of B). The MS smoothing errors in (25) 
th 
can be maintained subsequent to the n range measurement by 
using the "steady-state" smoothing parameters given below: 
6n 
SS (n+l)(n+Z) 
lzC 
SS- (n+l)(n+Z) (27) 
b. Errors Due to Maneuver 
An acceleration in a first order system constitutes a simple 
maneuver. Assume the non-existence of measurement errors; the 
measured value of range at time = nAT is given by: 
A 2 2 
R(n) = A n (AT) (28) 
and the true range rate at the same time is: 
R(n) = An(AT) (29) 
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where 
A = radial acceleration 
Using the tracking equations (23) and (24) together with the following 
definitions of etrors due to maneuver: 
ep(n) = Rp(ni) - R(n) 
cS(n) = Rs(n) - R(n) 
e(n) = ]k(n) (- (30) 
a set of difference equations for the three errors can be established. 
If it is assumed that n is sufficiently large that steady-state 
operation is in effect (i. e., each. of the three above errors is independent 
of n), then the following "steady-state" errors due to sirmple maneuver 
are obtained: 
2 
e (n) A(AT) 
S A(AT) (1-a 
n n 
e (n) = -A(AT) n - 1 (31) 
n 
Substitutihg the steady-state values of a and P from (27) in (31), the 
n n 
following is obtained: 
ep(n) = -A (n+l)(n+Z) 2 
12 (AT) 
E:(n) = -A (n-l)(n-Z) (AT) 2 
S . 12 
ev(n) = -A (n-l) (AT) (32)V z (2 
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Recall that these errors are the result of a simple maneuver in the 
absence of measurement errors. 
3.6 Numerical Evaluation Examples 
Since the main interest here is the range rate errors, only the 
second equation of (17) and (25) and the third equation of (32) will 
be evaluated. For n >> 1, the following approximate equations can 
be used: 
Z 
2 1993 Ura2 n(2n order range rate smoothing variance (33) 
n (AT) due to measurement noise) 
2 
2 
a 
12 
3 
Cm 
2 
st (1 order range, rate smoothing variance (34) 
n (AT) due to measurement noise) 
A ist 
eV(n) = - - n(AT) (1 order range rate tracking error due (35)
to simple maneuver) 
It is interesting to note that the difference in range rate smoothing 
errors between a second order system and a first order one is an exact 
factor of 4 (factor of 16 in variance). With respect to a 2.5 kHz PRF 
system (AT= 4 x 10 - 4 sec) with range measurement error of 100 feet 
and 203 feet (I sigma), the following tables summarize the required 
smoothing times as a function of the specified range rate accuracy (F).
R 
In Table I, the results for the second order system are listed. 
Recall that a = 203 ft. is the present spec at 10 N. Mi. The present
m 
spec for R is Ca = 1/3 ft/sec. It can be seen that the corresponding 
_2Z-

C = standard deviation of range measurement 
a. = standard deviation of range rate estimate 
nAT = required smoothing time 
a (ft.) ak (ft/sec) nAT (sec) 
mR 
203 1 14.7 
Z03 0.5 23.3 
Z03 1/3 30.5 
203 0.1 68.1 
100 1 9. Z 
100 0.5 14.5 
'100 1/3 19.1 
100 0.1 42.5 
Table I. Second Order System - Equation 33. 
smoothing time is 30.5 sec. If a is maintained at 100 feet, then the 
required smoothing time can be reduced to 19. 1 sec. 
The corresponding values for a first order system are shown.in 
Table II, wherein it is seen that the required smoothing times are 
12. 1 sec and 7. 6 sec, respectively. It appears that a second order 
system is inferior to a first order. Recall, however, that the first 
order system assumes that the acceleration is identically zero. The 
range rate errors that build up during a burn where a first order 
system is used are shown in Table III, under the assumption of no 
-23­
a (ft) a (ft/sec) nAT (see)
mH 
Z03 1 5.8 
Z03 0.5 9.3 
203 1/3 12.1 
Z03 0.1 27.0 
100 1 3.6 
100 0.5 5.8 
100 1/3 7.6 
100 0.1 16.9 
Table II. First Order System (Equation 34). 
A ft/sec z n(AT) = Burn Time (sec) a. (ft/sec) 
1 10 	 5 
0.85 10 	 4. Z5 
0.5 10 	 2.5 
0.33 10 1.65 
1 z0 10 
0.85 z0 	 8.5 
0.5 20 	 5 
0.33 z0 	 3.3 
Table III. 	 First Order System (Equation Z5) Tracking Error'Due 
to Simple Maneuver. 
-24­
range error and no system noise.
 
Since there is no k estimation requirement when a burn is taking 
place, the question is: how fast will the first order system recover 
after a burn when the initial k error is as given in Table III. It will 
be significantly greater than the values in Table II, all of which are 
way out of the system spec of "recovery in 2 sec after a burn. 
Note, however, that the preceding calculations were carried out 
using the assumption that a- (range) is approximately i% of 10 N.lMi., 
which implies a- ZOO feet. Calculations were also carried out for 
(r 100. We therefore included the calculations for ay which are 
rn 	 m, 
required to meet or exceed system specifications. These are shown 
in Table IV. 
am (ft) o- (ft/sec) (nAT) sec 
13.6 1/3 	 2 
4.81 1/3 	 1 
1.70 1/3 	 0.5 
0.43 1/3 	 0.2
 
nAT = required smoothing time
 
"-k = 1/3 ft/sec = system specification
 
a' = required standard deviation of range tracker
 
Table IV. 	 First Order System Showing Required Standard Deviation 
of the Range Tracker 
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From Table IV it is evident that, to-meet and to exceed the required 
range-rate measurement specifications, 'the range measurement accuracy 
must be less than approximately 14 feet. Whether such accuracies 
can be achieved at 10 N. Mi. with a non-coherent pulse radar with an 
average power constraint of 40 watts should be studied further. 
These further considerations are of particular importance because 
the results provided in'this report were derived under an assumption of 
ideal conditions. When additional degradation characteristics are accounted 
for, the required smoothing times can be expected to increase. 
IV. Discussion - Conclusion 
We make the following comments­
1) In the development of the previous section, primary emphasis 
has been placed upon the assessment of perfbrmance rather than 
details in implementation. The latter is a relatively easy task once 
the particular filter algorithm has been chosen. 
2) The representation for range rate error used by Rockwell's 
report entitled "Support to Alternate Passive Target Rendezvous 
Sensor Study" is approximately equal (for a large number of range 
measurement points) to the one obtained in Section III equation (25) of 
this report with optimal variable (an' Pn) filter for a constant velocity 
target. With respect to a non-zero acceleration target, this simple 
implementation is clearly not adequate due to the cumulative effect 
of target maneuver error. For the first order system, the' total range­
rate error (in variance) can be closely approximated by the sum of 
-26­
the variances due to measurement noise and that due to maneuver 
(non-zero constant acceleration). 
3) Under the assumptions of statistically independent range 
measurements which are, characterized by zero mean Gaussian 
errors, and that the target dynamics can be characterized by a 
constant acceleration model, then the following three filters are 
equivalent in terms of filtering errors due to measurement noise. 
i) The classical n-point least squares filter, 
ii) The optimal variable (a y ) filter, 
nn n 
iii) The Kalman filter. 
The equivalence is essentially shown in the literature in references 
[25, 28, Z9, 30]. We cannot expect to improve our results, therefore, 
by the use of any of the other filters listed above. 
4) Since the dynamics of the relative range between the target 
and radar can be adequately modeled by a constant acceleration model 
(allowing the possibility of being equal to zero), then the recursive 
filter employing optimal variable- (CLa, Pn' Yn) coefficients is preferred 
over the Kalman filter implementation. This is because of the 
savings in computer requirements (storage and computation time) 
by a factor of at least 2 or 3 realized by the former over the latter 
(see [25]). 
In addition, under the assumptions of constant range measurement 
error (i.e., the variances of successive range measurements are 
invariant with respect to range) and there is a constant time interval 
"-27­
between any two successive measurements, a set of algebraic equations 
can be established for the variable (C Y ) filter coefficients (thus,n, 
n 
the successive gain) to allow "table look up" computation (e. g., a ROM) 
rather than the time consuming recursive calculation. 
5) When the statistics of the data and measurement noise are 
Gaussianly distributed, linear estimates are globally optimal estimates. 
We have restricted attention to linear estimates, and therefore have 
developed the globally optimal filters for Gaussian statistics. Under 
these assumptions, any "adaptive" or "hybrid" algorithm will not be 
fruitful. 
6) If the range dynamics can be modeled a priori as a function of 
range (i. e., knowledge of when a burn occurs exists, a priori), then 
the optimal filter to be used is a variable (a , n) filter over the no 
n n 
burn region, and an (an, Pn' y ) filterwhile the burn is in effect. This 
n n 
would minimize the required smoothing times, and not allow ranger 
rate errors to accumulate due to target maneuverability. If the burn 
is to be modeled as a randomprocess rather than a constant, then the 
use of the Kalman filter renders an optimal solution in terms of error 
at the expense of more extensive computational requirements. 
7) All of the smoothing times presented in the previous section 
were developed and computed under relatively ideal conditions. When 
realistic items of Section II are taken into account (among which are 
transients in the split-gate range tracker, target noise, and target 
-28­
maneuverability), the required smoothing time in all cases can be 
expected to substantially increase. 
We conclude, therefore, that the optimal signal processing of 
range measurements cannot provide satisfactory range-rate estimates, 
even under relatively ideal conditions, when - M 100 feet. On the 
other hand, Table IV shows the required range accuracies to meet 
range-rate measurement specifications. 
- A9, 
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APPENDIX E
 
SHUTTLE PULSE DOPPLER RADAR/TRANSPONDER
 
SYSTEM FOR NONAMBIGUOUS RANGE AND
 
RANGE RATE DETERMINATION
 
SUMMARY 
This report presents a preliminary design analysis of a pulse 
doppler. radai/transponder system for Shuttle rendezvous functions. 
The system analyzed provides for nonambiguous and simultaneous range 
and range rate tracking consistent with the specifications placed on the 
cooperative mode of operation. The salient features of the system are: 
(1) coherent tracking of the transponder reply, (2) multiple PRFs for 
range ambiguity resolution, (3) high PRF values (120 to 180 kHz) for 
resolution of doppler shifts and system frequency instabilities, and 
(4) eclipse-free range tracking. The peak transmitted power of 40 watts 
is assumed for both the radar and the transponder with the average power 
being about 3 to 4 watts for both. 
The resultant 3m accuracies at the maximum range of 560 km 
are: 
Range s 1.2 meters 
Range Rate < 0.3 meters/sec 
Angle Track - 0. 0235 (each axis) 
The probability of the radar/tranponder coherent lock-up within one 
minute is better than 0. 99 with false alarm times in excess of one hour 
for both the radar and the transponder. 
2
 
1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
The requirement for 0. 1 m/sec range rate accuracy within 2 seconds 
lag time during the RCS braking places stringent demands on the implemen­
tation of the range rate estimator for the Shuttle pulse radar. Although 
special consideration is being given to the (a, p) and (a, p,y) trackers, as 
well as accelerometer-aided tracking, radar configurations other than 
the baseline noncoherent pulse radar are being considered to meet the spe­
cified range and range rate requirements. One of such alternate config­
urations is a pulse doppler radar which provides nonambiguous range and 
range rate data for both the cooperative and noncooperative modes. 
The salient feature of a pulse doppler radar system is an inherent 
capability to provide simultaneous measurements of range and range rate, 
with the particular advantage over the pulse radar being the accuracy of the 
range rate estimation. The latter feature is achieved by using a relatively 
high duty cycle, approximately 0. 1 to 0. 5, as compared to a typical duty 
cycle of 0. 001 used for pulse radars. The high duty cycle, in conjunction 
with coherent transmission and reception, allows one to measure the dop­
pler shift of the center line of the pulsed carrier. The doppler shift is 
then converted directly into the measure of the range rate. Pulse envelope 
information is used to determine the range. With proper selection of 
system parameters, such as the pulse repetition rate (PRE), the pulse 
width and the duty cycle, nonambiguous and relatively accurate measure­
ment of both the range and range rate can be performed. Special tech­
niques such as multiple PRFs, centerline tracking, etc., must be used, 
however, to achieve the desired goals. 
A preliminary configuration for such a radar and a compatible 
transponder (beacon) are described in this report, along with the per­
formance estimates for the cooperative mode. A nominal operating 
3 
frequency of 15 GHz is used for these baseline estimates. The perform­
ance estimates for the skin tracking, noncooperative mode are relegated 
to a later date when the full significance of the recently completed two­
point target analysis is evaluated. 
2.0 PULSE DOPPLER RADAR/TRANSPONDER SYSTEM 
2. 1 Block Diagram Descriptions 
To provide a better understanding of the design philosophy which 
is discussed inthe subsequent sections of this report, brief descriptions 
of both the radar sensor and the transponder block diagrams are presented 
first. 
2. 1. 1 Radar Sensor Block Diagram 
Figure 1 shows the block diagram for a pulse doppler radar which 
can be used with either the noncooperative or the cooperative (transponder) 
targets. However, because this report is devoted primarily to the design 
considerations for the cooperative mode, only a minimal description of the 
noncooperative (skin tracking) mode is provided. 
As shown in the figure, a frequency synthesizer provides signals 
to both the transmitter and the receiver portion of the radar. All these 
signals are derived from a common crystal-controlled'oscillator and thus 
are coherent. In the noncooperative mode, the transmitter drive signal 
is frequency hopped to reduce the effects of passive target scintillation. 
To maintain constant intermediate frequency (IF), the frequency of the 
receiver's first local oscillator is hopped in synchronism with the trans­
mitted signal. Single sideband generators (SSBG)provide the frequency 
hopping of both the transmitter drive and the receiver's first LO signals. 
In the cooperative mode the frequency hopping is not required and the 
SSBGs are bypassed. Also, because in the cooperative mode the tran­
sponder offsets the return frequency by the radar's IF, the transmitter 
drive frequency is the same as that of the first LO. 
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In both modes (coop and noncoop), the transmitter RF drive and 
the power amplifier are pulsed to provide the required transmitter wave­
forms and pulse repetition rates. Although the gating of the transmhitter 
drive alone could accomplish this function, turning off the transmitter 
tube prevents the transmitter noise from interfering with the target returns 
which arrive during the receive period. 
Because of the relatively high PRFs used (tens of kilohertz) a gridded 
TWTA is preferred for the transmitter to reduce the complexity of the 
power supply/modulator unit. Preliminary estimates indicate,, however, 
that a peak power on the order of 20 to 40 watts may be sufficient for both 
the cooperative and the passive target modes, and thus a possibility of 
using a high power solid state switch for T.WTA output gating is not ruled 
out. Such gating nay replace the function of the grid if a gridded tube is 
not 'aVailable at the desired operating frequency. 
A three-channel monopulse, superheterodyne receiver is used for 
amplifying and detecting the radar rethrn in both the passive and cooper­
ative modes. As shown, the monopulse converter provides the sum (Z) 
and the two differences (AAz and AEI) signals required for the angle tracking 
of the targets. Each of these signals is amplified by a separate receiver 
channel with the E-channel providing the reference for the detection of the 
AAz and AEl signals. 
On-off' switching of the three receiver inputs provides receiver pro­
tection during the transmit period. An alternate technique (not shown) is 
to turn off the LO inputs to first mixers of all three channels. The advan­
tage of the latter technique is that it eliminates the insertion loss of the 
T/It switches. Additional receiver isolation may be achieved by turning 
off the sedond LO and also by providing IF gating. 
Although for the purpose of clarity, a dual-conversion, three­
channel receiver is shown in'Figure 1, the actual final configuration rmay 
require triple conversion to provide the necessary gain. Furthermore, 
techniques for multiplexing the difference channels may also be used in 
the final configuration for the purpose of reducing the number of receiver 
channels required to achieve two-axis monopulse angle tracking. 
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During the initial acquisition, the antenna scans over the target's 
angular uncertainty region. When the antenna is on target, the receiver 
intercepts and amplifies the pulsed, doppler shifted returns. The fre­
quency of the doppler shifted center line is thus detected and theVCO is 
tuned to that frequency. The antenna scan is then terminated and the angle, 
as well as center line tracking, are initiated. The range acquisition and 
tracking are also initiated using a technique which involves multiple PRFs 
to resolve range ambiguity. 
Because in the passive mode the coherency of the radar return 
may be destroyed by target errors and by frequency hopping, a carrier 
discriminator is used to maintain the VC0 frequency on the center line 
of the return. In the cooperative mode the transponder provides a coherent 
return and thus the VCO becomes a part of a phase-locked loop (PLL) which 
coherently tracks the doppler-shifted center line. 
In the receiver configuration shown, the doppler shift is "tracked 
out" at the second mixers by combining the VCO output with the "Znd LO 
reference" signal. The result is a second LO signal which includes the 
doppler shift. Thus, when either a coherent or a noncoherent frequency 
track is established the input to the second IF amplifiers has virtually no 
doppler shift. The VCO output frequency, however, includes this shift. 
Consequently, by comparing the VCO output with a known stable reference, 
the doppler shift, which is proportional to the range rate, is detected and 
measured.
 
The range information in both the passive and cooperative modes 
is obtained by processing out the range ambiguities caused by use of 
multiple, high rate PRFs. During the initial range acquisition, the radar 
may be cycled through several PRFs and the nonambiguous range deter­
mined by use of the Chinese remainder theorem. Once the true range is 
determined, the range tracking may involve only one PRF at a time with 
M. Skolnik, Radar Handbook, pp. 19-13 to 19-16. 
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the PRF switching taking place when the target return approaches the 
transmit period, i. e. , the condition known as eclipsing. Because after 
the initial acquisition the target is tracked in true range, the switching of 
the PRF does not introduce any transients. Thus, an eclipse-free tracking 
can continue indefinitely to within the pulse width. 
2. 1i.Z Transponder Configuration 
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the pulse doppler radar tran­
sponder. The transponder receives the signal at the radar frequency and 
provides a reply at the frequency which is offset by a value equal to the 
radar IF. Therefore, similar to the radar system in the cooperative mode, 
the first LO signal of the transponder is used to drive the transmitter. 
Prior to the acquisition of the radar signal the transponder is 
"silent" and only its receiver is active. Because the actual frequency of 
the expected signal is not known, the LO frequency of the transponder is 
swept over the range of the frequency uncertainty. The sweep is performed 
by varying the frequency of a voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) 
whose output is multiplied to provide both the first and the second LO signals 
for the transponder's receiver. The rate and the width of the frequency 
sweep are determined by the considerations presented in sections Z. 2 
through 2.4. 
As the radar antenna scans across the angular uncertainty region, 
a condition occurs when the transponder is within the beamwidth of the 
radar's antenna. During this condition, which is known as "dwell time," 
the transponder receiver locks on to the center line, i.e., the carrier 
line, of the pulsed radar signal. The lock is performed by a phase-locked 
loop (PLL) formed by the VCO and all the mixers to which the VCO supplies 
the LO signals. Of particular importance are the in-phase (I) and the 
quadrature (Q) phase detectors driven bythe two orthogonal components 
Ibid., p. 19-17. 
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of the VCO signal. When frequency and phase lock occur, the output of 
the in-phase detector is maximum and that of the quadrature detector is 
at its minimum. Thus, when the magnitude of the I signal exceeds a 
preset threshold, a lock condition is declared and the frequency sweep 
is terminated. Note that the I signal, which is generated by a coherent 
amplitude detector (CAD) is applied to the Stop Sweep Logic unit via a 
low-pass filter (LPF). This filter, plus the limited range of the VCO 
frequency sweep, prevent spurious lock-ups on spectral lines other than 
the carrier line. 
Once the center line lock is detected the pulse generator initiates 
keying of the reply transmitter. In this report, it is assumed that the 
transmitter is a miniature magnetron (Z0 to 100 watts peak output) which 
is primed by the LO signal to provide a coherent reply to the radar inter­
rogator. The pulse duration and the rate of the transponder's replies are 
determined by the characteristics of the pulses received from the radar. 
Although the transponder replies at a frequency different from that of the 
received signal, a T/R switch is shown as included to prevent the receiver's 
first mixer from saturation. 
2. 2 Signal Design Considerations for the -Active Mode 
Z. Z. 1 PRF Selection 
Simultaneous and nonambiguous determination of both the range 
and the range rate generally imposes conflicting requirements on the 
selection of the PRF for a pulse doppler radar. The minimum theoretically 
acceptable PRF for nonambiguous range rate determination is twice the 
two-way doppler shift. Furthermore, with an active transponder the PRF 
may have to be increased beyond the theoretical minimum to accommodate 
Alternate candidates, such as small power TWTs or a pulsed solid 
state device, may be considered at a later date if it is established that 
acceptable performance can be obtained at the maximum acquisition range 
with smaller average transponder power than assumed here for the power 
link budgets. 
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drifts in the radar transmitter and the transponder's local oscillator 
frequencies. 
For a 15 GHz (A = 0. 02 m) Ku-band radar, the doppler shift is 
determined by the closing and opening velocities of the target, which for 
the cooperative mode are ±91 m/seconds. Thus, the two-way doppler 
shift is 
f __£ = :E(2)(91) = ±9100 Hz = +9.1 kHz (1) 
d X 0.02 
The corresponding minimum PR? (frm) for nonambiguous velocity 
(doppler) measurement is. 18. Z kpps. The maximum nonambiguous range 
available (PRax) with this frm is 
R = c 3x10 5 km/sec .24 km (4.45 nmi)max rm Zxl.82xlO4 
(c = velocity of light) (2) 
Because this Rm does not meet the requirements even for the passivemax 
target mode, which calls for target detection at 19 km, one must resort 
to use of more than one PRF. However, before we consider the application 
of multiple PRFs, let us estimate what factors, other than the maximum 
doppler shift, determine the minimum usable PRF. For a practical system 
these factors will include the frequency drifts of various oscillators used 
in a system. Thus, in general, one can state that the minimum PRF (frm 
must be 
+D2 +D -+...D (3) 
rm (fnd 1n 
M. Skolnik, op. cit., pp. 19-13 to 19-16. 
where fd 	is maximum doppler shift and D are the frequency drifts ofd n 
various oscillators, including the PRF clock. It must be noted that 
although in some cases +fd # -fd and that Dn's may add in a random 
fashion, the most conservative design approach is to use the maximum 
absolute value of each term within the brackets of equation (3). A case 
in point is a pulse doppler system which has to operate with an active 
transponder, such as a system described in this report. If we assume 
15 GHz as the nominal system operating frequency, the major drift con­
tributions will be due to the transmitter MOPA chain and due to local 
oscillators in the transponder. Considerinig typical stabilities available 
of the components and the maximum doppler shift due to relative velocities 
we can come up with the following tentative budget for a 15 GHz system: 
Table 1. 	 Major Sources of Frequency Uncertainty for a 
15 GHz Pulse Doppler Radar/Transponder System 
Source Contribution Assumption Comments 
Doppler shift 9.1 kHz 191 m/secl Same for +V and -V 
Radar MOPA 1. 5 kflz I xI 10 - 7 Temperature compensated 
Stability crystal oscillator (TCXO) 
Transponder 15.0 khz i1x10- 61 Voltage controlled cry-
LO Drift stal oscillator (VCXO) 
Total AF = 25.6 khz 
The frequency shift budget given in Table 1 indicates that the mini­
mum PRF for the cooperative mode should be at least 52 kpps prior to 
radar/transponder frequency lock-up. After the frequency lock-up, the 
transponder instability is tracked out and the MOPA contribution is 
reduced by time averaging. 
We now can proceed with the selection of multiple PRFs keeping 
in mind the fact that the implementation considerations limit such a number 
to a typical range from Z to 5. First, we compute the radar time Tmax 
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which will insure a maximum nonambiguous range that is in excess of the 
maxinium specified range of approximately 560 km (300 nmi) for the 
cooperative mode. In the design example presented here, we arbitrarily 
assume, including a reasonable safety factor, that the maximum non­
ambiguous range for the cooperative mode is 1200 km. For this range, 
T is 
max 
ZR -
T 2 max (Z)(1200 kin) - 8xl10 - 3 sec3x10 5 km/sec 
= 8 msec (4) 
The next step is to apply the Chinese remainder theorem towards 
determining the "basic range time," 7-, from T and a set of relatively 
. max 
prime numbers. These are related bythe following expression: 
T 
maxK 
where K = number of PRFs, and = set of relatively prime numbers, 
such as N, N+l, N+z, etc. 
Practical considerations, such as hardware complexity and acqui­
sition time limitations, dictate that the large-st value of nk should be 
limited to the range from about 8 to 50. After considering various 
tradeoffs for our specific case we have tentatively selected four PRFs 
based onthe following set of relatively prime numbers: 
N 9 N+2 = 11
 
N+l = 10 N +4 = 13
 
C. L. Weber, "Analysis of a Center Line Pulsed Doppler Radar 
Operating in the Search Mode, " Appendix F of this report. 
M. Skolnikop. cit., p. 19-15. 
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Based on these numbers, the basic range time is: 
T -3 
sec 
" . 1 secr N(N+I)(N+Z)(-N+4)max 8 x10 O.62xi0-6= (9)(10)(11)(13) 
0.6 psec . (6) 
The four PRFs and their corresponding interpulse periods are then 
f - -179kpps T 5 .--6 psec 
(9)(0.62)1 106 1 1 
I3 = 147 kpps T 3 =-= 6. 8 psec3 (11i)(0. 62) 10- 6 -f 3 
f 1 - = llkpps T 8. 1 sec4 (13)(0. 62) 10 6 = k 4 
These PRFs are considerably above the minimum value of 52 kpps, and 
thus provide adequate safety margin against any excessive frequency drifts. 
Yet their range is reasonably small so that it does not impose severe 
requirements on the modulator design. 
2. 2. 2 Pulse Width and Duty Cycle Selection 
Having selected the four PIRFs (fI through f4 ) and the corresponding 
interpulse periods (T 1 through T 4 ), we can address the question of selecting 
the pulse width and the corresponding duty cycle. If we were not concerned 
with the range measurement we could make the pulse width longer than the 
basic range time r which, according to equation (6), is approximately 
0. 6 psec. For a fixed transmitter peak output this would have placed 
more power into the center line, because the relationship between the 
peak power, Pr, and the center line power, P , isc 
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P c=. Prd2 (7) 
C Pd 
where d is the duty cycle. 
However, because we are concerned with the nonambiguous range 
measurement, as well as the accuracy of such measurement, we wish to 
keep the pulse width as narrow as possible, provided that the center line 
power is adequte to allow for the reliable acquisition of the center lines 
at both the transponder and the radar. As the subsequent power budgets 
indicate, we can meet this condition by allowing the pulse width to be as 
narrow as the basic range time r of 0. 6 psec. With this pulse width, the 
lowest duty cycle will occur with the f 4 = 1Z4 kpps, i.e., T 4 of 8.1 secs. 
The duty cycle in this case is 1/13 or 0. 077. The P is then 
c 
d2
P = P = P (0.077)? 0.006 P (8)c r r r 
This corresponds to the center line power being about 2Z. 3 dB below the 
peak power of.either the beacon or the radar transmitter. With these 
assumptions, we proceed to work out the radar'to-beacon and the beacon­
to-radar link -power budgets. 
2.3 Power Budgets 
Because in this report we are considering the cooperative mode 
which involves a transponder (beacon), two power budgets have to be 
compiled to define the performance of the overall system. One budget 
defines the radar-to-beacon link rand the other defines the beacon-to­
radar link. Both of these budgets, however, are computed for the maxi­
mum range of 557 kn and for parameters typical of a 15 GHz Ku-band 
system. Eclipsing loss is.not taken into account since it is assumed that 
eclipse-free range tracking can be implemented by means of PRF switching. 
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2.3.1 Radar-to-Beacon Link 
Table 2 shows the power budget for the radar-to-beacon link. It 
is assumed that the transmitter is capable of supplying to the antenna 
40 watts of peak power and that the nominal radar antenna gain is 35.4 dB, 
a number which has been used in the past as the baseline gain of a Z0­
inch diameter, 4-horn, Cassegrain-fed dish. The beacon antenna loss 
of 6 dB includes the 3 dB polarization loss resulting from use of circular 
polarization for the beacon and linear polarization for the radar antennas. 
A nominal 3 dB RF loss is also assumed for the T/R switch and a limiter 
which may be required to protect the recbiver during the transmit cycle. 
This loss assumption may be re-evaluated as the details of the beacon 
design are worked out. The beacon antenna aperture is based on 0 dB 
gain at 15 GHz. 
The Z MHz beacon receiver bandwidth is determined by the 0. 6 
microseconds pulse width. Because of the crystal controlled MOPA chain 
at the receiver, the frequency djift is assumed to be negligible compared 
to this bandwidth (see data in Table 1). The assumption of 2 kHz two­
sided noise bandwidth for the phase-lock loop at the beacowiw based on 
the allowable sweep rates for searching over the frequency uncertainty 
region. This assumption is supported by calculations given in Section 2.4. 
The results indicate that a reasonably high (+15 dB) SNR is avail­
able for PLL acquisition of the center line. In comparison, the peak 
SNR per pulse may result in an excessive beacon transmitter triggering 
jitter which will have to be integrated out at the radar to achieve the 
required range accuracy. Such integration, however, may be quite fea­
sible, since the fast PRFs used will provide many redundant returns which 
can be used for multiple pulse integration. 
Such polarization assignments simplify radar antenna design 
and still permit operation with random electromagnetic alignments of 
the two antennas. 
Typical acquisition threshold SNR for a PLL is +6dB. 
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Table 2. Radai-to-Beacon Link Power Budget (Pulse Doppler Radar) 
P (B) t t 	 b b Assumef = 15 GHz
 
2
r 4TR 
where P (B) Peak received power (at beacon) 
l t = Peak transmitted radar power 
Gt = Radar anterna gain 
A = Beaconantenna apertureb
 
L b = Beacon antenna losses
 
R = Range. 
Gain Loss 
Term Units (dB) (dB) Comments 
Pt 40 	w 16 dBw Pave = 3. 1 w for 0. 077 
duty cycle 
Gt 35.4 dBw X = 0.02 m 
l/4r I I 
1/RZ 557 kn -115 
Ab 3.Zx10- 5 - 45 0 dB gain at 15 GHz 
RF
L 	 6 {3 dB lossLb 	 - 3dB polarization loss 
+51.4 dBw -177 dB 
P (B) = +51.4 dBw - 177 dB = -125.6 dBw 
r 
For beacon NF = 	8 dB and BW = 2 MHz, beacon noise is: 
Nb = -144 dBw + 8 dB + 3 dB = -133 dBw
 
Pr(B)
(S) r( )p = b 	 = -125.6-dBw - (-133 dBw) = +7.4 dB = Peak SINN N bper pulse 
i) ( )dB + (~---BW B - (d .) dB 
= +7.4 dB + 30,dB - 22.3 dB = +15.1 IdB = minimum center line 
S/N for ZBL' = 2 kHz 
and d . = 0.077Lain
 
B L -=one-sidednoise bandwidth of the PLL.
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A certain amount of pulse integration may also be required at the 
beacon to reduce spurious transmitter triggering and missed pulses. 
With a 7.4 dB SNR and probability of detection of 0. 9 per pulse, the 
false alarm rate is about 0. 1. This means that about one pulse out of 
ten received will not trigger the beacon transmitter and that about one 
pulse in an average period of several microseconds will be in a wrong 
time position. Although, as mentioned above, this may not be a problem 
at the receiver because of multi-pulse integration, spurious triggering of 
the beacon transmitter may place an excessive load on the modulator. 
Continuous integration of 3 to 10 pulses prior to triggering the beacon 
transmitter will virtually eliminate this problem. This integration, how­
ever, must be carried out in such a manner that no excessive time biases 
are introduced and that the range acquisition and tracking are not affected 
at the radar end. 
2.3. 2 Beacon-to-Radar Link 
The beacon-to-radar link power budget is presented in Table 3. 
In estimating this budget we have assumed that the beacon transmitter 
power and the duty cycle are the same as that of the radar. Also, the 
noise figure and the IF bandwidths for pulse reception at the radar have 
been assumed to be the same as that of the beacon. Thus, if we werd to 
use a 3 dB figure for radar system losses instead of 4 dB tentative 
assumptions, the peak and centerline power would have come out the 
same for both links. This, however, would not have been of significance 
because the radar system has potentially a better capability for signal 
processing than the transponder and thus any additional minor losses 
encountered due to relative complexity of the radar RF system can be 
compensated. The significant result is that the center line SNR is about 
14 dB and thus a high probability of beacon acquisition can be obtained. 
The trade-offs pertaining to the acquisition sequence are discussed in 
section 2.4. 
I. Skolnik, op. cit., Figure 4, p. 2-19. 
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Table 3. Beacon-to-Radar Link Power Budget (Pulse Doppler Radar) 
P b Gb ,Lp L rAP p-r r Assume f0 15 GHz 
r2 
where P (R) = Peak received power (at radar) 
r 
P = Peak transmitted beacon power
b-

Gb = Beacon antenna gain
 
L = Polarization losses
 
p
 
L = Radar system losses
 
r
 
A = Radar antenna aperture

r 
R = Range 
Gain Loss 
Term Units (dB) (dB) Comments 
=Pb 40w 16 dBw P-ve 3. 1 w for 0. 077Gb 0 duty cycle 
1/4Tr - 11 
l/R Z 557 km -115 
L 3 
P 
L r 4 (Tentative assumption.) 
A O. m -- 9.6 35.4dB gainat 15 GHzr 
16 dBw -142.6. dB 
P (R) = +16 dBw - 142.6 dB = -126.6 dBw 
r 
For radar NF = 8 dB and BW = 2 MHz, radar noise is: 
N = -144 dBw + 8 dB + 3 dB = -133 dBw 
r 
Pr(R)

N)p N - -l26.6 dBw - (-133 dBw) = +6.4 dB = peak S/N
r per pulse 
=S)C ( ) dB + ( -W) d B - (d ) dB
 
NGCL NNP 2BL' min
 
For same parameters as beacon, i.e., 2B L = 2 kHz and dmin = 0.077: 
SS ) C  = +6.4 dB + 30 dB - 22.3 dB = +14.1 dB = minimum center line S/N
NGTL
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because o the hign vius used, m-e range accuracy oi me puise 
doppler system, can be relatively good, even at the extreme range of about 
560 km. For a single pilse SNR of 6.4 dB, the rms time error per pulse 
is, in the worst case, 
T 0.62 psec 0.62 gsec 
t - - ­
[(SI/N) 2.f.3'1 
0.3 Psec . (9) 
The corresponding range error is 
o = 150 m/psec x 0.3 psec - 45 meters . (10)
r 
This error is betterthan 0. 01% of the maximum range of 560 km and, 
after multi-pulse integration available with high PRC, it can be reduced 
by an order of magnitude or more. The main concern is to insure that, 
the device which estimates the true range from multiple ambiguous returns 
can perform its function and initiate the true range track without being 
limited by this error. This is one of the main reasons for assuming a 
relatively high average transponder reply power. If range and range rate 
accuracy requirements presently specified for the maximum acquisition 
range of 560 km are relaxed, lower peak and average beacon powers will 
be considered. 
Z.4 Acquisition Sequence 
The acquisition sequence commences when the Shuttle navigation 
computer designates the radar antenna to the expected position of the 
cooperative target. The following events then take place; 
1. The radar antenna is scanned over the angular uncertainty 
region. 
2. During the time when the transponder is within the beamwidth 
of the radar's scanning antenna, the transponder receiver detects the 
radar signal and starts transmitting the replies. 
Z0
 
3. The radar receiver detects the transponder replies and termi­
nates antenna scan. 
4. Angle, range, and range rate tracking are initiated by the 
radar. 
Let us consider the details of this sequence. 
2.4.1 Angular Search 
The baseline procedure for acquiring the cooperative target was 
described in detail in an earlier report pertaining to the pulse radar. 
It was determined that two scans, each. limited to 30 seconds, will pro­
vide on-target dwell time of approximately 4 seconds per each scan. 
This dwell time is basedonthe antenna 3 dB beamwidth of 2. 8 degrees, 
total uncertainty of 6 degrees by 6 degrees, a raster scan with 30% 
overlap and a scan reversal allowance of 20%. In-the calculations that 
follow we will assume that the same parameters are applicable to the 
pulse doppler system and, thus, the on-target dwell time is 4 seconds. 
2.4.2 Radar Acquisition and Reply Actuation 
To conserve the power the transpondershould activate its trans­
mitter only after the detection of the radar signal. With a pulse doppler 
radar, which uses a coherent transmitter, two techniques are available 
for detection of the radar signal of the transponder. One technique is 
based on the detection of the center line (carrier) of the radar signal, 
The second technique utilizes a noncoherent detection of the radar pulses. 
In principle,, both of these techniques can be used either sequentially or 
simultaneously for added reliability. Thus, in addition to describing 
both of these meth6ds, we will also discuss the trade-offs involved in 
their use. 
S. Udalov, "Shuttle Pulse Radar/Transponder Configurations 
and Preliminary Performance Estimates for the Cooperative Mode," 
Appendix C of this report. 
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Z. 4. Z. 1 Center Line Acquisition 
Consider first the center line acquisition. With this technique, the 
frequency of the VCXO, which provides all of the LO frequencies, is swept 
over a small range. This frequency deviation, when multiplied to the fre­
quency of the first LO, covers the uncertainty range defined in Table 1. 
The rate at which this frequency uncertainty range can be swept is deter­
mined by the bandwidth of the -carrier acquisition phase lock loop, signal­
to-noise ratio and the probability of acquisition. 
The maximum sweep rate which will provide 90% probability of 
acquisition is given by an empirical equation: 
11 (0. 566) B ZR1 
max 
where Af = maximum sweep rate 
max 
B = one side loop noise bandwidth 
L 
SNR L = signal-to-noise ratio in ZBL 
From the power budget of Table 2, SNR L = 15. 1 dB (ratio of 3Z) for 
B = 1000 Hz. Thus,L 
fI- -(0. 566)(1000) 0.466x106Hz/sec 
max \ df 
= 466 kHz/sec. (12) 
For an increased margin of safety it is advisable to sweep at a 
rate which is lower than the maximum rate indicated by equation (I Z). 
Let us assume a conservative rate of 100 kHz/sec and uncertainty range 
This is a modified version of equation 4-33, F. Gardner, Phase­
lock Techniques, p. 49. The modifications consist of conversion to Hz 
instead of radians and neglecting the effect of an amplitude limiter which 
may not be used in this system. 
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of :50 kHz. This means that the sweep time will be one second. With 
a 4-second dwell time, it means that at least 4 sweeps will be available 
during one dwell time. Thus, for a singla sweep'probability of 0.9, the 
probability that the loop has acquired after four sweeps is 
PAcq( 4) = 1 [- PAcq(l)] 4 = 0.9999 (13) 
When the. acquisition takes place the output of the in-phase I 
detector, or 'CAD, reaches the amplitude of the center line component. 
This -output is passed through a low pass filter and when the resultant 
DC voltage exceeds a preset threshold, the acquisition is detected. 
Because, as mentioned earlier, the detection of the center line ac4uisition 
can serve as the command to initiate transponder replies, the false alarm 
rate of this, comnmand must be low. 
A trade-off exists between the bandwidth of the LPF, the available 
SNR, the probability of acquisition detection (PD) and the false alarm rate 
(Pfa). If we assume that the LPF is a 2-pole Butterworth filter with a 
3 dB bandwidth of 1000 Hz the required Pfa for one false alarm per hour­
is 6 
-7S0.14x10 
Pfa (3600)(Z)(1000) 0or l.4x1& (14) 
Thus we can assume P = 10 criterion in calculating P From curves 
in figure 4 for S/N = +15 dB, we obtain PD = 0.99 for Pfa 10 - 7 . These 
criteria provide for an acceptable performance. However, if we wish to 
improve the performance margin, we can narrow the LIPF bandwidth to 
500 Hz and thus increase S/N to about +18 dB. With 18 dB SNR, we can 
-
achieverP = 0.999 at R of .10 . The response time for a 500 Hz LPFD fa
 
bandwidth is approximately 1 msec, which is twice the value for the
 
1000 Hz bandwidth case. 
M. Skolnik, op. cit., p. 2-13. 
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It is important to note that the 1 msec acquisition detection time 
is short compared to the time the swept signal spends in the 2 B L interval. 
For the sweep rate of 100 klIz/sec and B = 1000 Hz, this time is 20 msec, 
thus providing adequate time for stopping the sweep. Because the decision 
times of the order of even a few milliseconds are short compared with the 
dwell time of 4 seconds, we conclude that we have adequate margin to 
satisfy all the detection and false alarm criteria required for radar detec­
tion and transponder actuation. 
2.4. 2.2 Radar Pulse Envelope Detection 
Envelope detection and integration of the radar pulses is another 
technique which can be used for actuation of the transponder. The advan­
tage of this technique is that it provides a check of the pulse width and 
the interrogation rate (PRF) before initiating a reply. The disadvantages 
are the relative complexity of the integration device, particularly if 
several PRFs are used, and the signal-to-noise ratio is low, thus 
requiring integration of many pulses. 
Consider the -requirements for our particular case which involves 
four PRFs. To insure one false alarm per hour, with a decision output 
available from either one of the four PRF integrators, the Pfa (per inte­
grator) must be: 
1 1Pfa = (3600)(4)(Zxi06) = 0.3 5 xi0-10 (15) 
(BW =. Z MHz) 
With peak SNR of +7.4 dB per pulse, about 10 pulses must be integrated 
to obtain PD = 0. 95.. With two groups of 10 pulses each, the probability 
of detection can be increased to 0. 9975. 
Since the interpulse period corresponding to the lowest PRF 
(124 kpps) is about 8 microseconds, the "signal present" decision time 
M. Skolnik, op. cit., Figure 8, p. 2-21. 
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can be, including Z groups of 10 pulses, 
- 6TD = 8x0- 6xZxlO = 16 0x10 sec or 0.16 msec (16) 
This decision time may be longer if more pulses are integrated or if one 
integrates nonconsecutive groups. The order of magnitude of TD then 
approaches that obtained with the center line detection. 
Although some pulse integration may be required at the tran­
sponder to improve transmitter triggering stability, there appears to 
be little to hie gained from using the radar pulse integration as the decision 
mechanism for reply initiation. On the other hand, pulse integration can 
be used as verification of radar signal reception after the center line has 
been acquired. The important trade-off lies between the complexity of a 
pulse integrator required at the transponder and the benefits to be gained 
from having pulse integration detection which provides reliability equiva­
lent to that of a center line detector. 
2. 4. 3 Transponder Acquisition 
A few milliseconds after the transponder acquires the radar signal, 
its transmitter is turned on and the transponder replies begin to arrive 
at the radar. Now it is the radar's turn to detect these replies and to 
terminate the antenna scan. Again, similar to the radar acquisition, the 
detection of the transponder reply can be based on either the center line 
acquisition, the pulse envelope integration, or the combination of both. 
Z. 4.3. 1 Center Line Acquisition 
For the center line acquisition, the frequency uncertainty is now 
reduced only to the two-way doppler shift which, as has been calculated 
earlier, is limited to about :9. 1 kHz. From Table 3, the center line SNR 
in ZB L of 2 kHz is about +14 dB. Thus, we can use the frequency sweep 
technique similar to the one used in the transponder and obtain nearly 
similar acquisition performance. The sweep range in this case will be 
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limited 	to about 10 kHz and with the sweep 'rate of 100 kHz/sec only 
0. 	Z seconds will be required to make each sweep.
 
Furthermore, because the frequency uncertainty range is now
 
- reduced to only the two-way doppler shift we may consider widening the 
radar's 	phase lock loop bandwidth and thus allow the loop to acquire with­
out sweeping. In general, the wider the loop bandwidth BL the faster is 
the acquisition for a given frequency offset. But widening the loop decreases 
the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, with finite SNR we can widen the loop only 
to a point where SNR L is not less than 6 dB, a value which is considered 
a lower limit for acquisition without a priori knowledge of the frequency. 
With +14 dB SNR in 2 BL of 2 kHz we can infcrease BL to about 6 kHz and 
still retain SNR L of +6 dB. The ratio of maximum frequency offset to BL 
is then 	approximately 1. 5. 
For SNR = +6 dB and Af/B = 1.5, the probability of indicating 
SL' L
 
lock within 7 msec is 0. 99. Thus, we see that acceptable center line
 
acquisition performance can be obtained at the radar end without neces­
sarily resorting to frequency search. However, SNRL of 6 dB may not be
 
sufficient to maintain lock for a long period, of time and, thus, the BL
 
should be switched 1000 Hz after lock. Specifically, the average time to
 
unlock is:
 
T 	 1.06 1SNR) (17)
av 	 B L 
where BL and SNR L are as defined earlier. For B L = 6 kHz and SNR L
 
= 6 dB, T is approximately 50 seconds. Reducing the bandwidth to,
av
 
1000 Hz after lock improves the SNR L by a factor of 6 and Ta becomes
 
I. 8 7 x 1022 yearst! 
To determine the false alarm time with the non-sweeping phase
 
lock method we consider the assumptions used for determining lock times.
 
D. H. Hurnrels, "Some Simulations for the Time to Indicate Phase 
Lock," IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. COM-Z0, No. 1, 
February 1972, Figure 2, p. 42. 
F. Gardner, op. cit., p. 25. 
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These were based on LPF noise bandwidth equal to 0. 1 B L and threshold 
corresponding to residual phase error of 0.5 radians. Thus, the SNR in 
the LPF is 10 dB above that in 2B L minus the loss due to cos (0.5 rad) 
factor. In our case, 
SNI(LPF) = 6 dB +10 log (6000 Hz) + 10 log1 0 cos 2 (0. 5 rad) 
SNRLPF=6 d +10 I&O 6 00Hz!1 
= 6dB-+10-dB-l.1dB = +14.9,dB . (18) 
.- 7For P = 0.99, the P is 10 Thus, the false alarm time can beD fa 
estimated: 
tfa = Z x600HzxP 1200- = 8,333 seconds or (19) 
fa 12.3 hours 
This time exceeds the baseline specification of one false alarm per hour. 
Thus, we have shown that at the radar end it is feasible, at least 
for the assumptions- used, to'proVide center line lock without frequency 
sweep. However, if subsequent analysis indicates 'that additional safety 
margin is required at the radar end we may reconsider the-use of fre­
qiency sweep over the doppler uncertainty range. 
Z.4.3.Z Range Acquisition 
During the initial phase of range acquisition the radar PRFs are* 
cycled over the four values and the positi 6 n of the reply within the inter­
pulse period of each PR. is determined. The nonambiguous range is then 
determined by solving the equation'which defines the Chinese remainder 
theorem. 
However, because of a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio per 
pulse-(+6.4 dB from Table 3), integration of a number of pulses may be 
required to provide the accuracy required for reliable initiation of the 
range track. As was shown in equation (9). of section Z. 3. 2, the Gt per 
pulse for SNR of +6.4 dB is about 0.3 microseconds. This value is 
D. H. Hummels, op. cit. 
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one-half of the 0.6 microsecond wide pulse. But for reliable tracking the 
maximum a-t should be at least 1/6 of pulse width or less. Thus, the 
number of pulses integrated for each search range cell must be: 
n (0 :ei 2 9 . (20)( 0.1 sec) 
After acquisition, when the nonanbiguous range is determined and 
the range tracking begins in true range, the number of pulses integrated 
will be several orders of magnitude greater than that shown by equation (20). 
During the acquisition, when several range cells have to be examined 
we may limit the number of pulses integrated to a value between 10 and 100. 
The maximum number of range cells to examine is required when the low­
est PRF (124 kpps) is on. The number of basic range cells for this case 
is 1Z, but to provide for the intermediate positions, we require another 
set of overlapping cells. Thus, the total number of cells is approximately 
25. With SNR = +6.4 dB to obtain P= 0.95 we have to integrate at least 
D i-12 
14 pulses per range cell. This corresponds to P fa 10 per range 
gate. The false alarm time is then 
nr
 
tfa N Pfa (21) 
where n = number of pulses integrated 
r = pulse width 
N number of range cells 
Pfa false alarm probability per cell 
Thus, 
(14)(0.6)(10-6 0.34xi06 sectfa - -5x0_124 
- 3400x102 sec or 94 hours. (22) 
Barton and Ward, Handbook of Radar Measurement, Section 8. 2, 
p. 205. 
i. Skolnik,p. cit, Figure 8, p. 2-21. 
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If we' integrate two groups of 14 pulses, the PD becomes 0. 9975 but the 
tfa is still an order of magnitude above the baseline specification of I hour. 
Thus, we see that adequate range acquisition can be obtained within the 
framework of assumptions used. 
2.5 	 Tracking Accuracy 
Upon the completion of the acquisition cycle, tracking of the tran­
sponder reply is initiated. The expected tracking adcuracies of the range, 
the velocity and -the angle -are discussed below. 
2. 5. 1 	 Range Tracking Errors 
2.5. 1. 1 Thermal Noise Error 
The range tracking error due to the thermal noise term is expressed 
in time units as 
-	 (23)jcdSNs-) 	 n 
-where r = pulse length 
(SIN), = peak SNR per pulse 
and n = number of pulses integrated. 
The number of pulses integrated is, in'turn, defined as 
n = fr/Pnr 	 (Z4) 
where f is the pulse repetition rate and nr is the noise bandwidth of ther. 
range tracking loop. In our case, at the acquisition range of approximately 
560 km we have: 
(S/N), 	 = 6.4 dB or a ratio of 4.3 
= 0.6 microsecond 
f (min) 	 = IZ4 kppsr 
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If we assume pnr of 10 Hz, we have at f (min) of 124 kpps:
r 
103124 x 4 
a 10 10 . 2 4 x10 (25) 
and = .24 x 1 110 	 (26) 
Thus, 
-t .0.6 [Lsec _ 0. 6230gsec = 0.0026 sec (26) 
110 r 
and the corresponding rms range error is 
a-rt = x 150m/l sec = 0.39 meters. 	 (27) 
This is an extremely good accuracy, but we must keep in mind the fact 
that we are assuming a relatively high transponder average power and our 
PRFs are also very high compared to the range tracking loop noise bandwidth. 
2. 5. 1. 	Z Instrumentation Errors 
Z.5.1.2. 	1 Range Glock Error 
Let us assume that a 10 MHz oscillator is used as a clock in the 
range counter and the range is measured to the nearest whole number of 
clock pulses. We then have A = 15 m, and the range error, assumingr 
uniform distribution, is 
= 	 m im 0.04 meters. (28)rc 	
-
(3.46)(110) 
From (Z8) it is evident that the range clock error is an order of magnitude 
below the thermal noise error and thus does not limit the system accuracy 
at the extreme rangeq. This is typical of most radar systems. 
2. 5. 1. 2. 2 Bandpass Filter Time Delay Errors 
Bandpass filtering of the pulse signal is used both at the beacon 
and at the radar. Such filtering introduces a delay bias. Although, in 
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principle, the major portion of this bias is fixed and thus can be calibrated 
out, some random component may remain due to variations of environ­
mental conditions (temperature) and signal strength (AGC effects). Thus, 
a simplified calculation is made here to obtain a preliminary estimate for 
an order of magnitude of this error. 
For the preliminary estimate, we assume that a 4 -pole Butterworth 
filter 2 MHz wide (at 3- dB points) is used at the 'radar. The total envelope 
delay to the 501c step response amplitude for such a filter is about 0. 223 
microseconds. If we assume that only 10% of this delay is random and it 
is uniformly distributed we obtain for an RMS raige error: 
r (0.223 tsec)(150m/gsec)(0.14 = 0.97 meter (29) 
4Td 
The true nature of the randoimness of this error is difficult to determine 
without going into the details of the circuit design, but the assumption used 
in (29) indicates that this error cannot be neglected, particularly for the 
short range operation. One-must also keep in mind the fact that the tran­
sponder may also introduce an error of the same order of magnitude. 
2. 5. 2 Velocity Tracking Accuracy 
As has been stated earlier, the main reason for considering the 
pulse doppler radar system is the inherent capability of such a system to 
provide an unambiguous and highly accurate velocity, i.e., k, readout. 
With a coherent transponder the frequency uncertainty of the return, after 
transponder/radar frequency lock-up is determined by the radar's MOPA 
stability and the signal-to-thermal noise ratio of the received signal. The 
widely used expression for time averaged frequency erior is 
K. W. Henderson and W. H. Kautz, "Transient Response of Con­
ventional Filters," IRE Trans. on Circuit Theory, December 1958, pp.
33,3 -347. 
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0 (30) 
Z (S/N)1 n 
where B 0 is the width of the spectral line and (S/N)1 , as well as n, is 
the same as defined for equation (23). In this case let us assume that the 
noise band of the frequency measuring device, pnf, is 10 Hz and we-there­
fore have the same n and 4kii as for range error computation. In Table 1, 
IVIOPA frequency uncertainty is estimated at ±I. 5 kHz (i. e., ±l x 10 - 7 at 
15 GHz). Thus, if we assume that this uhcertainty is the primary factor ­
in determining the spectral line width, we use B0 = 3 kHz. Using equation 
(30) we calculate a-f at the maximum acquisition range of 360 kin: 
f 3000 Hz 9.3 Hz (31) 
110 4(2)(4. 3) 
The corresponding range rate (velocity) error is 
. = a- X__ =(9.3)(0.02m) = 0.093 m/sec (32)
R f2 2 
and, consequently, 3 -.r = 0.28 m/sec < 0.3 m/sec, which means that the 
specified range rate accuracy can be achieved at the 560 km range. 
It is important to point out that Pnf is not necessarily the band­
width of the phase-lock loop, for it is questionable whether a phase-lock 
loop of such narrow bandwidth could track a carrier line of 3 kHz width. 
Thus, Pnf must be considered to be the bandwidth of some other frequency 
measuring device such as a counter, which performs the averaging function 
but does not have to perform the tracking. 
It is also questionable whether the Ku-band carrier and the PRF 
lines will be smeared to a 3 kHz bandwidth. A more reasonable assump­
tion is that the line widths will be an order of magnitude narrower (i. e. , 
in the 100 to 300 Hz range) based on deriving the transmitter source from 
a crystal controlled reference. 
3Z 
Nevertheless, the calculations presented above indicate that, within 
the frame of the assumptions used, the pulse doppler radar/transponder 
system is capable of meeting the required range rate accuracy even at the 
maximum transponder acquisition range of 560 km. 
Z. 5. 3 'Angle Tracking Accuracy, 
The angle error for each of the two angle tracking coordinates is 
expressed as: 
03 dB 
-=3d(33) 
Km (S/N) 1 r ne 
where 83 dB = 3 dB antenna beamwidth 
K = error slope for monopulse antenna (Km = 1. 57, typically.) 
(S/N) single pulse SNR 
fr- = pulse -repetition frequency 
PnO = noise bandwidth of angle servo loop 
Assuming: 
0 = 2.8 degrees 
K = 1.57 
m
 
= 10 Hz
Pn8 
f = 124 kpps
r 
­
(S/N), = 6.4 dB or ratio of 4.3 
we obtain at the 560 km range, using 4W = I1.0 
U-8 = . 80 4. 3 0.00780 or 3u- = 0.0230. (34)(1. 57) (110) 
This angle accuracy is about an order of magnitude better than the speci­
fied- random-error of 10 mr'or 0.5730. We conclude, therefore, that the 
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tracking error due to thermal noise is not a limiting factor within the 
framework of the assumptions used. Other factors, such as target rota­
tion, may cause angular errors at close ranges even if one considers that 
a transponder is used. The transponder's antenna position may change, 
for example, as the target, rotates at close ranges. 
3.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The preliminary analysis of a pulse doppler radar/transponder 
system indicates that the acquisition and tracking specifications can be 
met for the cooperative mode at the maximum range of 560 km. The 
results are favorable for the radar portion of the system because reliable 
radar signal acquisition at the transponder end can be achieved with peak 
power of about 40 watts and an average power on the order of 3 to 4 watts. 
These power requirements can be met at the radar end by a TWT amplifier 
which also must provide the bandwidth to permit frequency diversity during 
the passive mode. It must be noted that if a gridded TWTA capable of 
continuous operation at 40 watts is available the same TWT can be used 
also as a communication transmitter in an integrated radar/communication 
system. 
At the transponder end a beacon type injection-locked magnetron 
can meet both the peak and average power requirements. However, because 
it is desirable to reduce the average power requirements for the transponder, 
other transmitter devices, possibly all solid state, should be considered 
for this type of system. Range accuracy may have to be sacrified, at least 
at the acquisition range, to allow use of the lower power devices. Latest. 
information indicates that, at ranges over 55 km (30 nmi), cooperative 
mode range accuracy requirements may be on the order of 100 meters. 
This may permit-a use of a pulsed system which will place more power 
Shuttle Orbiter Ku-Band Radar/Communication Subsystems, 
Technical Status Presentation, RI/SD Document SSV75-28, 13-14 August, 
1975. 
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into the center line by reducing the peak power and increasing the duty 
cycle. A reduction in average power may thus be achieved but then an 
eclipsing loss must be taken into account. With the present system, the 
eclipsing loss is virtually nonexistent because of accurate range track 
initiation at the maximum acquisition range of 560 km. 
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ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX E 
METHOD FOR REDUCTION OF TRANSPONDER 
AVERAGE POWER REQUIREMENTS 
In the preceding document, 'it was pointed out that lowering, the 
average power of the beacon transmitter is desirable, and means for 
achieving this goal are being investigated. As the result of such investi­
gation, an acceptable solution has been found and is recommended here. 
The-proposed method involves replacing.the pulsed coherent tran­
sponder operation with a coherent CW reply which is ti-phase modulated 
in synchronism with the interrogating radar pulses. The received radar 
pulses and the transponder reply modulation are shown in Figure A-1. 
We still assume that the parameters of the interrogating radar 
have not been changed. Therefore, the radar transmits 40-watt peak 
power pulses of about 0.&'microsecond duration at four switchable PRFs 
of 124, 147, 161, and 179 kpps, respectively. 
At the output of the transponder receiver, these pulses have pos ­
tive SN (+7.4 dB) and the center line component is sufficiently strong 
(+15. 1 dB) for the receiver's carrier tracking loop to lock up during the 
available dwell time. 
Transponder, operation can be understood by referring to the block 
diagram of Figure A-2. Initially, the frequency of the VCO is swept so 
that the uncertainty range due to doppler shift and oscillator drifts is 
covered. When the center line of the doppler -radar is intercepted, the 
transponder's first LO is coherently locked to the radar center line with 
an offset frequency equal to the transponderIs first IF. 
The lock detection circuit thei turns on an injection-locked CW 
oscillator. A portion of the first LO signal is used to establish the coher­
ency of the CW oscillator output. The output power of this oscillator is 
about 200 mw. 
To provide the waveform required for phase modulation ,of the 
transponder CW reply, the envelope of the radar pulses is detected and 
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several samples of this envelope are integrated to provide a "cleaned up" 
modulation waveform. The resulting waveform is then as shown in part (a) 
of Figure A-i. This waveform is then applied to the phase modulator which 
introduces 180-degree phase reversals into the CW output of the injection­
locked oscillator. Because these reversals occur in synchronism with the 
incoming radar pulses, they provide the necessary ranging information 
to the radar receiver. 
The block diagram of the interrogating radar is shown in Figure 
A-3. This diagram is essentially the same as that described in previous 
reports with the exception of the addition of coherent detection of phase 
reversals in the cooperative mode. Coherent detection is used for two 
reasons: (1) to extract the ranging information from the phase-modulated 
transpohder signal and (Z) to avoid integration losses at low SNR which 
are now associated with the ranging information. 
The operation of the radar receiver in the cooperative mode is 
otherwise unaltered. In other words, the VCO is searched until the center 
line of the transponder reply is detected. The VCO then tracks coherently 
the doppler shifted transponder reply and the doppler shift is extracted by 
comparing VCO frequency against a stable local reference. The ranging 
information is then recovered by a coherent amplitude detector (CAD) and 
the resulting pulses integrated to improve the tracking SNR. Initial range 
ambiguities are resolved by application of the Chinese remainder theorem 
algorithm. 
The transponder-to-radar link budget corresponding to 200 mw 
CW transponder output is given in Table A-i. From this budget, we see 
that SNR of +13.4 dB, minimum, is available for the transponder center 
line acquisition. With this SNR, acquisition may be performed either with­
out frequency sweep or with a sweep over a range determined only by the 
±9. 1 kHz maximum doppler uncertainty. The link budget also indicates 
that the SNR per pulse of ranging information is negative. But the subse­
quent analysis of range error, shown in Table A-2, indicates that because 
of relatively high PRFs used the ranging error is only 3. 1 meters (I a-) at 
560 km. This is far in excess of the specifications. 
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Table A-i. Transponder-to-Radar Link Power Budget (Pulse Doppler Radar) 
P( . P b Gb LpLrAr 
r 4bbpr 
where 
P (R) = Power received at tadar 
Pb = Transponder RF power 
Gb = Transponder antenna gain 
L = Polarization los'ses 
p 
L = Radar system losses 
r 
A = Radar antenna aperture
r 
R = Range 
Term Units Gain (dB) Loss -(dB) Comments 
Pb 
Gb 
0.Z w 0 dBw -7 CW power w/r to I watt 
Gb 0 
I/4r -11 
i/i 557 km -115 
L 
Lr2-2 
dw-3 .(-02 5) 
(-3.0) 
) Integrated system 
r 
P (R) =0 dBw -147. 6 dB =-147. 6 dBw 
r 
For radar NF =8 dB and ZB = kHz, radar noise is: 
N (CL) = -174 dBw +'8 dB + 3 dB = -163 dBr 
(S/N)I = ,147. 6 dBw - (-1-63 dB) = +15.4 dBCL 
(SI) (S/N)' -L -L(S/N)CL = cL duty cycle eclips. 
+15.4 dB - 1 dB - 1 dB = +13.4 dB min. (PRE 180 kpps) 
Range Data SNR for radar NF = 8 dB and BW = 2 MHz: 
N 
r,
(R) = -144 dBw + 8 dB + 3 dB = -133 dBw 
(S/N)1 = -147.6 dBw - (-133 dBw) = -14.6 dB peak S/N per pulse 
(Numeric value = . 035) 
Table A-Z. Range Tracking Error - Thermal Noise 
T T 
42 (SN),n 2 (S/N)1 fr/1nr 
T = pulse length = 0. 6 microsecond 
(S/N) = SNR per pulse = -14.6 dB (0. 035 numeric) at 560 km 
f = PRF = 124 kpps (min)
r 
Pnr = Noise BW of range tracking loop = 10 Hz
 
n = f/pnr = number of pulses integrated
 
4
= 124x10 = l.2 xl04 or -n 110 
0.6 asec 0.021 microsecond1-10 (2)(0.035)
 
U-rt = t x 150 m/p.sec = (0.021)(150) 3.1 meters 
APPENDIX F 
ANALYSIS OF A CENTER LINE PULSED DOPPLER RADAR 
OPERATING IN THE SEARCH MODE 
I. Radar Description 
The transmitted waveform and receiver signal processing are different 
in the various modes of operation of a radar. We restrict attention in 
this presentation to the search mode of a particular coherent pulsed 
doppler radar. A simplified block diagram of the pulsed radar appears 
in Figure 1. In the search mode, the transmitted signal continuously 
cycles through 5 rF frequencies and 5 PRF's with a constant duty cycle 
as shown in Figure 2. The carrier component of the transmitted signal 
is coherent in all modes over the period of ±ime that a given center frequency 
is employed, namely 12. 5 msec. Target detection is performed on range 
rate information only; that is, there is no range detection via a bank of 
range gates. 
The radar parameters which are common to all modes of operation are 
listed in Table I. The carrier component of the radiated signal is coherent 
implying that at all times the rf phase relative to that of a CW reference 
oscillator does not change. The coherence time is therefore equal to 
that of the dwell time at a particular rf frequency, namely 12. 5 msec. 
The PRF is one of 5 values. The choice of PRFs is discussed 
later and in the Appendices. The duty cycle of the transmitter is 
d = 0.4 
of each pulse repetition time, and the receiver is gated off during this 
time. The receiver duty cycle is 
d =0.6 
r 
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Figure 1. Center Line Pulsed Doppler Radar Receiver in Search Mode. 
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TABLE I
 
GENERAL RADAR PARAMETERS
 
Radar Classification Center Line Coherent-Pulsed 
Doppler Radar using a Medium 
PRF and a High Transmitter 
Duty Factor 
Frequency fC = 15 GHz 
Wavelength X = .02 m 
Antenna Type Cassegrain, 4-horn monopulse 
Antenna Diameter dia = 20" 
Antenna Gain G-= 35.4 dB 
Antenna Beamwidth e = 2.7 deg 
Transmitter Duty Factor d = 0.4 
Receiver Duty Factor d = 0.6 
r 
Noise Figure F= 8 dB 
Frequency Diversity 5 frequencies, sequentially 
switched, 50 MHz spacing, covering 
200 MHz total 
Pulse Repetition Frequencies 5 values 
-4­
2.5 msec 
PRF 5 
3-_ 
f 
cf 12-- msec.5 
1 
3-- t 
62.5 msec 
Figure 2. Time Schedule of RF Frequencies and PRF's 
The variable PRF is provided to avoidblind ranges. This is important, 
even when detection is via Doppler frequencies only, so as to ensure 
sufficient energy return continuously. 
As can be seen from Figure 1, the frequency of the first L.O. in the 
receiver is switched simultaneously with the transmitter, with the result 
that the signal at the IF does not change in frequency, except for the 
variation in Doppler frequency, which in our case is 
AfD 4.5 KHz 
This will be considered in more detail in the next section. 
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'The first IF filter and amplifier, and the second IF mixer and filter 
(the center line filter) inputs are both gated. This provides isolation from 
the transmitter and eliminates the noise from being delivered by the 
receiver front end and first IF amp when the receiver is gated off at its 
input. The second IF filter is the center line filter; that is, it passes 
only the center line of the coherent radar waveform. 
As shown in Figure I the output of the center line filter feeds a 
bank of Doppler filters which are designed with 100% overlap. This will 
be described in the next section. A detector is located at the output of 
each Doppler filter, which consists of an envelope detector, low pass 
filter (matched to the spacial dwell time, td = 80 msec), and a threshold 
comparison circuit. When any of the thresholds is exceeded, the search 
mode is terminated, and range acquisition and tracking is initiated. 
Spectral Properties 
The spectral properties of coherent pulse trains are summarized 
in Figures 3 and 4. When several PRF's are employed at the same rF, 
the pertinent spectral properties of the resulting waveform can be determined 
from the following. If the transmitter were turned on only for one PRF 
dwell time (2. 5 msec), the spectrum of the received signal before the 
center line filter consists of lines spaced at fPRF as shown in Figure 3. 
In the absence of eclipsing the detail between the lines for a small number 
of coherent pulses is shown in Figure 4. The power in the various lines 
are related by the normalized grating function 
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF PULSE TRAINS
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Figure 3. 
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N PULSE GRATING FUNCTION 
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Figure 4. 
)NT]] z 
-
sin[r(f-fcC(f) 
-N sin[ -fc)T]j 
where 
T = 1 1fPRF 
and 
N = number of pulses in the coherent pulse train. 
The number of spectral lines in a coherent pulse train between the center 
line and the first null in C(f) is approximately given by the reciprocal of 
the transmitter duty cycle, i. e. 
K I/dt
 
The effects of eclipsing will be considered in the next section.
 
When additional PRF's are employed during the same rf frequency dwell,
 
the rf phase isthe same throughout. Because of the coherence over the
 
entire rf frequency dwell, the spectrum in the individual PRF dwells reinforce
 
each other in the center line. Therefore the one-sided spectral width of
 
the center line is the reciprocal of the rf frequency dwell time. In our case
 
this is 12.5 msec, so that this bandwidth is approximately 80 Hz. The
 
noncentral spectral lines do not coherently add since the PRF's are different.
 
As a result of this difference in PRF's the noncentral lines become more
 
spread, resulting in "smeared sidebands. Since we are discussing a
 
center line coherent radar, spectral properties of the noncentral lines
 
are not of interest.
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When the several rf frequency dwells in a single spacial dwell time 
are included, no further narrowing of the spectral width of the center line 
takes place, since the signal is not coherent from rf frequency to rf 
frequency. The maximum coherence time is 1Z. 5 msec. 
This discussion indicates that it would be possible to use more 
Doppler filters which are narrower in bandwidth, thereby reducing the 
required transmitter power. A bank of Doppler filters, each of 320 Hz bandwidi 
and 100% overlapped, would have the property that the center line spectrum 
would always have all its energy within one Doppler filter at all times. Some 
of the energy would also be in adjacent filters simultaneously. 
It is anticipated that this choice will provide a more satisfactory 
design. 
II. 	 Search Mode Description 
An enumeration of the search mode parameters is given in Table II. 
The requirement is that the target, which has radar cross section of 
= 1 square meter, be detected at a range of 10 nautical miles with a 
cumulative probability of detection of P = 0.99. One minute of scan time c 
is allowed to carry out this requirement. This is the acquisition time. 
The target is assumed to be located in a volume of 400 x 400, which is 
the scan coverage. 
The maximum relative target range rate is specified as 
R= +100 ft/sec 
max
 
. = -50 ft/sec

min 
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Table II 
SEARCH MODE PARAMETERS 
P = Cumulative Probability 6f Detection 
C 
Requirement: P = 0.99C 
Acquisition Time = 60 sec 
Acquired and Tracking at 10 NMI 
Assume Two Scans: 
P P1 
max 
10 
18.5 
10.5 11 
20.38 
R -NMI 
-km 
S= 
max 
Pc = 1-
100 ft/sec 
(-P1)(l-PZ) 
Assume P. = P 1 =A Safety Factor of 
P-1 
d 1-[l,-Pc2 = 0.9 
-- 2Target Area = a = I m 
0.4 dB 
Target Model = Swerling Class I 
Target Range Rate: Am = max 
A = 
min 
Scan Coverage = 400 x 400 
+100 ft/sec 
-50 ft/sec 
Scan Overlap = 30% 
Allowance for Scan Reversal = Z0%o 
Number of Scan Lines/Scan = 21 
Time per Scan Line = 1.43 sec 
Scan Speed = 33.6 0 /sec 
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TABLE II (Cont'd) 
Dwell Time per Beamwidth = td = 80 msec = Spacial Dwell Time 
Doppler Uncertainty Interval = fd =4573 
(+3049 Hz - 1524 Hz) 
Bandwidth of Doppler Filter = B d 1 KHz 
Number of Doppler Filters = 9 
Doppler Filter Arrangement 
V27F 41 6 "8 ] f 
91 I'3 ]1] FT7 

3.25 KHz
-1.75 -. 75 .25 1.25 2.25 
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where positive implies an approaching target. If the target is at Rmax, 
in one minute it will move approximately one nautical mile. If we assume 
two complete scans of the entire volume during the acquisition time, then 
the cumulative detection probability is 
P = 1 (l-P 1 )(l - P 2 ) 
where 
=P1 	 Probability of Detection from a single observation at
 
11 Nautical miles
 
P2 = 	 Probability of Detection from a single observation at 
10. 5 	nautical miles 
The 	usual conservative simplification is to let 
P2 = P1 = Pd 
so that 
i 
Pd = 1 - (1-Pc)2 = 0.9 
This 	corresponds to a safety factor of approximately 0.4 dB in 
average transmitted power. The design actually is required to 
detect (acquire) the target and be in the range tracking mode of operation 
by the time the target has reached a distance of 10 Na. Mi . No additional time 
has been provided to allow the range tracking subsystem to acquire, as the 
time for this lockup is expected to Be negligible with respect to any 
significant change in range. 
The dwell time in a given direction is calculated based on a given 
amount of time allowed for scan reversal and for a certain amount of 
scan 	overlap as shown in Figure 5. 
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Scan Overlap 
/ 
Scan Reversal 
/Y\ 
<-\ 
Antenna 
B eamwidth 
Figure 5. Typical Scan Pattern. 
The total angular search area is A9 in 
2 (deg) , and 
A = AAZAEL 
where 
A 
AEL 
= azimuth angle to be searched 
elevation angle to be searched 
If the time for a single complete scan of the total volume is 
the dwell time, td' is given by 
A0 
Btd =t 1 
B 
tl, then 
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or 
td = t1eB /A6 
This would be the case in the absence of scan overlap and without 
allowance for scan reversal. In this design we allow Z0%6 of the total time 
for scan reversal, and specify a scan overlap of 30% as seen in Table II. 
Then the 
Number of Horizontal Scan Lines
 
A EL
0EL = 21.2 21 
where the 0. 3 designates the scan overlap. With two scans in 60 sec, or 
one in30 sec, then the
 
30 sec
 
Time Per Scan Line = = 1.43 sec21
 
Hence the scan speed is given by 
A
 
Scanped 1.43 sec [1 + 0.2] = 33.6 deg/sec
 
where the 0. 2 designates the percent time specified for scan reversals. 
The dwell time per bearnwidth, td, (the time a given point in space 
is illuminated by the antenna inside its 3 dB beamwidth) is given by 
a 
2.70Btd = Scan Speed 33.60 80 msec 
A trade-off exists between the dwell time, the s can speed, the 
scan overlap and the probability of detection. In particular, if the scan 
overlap is reduced, the dwell time can be increased, but the target has a 
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higher probability of being on the skirts of the antenna pattern. This trade
 
off has not been explored to determine the optimal choice of parameters
 
to maximize the probability of detection, or equivalently, to maximize the
 
average value of returned energy from the target. Such an optimization
 
must be performed within the maximum allowed scan speed of the antenna,
 
a physical constraint.
 
Doppler Filters
 
The total change in range rate is 
AR = 150 fps 
so that the total doppler variation at 15 GHz is 
ZA~f 
Afd - c 4574 Hz 
The doppler filter arrangement is as shown in Table II where provision­
is made for 100% filter overlap. From the arrangement, it is seen that 
the number of doppler filters is 9. 
False Alarm Probability 
The false alarm rate is designated as 1/hour. The number of dwells 
per hour is given as 
N = (3600 sec)(No. Doppler Filters) Std 
(3600)(9) = 4.05 x 105 
.080 
Thefalse alarm probability for a given sample from a Doppler filter is 
2.5 x 10
= F.A.P. = I/Nd ; 
- 6 
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III. 	 Antenna Position Losses 
We consider two antenna position losses, the antenna lateral scan loss 
and the scan alignment loss. Then the effects of multiple PRF's and 
eclipsing loss are considered. 
Antenna Lateral Scan Loss 
The antenna lateral scan loss accounts for the fact that a target is not 
on the beam axis of the antenna pattern throughout the dwell time. The 
actual gain at a given instant is equal to the antenna gain corresponding to 
that point. The antenna lateral scan loss is the average loss over the ± 3 dB 
portion of the pattern. This average gain is defined by 
avg F ( O) I -B 
2S/ 1' 
where 0' /2 is that value of 9 such that IF(O) I = G(O) = as shown in Figure 6. 
The normalized aperture power distribution is G(O) = IF(0) I . Common 
approximations for IF(O)j1 that are used are 
Z 	 [(sin G)/912=IF()1 
IF(O)I? 
F1/2 
BB 
Figure 6. Typical Normalized Antenna Gain Pattern. 
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for a rectangular aperture and 
IF(e) 1 = [J 1 se)/e] 
for a circular aperture, where JJ') is the Bessel function of order one. 
Within the 3 dB portions of the antenna pattern, the two IF(e)I 2 functions 
are essentially identical [2 For computational simplicity, we use the 
IF(eG) 1 for the rectangular aperture, even though the antenna to be used 
in this radar has a circular aperture. By way of the rectangular aperture, 
we have 
1 6u/z /sin 9\ 
Gavg ) dO 
which is equal to -0.93 dB. The total lateral scan loss (transmit and 
receive) is. therefore 
Laz = 1.86 dB 
Scan Alignment Loss 
The scan alignment loss accounts for the fact that the beam axis may 
miss the target. Again, for simplicity, we employ a rectangular pattern, 
as indicated in Figure 7a, so that 
sine /sine0 
G(Oel19a ) A-( 0lel g azj 
The scan alignment loss therefore weights the lateral scan loss by the 
factor [(sin Be )/ el2 where 9el is the elevation angle by which the beam 
axis of the antenna misses the target. Averaging over the 3 dB beamwidth 
-8 
of the antenna patterns, we conclude that the scan alignment loss contributes 
another 1. 86 dB of loss, assuming there is no scan overlap. of 30%. This 
is shown in Figure 5b where 15% of the overlap takes place on each end of 
the pattern. The additional loss due to scan alignment loss with a 30% 
scan overlap is 	 5 B 
35 B 
f5022 
which is equal to 0.47 	dB. Therefore the total scan alignment loss is 
LSA = 0.94 dB 
Multiple PRF's 
The radar in this design has 5 PRF's. The criterion that is employed 
to choose a set of PRF's is either a) to ensure the determination of range 
unambiguously, or b) to minimize the eclipsing loss. In Addendum A 
of this presentation, we review the procedure for choosing a set of PRF's 
so as to ensure the unambiguous computation of range. In Addendum B, 
we address the question of the deterministic eclipsing loss as a function 
a 	 IF(o) I2 
atz 
-15% 35% 35% 157,: 
B0 
(a) Rectangular Pattern 	 (b) Scan Overlap 
Figure 7. Scan Alignment Losses 
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of range for various choices of PRF's. We then compare these results 
to the average eclipsing loss which we consider in the next section. 
In the radar considered herein, the range tones are not transmitted 
during the search mode of operation. Detection is via velocity only, 
after which range tracking is initiated. 
Eclipsing Loss 
Because the receiver is gated off during the transmission time, 
targets received at this time are blanked, or eclipsed. With the high 
values of PRF commonly used, a target may be eclipsed several times 
in the range interval of interest. These eclipses occur at multiples of 
the maximum unambiguous range for that PRF. 
The relationship between the received pulse, the receiver gating 
function and the eclipsed pulse after receiver gating are shown in 
Figure 8. The time between peaks is T which is p the reciprocal of the 
Tp 
Received[ T 
-][ 
'[ 
Signal 
Receiver I Tr I ITr I t 
Gating , 
S I i I 
I ] 
After 
Receiver F_ I _ _ t 
Gating 
Figure 8. Relationship of Gated Signals 
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PRF. In addition to the transmitter duty cycle dt and the receiver duty 
cycle d , we introduce d as the duty cycle of the signal after receiver 
r s 
gating. The characteristics of the transmitted signal are: 
P p = Peak Power (average power over the period that the
 
transmitter is on)
 
Pavg = P = average power (averaged over all time)
 
P = P d = P d2 = the power in the center line of the 
c avg t p t
 
coherent spectrum
 
These parameters are summarized in Table MI. The center line 
power is a result of examining the first term in the Fourier series 
representation of the signal. 
For a given set of parameters we calculate the average eclipsing 
loss. By average eclipsing loss is meant the time average over all 
ranges of the eclipsing loss in the center line of the received waveform. 
After receiver gating the peak power is still P ; there is no signal 
p 
attenuation when the receiver gate is open. The average power after gating 
P is given by any of the following expressions 
avg 
=P P=pd =P dd 
avg p T p s avg t s 
The center line power after receiver gating is 
2 P d ) P ZPc=P 
c ps 
s Ppd=t d C(' 
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TABLE III 
ECLIPSING LOSS PARAMETERS 
T = I/f = Time between peaks p P 
d- = Transmitted duty cycle
t 
d = Receiver Duty Cycler 
d s Duty cycle of signal after receiver gating
s 
P = Peak Power 
p
 
avg PPdpdt = Average power
 
2
 
P = P d = P d = Center line powerc avg t p t 
t = Transmitted pulse width 
,= Receiver gate width 
S = Pulse width of signal after receiver gating 
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The eclipsing loss for a given set of parameters and a given range is 
therefore defined as 
c s 
The average eclipsing loss is then given by the average value of the 
above, namely, average eclipsing loss is defined as 
=E = E If)AEL 
These various values are summarized in Table IV. The value of the 
eclipsing loss for the average center line power is determined by 
calculating the area under the last curve in Figure 9, for 0 < dt < 0.5 
in which provision is made for blanking periods between the transmitter 
TABLE IV 
New Peak Power = P (unchanged) 
p T
 
P
New Average Power = P - d =P d d 
PTp s avg t s p
 
New Center Line Power
 
T
2 Z(d)z ( sy 
- Pd S Ppd td 
= E [Ts]Average Eclipsing -Loss E [d1] 
on-time and the receiver on-time. These have been designated 'rB and 
2 but have been set equal to zero in the calculation. For 0 <dt <0.5 
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1 st Pulse T 2 nd Pulse 
Tr ? F YT I T-!B2 
1 I 
T (t) 
B1 tB It 
1 
T 
t 0- 3 <r<" t 
Figure 9. Calculation of Average Eclipsing Loss WhenoT <i 0 < d t < 0.5<d +.5 
t 
t 3d 
Fo-.< <14%1 05< t < 
Th acuain= o . <4d1 0.duce <odtrmnn1te e 
under the curve squared in Figure 10. The results are shown in 
Figure 11. The average eclipsing loss is 0.466 or approximately 3.3 dB 
whend - 0.4. 4 
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Figure 10. Calculation of Average Eclipsing Loss for 0.5 <d 
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Figure 11. Average Eclipsing Loss vs Transmitter Duty Cycle 
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A simple optimization can be performed to choose that transmitter 
duty cycle which will maximize the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to 
the detector. We carry out this optimization under each of the two 
assumptions of a) fixed peak transmitted power and b) fixed average 
transmitted power. 
Case a: Fixed peak transmitter power. The average power in the center 
line of the received signal is given by 
2E/ds)2 
C Pt d t/ 
and the average noise power is proportional to 
N O = N (1-d ) 
Therefore for fixed-peak power 
d 4 
Hence 
(Np t (l-+dt) 0<d <0.5 
P 0 t 
0 31 O.5<d <1 
It can be shown directly that this function reaches its maximum 
value at d t = 5/8. 
For a center line coherent radar with-a transmitter having a fixed 
peak power constraint, .the optimal choice of transmitter duty cycle is 
d =0Q. 625. 
Case b: Fixed average transmitter power. The average power in the 
-center line of the received case also can be written as 
/d s 2z 
=P d El-f 
c avg t (dt 
Hence 
P dr(I d 
t d O<d <0.5NO 1 dt ,g t N0 t 
c 
N P t) O (I-d
O d (4d -l), 0.5 <d <1 
N0 3d t t 
This function reachesits maximum value at d = 0.5. Therefore,
t 
for a center line coherent radar with a transmitter having a fixed 
average power constraint, the optimal choice of transmitter duty 
cycle is dt = 0.5. 
When employing a TWT with a high duty cycle, the limitation is going 
to be in average transmitted power. Therefore, based on physical 
limitations, case b is the more useful and a transmitter duty cycle of 
dt = 0. 5 would be the optimal choice. 
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IV. Performance 
The measure of performance of the system is given by the transmitted 
power required to meet the probability of detection specifications. that have 
been-previously discussed. This is determined for a variety of cases. 
We first determine, however, the gain from employing frequency diversity. 
Frequency Diversity Gain 
The frequency diversity gain is determined under the assumption of 
an ideal optimal receiver. The gain that is obtained from employing 
frequency diversity in the center line suboptimal radar receiver is then 
assumed to be the same as that for the ideal receiver. Although no proof 
of this conjecture is presented nor available, simulations and empirical 
data point out that this is a very, satisfactory assumption. 
With frequency diversity, the amplitude of the received signal consists 
of a sequence of statistically independent random variables as we move 
from frequency to frequency. In this example the spatial dwell time is 
td = 80 msec and the frequency dwell time is 1Z. 5 msec. As shown in 
Figure 12, there are 6.4 frequency dwells of the target during one spatial 
dwell time. The sixth frequency dwell is at the same frequency as the first 
and the seventh is at the same frequency as the second. The amplitude of 
the received signal during the sixth dwell is therefore not statistically 
Ifl1 fZ f3 lJfif4 f5 1' fZ -- - t oe 
0 12.5 25 37.5 50 62.5 75 80
 
j(-' td = 80 msec
 
Figure 12. Freouencv Chanpre fver re Snatlal Dwell Time, 
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independent from that of the first frequency dwell. In fact they are quite 
dependent, and could be assumed to be equal. We shall approxinmate the 
number of statistically independent frequency -dwells by N = 6. This 
discards the received signal energy during the seventh frequency dwell and 
assumes the amplitude of the signal in the sixth dwell is statistically 
independent of the first dwell. These are offsetting simplifications of 
the analysis. 
Based on this argunment, with frequency diversity in the ideal receiver 
we have: 
I) 	 With Frequency Diversity
 
a) Swerling II, Noncoherent Waveform
 
b) Pd 0.9 
c) n' = 106, so that the FAP=0.693/n' 0.7 X 10 - 6 
d) N 	= 6 Pulses (i.e. 6 frequencies) 
For this, from Di Franco and Rubin [41, page 397, we have
 
2A6g
 
R - = 11.7dB
 
p N0 
where R p is the average of the peak received energy per pulse divided by 
the receiver front end noise spectral density. In particular, this is the 
center line SNR per pulse where the pulse time is one frequency dwell time 
(12.5 	msec). In our case the Radar Cross Section is 1 sq. meter (a = 
so that A = I. The definition of R involves an average since we are 
p 
assuming a fluctuating target. 
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In order to determine the magnitude of the gain by using frequency 
diversity, we now consider performance without frequency diversity. To 
do so requires knowledge of the coherence time of the system. Since this 
cannot be specified precisely we consider two extreme cases so as to 
obtain bounds on the frequency diversity gain. 
Case A. Assume the coherence time is minimum, namely, equal to 
one frequency dwell time when using frequency diversity (12.5 msec). This 
implies using a noncoherent receiver with a pulse length of 12.5 msec, 
and with a reception of N = 6 pulses. Tberefore we have: 
II) Without Frequendy Diversity 
Case A. Minimum Coherence Time (namely 12.5 msec) 
a) Swerling I, Noncoherent Waveform (all pulses have the same 
random amplitude) 
b) Pd= 0.9 
c) n' = 106 
d) N = 6 Pulses 
The SNR required is found in Di Franco and 'Rubin [41, page 383, from 
which we have 
R = 18. 2 dB 
p 
The Frequency Diversity Gain under the assumptions in Case A is therefore 
given by 
18. 2 dB - 11.7 dB or 
Diversity Gain = 6. 5 dB 
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Case B. We now assume the coherence time is maximum, namely 
equal to the spatial dwell time of td = 80 msec. This implies using a 
receiver which receives one long pulse of length 80 msec. In this case 
we have: 
II) Without Frequency Diversity
 
Case B. Maximum Coherence Time (namely td= 80 msec)
 
a) Swerling I
 
b) d = 0.9
 
nt = 106
c) 
d) N = 1 Pulse 
The SNR required is in Di Franco and Rubin [43, page 380, and is 
R' = 24. Z dB 
p 
This SNR has been denoted With a prime since tznb mL a orir invuvuLug 
6 times the observation period as in the other cases. To provide an equal 
comparison we consider 
= NR 
p p 
so that 
R =Z4. ZdB - 7.8dB = 16.4dB 
p 
since N = 6 implies 7.8 dB. 
The Frequency Diversity Gain under the assumptions of Case B is 
therefore given by 16.4 dB - 11.7 dB or 
Diversity Gain = 4.7 dB 
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Therefore the actual gain due to frequency diversity in this example 
can be expected to be between 4.7 dB and 6.5 dB. It is noted that 
the diversity gain is higher ivhen the coherence time is assumed to be 
smaller. This is a result of the fact that a coherent pulse train is 
already very effective, thereby reducing the amount that can be gained 
by employing techniques (such as frequency diversity) which change the. 
model of the fluctuating target from Swerling I to Swerling II. 
We shall assune the minimum gain due to frequency diversity, 
namely 4. 7 dB, whefi" considering system performance for the cases 
which follow. 
Required Transmitter Power 
Using the results of all of the-previous sections and the Appendices, 
we determine the required transmitter power for various receivers. We 
consider first the ideal receiver. The radar equation for the optimal 
receiver is 
[zpd 2 4r][G 2 XZA2S 
p N 0 [(41T) 3 RR4[ FkT0 dr ]ELI 
The parameter definitions' and values are as follows: 
G = antenna gain = 35.4 dB
 
2
C = average radar cross section = = 0 dB 
X = (for 15 GHz) = 0.0Zm= 
-16.99dB 
Z[G UX2 ] = 36.82 dB 
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F = noise figure = 8 dB 
k Boltzman constant = 1. 38 X 10 - 2 3 joules/°K = -228.6 dB 
T o = absolute temperature = 290 0 K (63 0 F) = 24.6 dB 
d = receiver duty factor = 0.6 = -2.22 dr 
' = Ndr [rkT 0d] = -198.2dB 
N; r 
(4Tr) = 1984.4 = 32.98 dB
 
R 11 N. Mi. =Z0,383m.
 
4
R = 172.4 dB 
(4rr) 3R 205.4 dB 
Losses in SearchMode 
RF Losses (assumed) = 3.0 dB
 
LateralScan Loss 1.86 dB
 
Scan Alignment Loss 0.94 dB
 
Average Eclipsing Loss (dt=0.4) 3.31 dB
 
Total Losses = L = 9.1 dB 
d =(.4) =- 7.9 dB 
t 
T= 1Z.5Smsec = -19. 03 dB 
Zdtz ] = z4 dB tt] 
In the ideal system, the bandwidth of the optimal receiver is much 
narrower than the IF filter, which in this case is the Doppler filter @ 1 KHz. 
This is the reason why the bandwidth of the Doppler filters does not affect 
the performance of the ideal -systemin the search mode of operation. For 
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the ideal system (in dB) 
P = R + [(41T) 3R4 + Not + L - [GZaX ] , - [ZdZt]peak p0 tt 
We consider now the following cases. 
Case I. Ideal System With Frequency Diversity at R = 11 N. Mi. 
With frequencydiversity, and a fluctuating target, we have a 
Swerling II target. For the following assumptions 
i) Pd 0.9 
false alarm number = 106ii) - n' = 
iii) N = 6 pulses (see discussion on frequency diversity). 
we have from DiFranco and Rubin [4, p. 397], that 
R = 11.7 dB 
p 
Therefore the peak power that is required is 
P peak = 15.18 dB 
= 33 watts = Peak Power 
Then 
Pav d P = 13.2 watts =Average Power 
avg t peak
 
= 11.2 dB
 
Case II. Ideal System with Frequency Diversity at R = 12 N. Mi. 
Repeating the same computation as in Case I at 1Z N.Mi. instead 
of 11N. Mi. 
P = 15.18+1.51 = 16.7dBpeak
 
= 46.8 watts
 
P = 18.7watts (d = 0.4) 
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Case IH. Receiver with Post Detection Integration at R = 12 N. Mi. 
For this implementable system, performance is obtained by referring 
to Cases I and II, and adding the additional loss due to post detection 
integration. Then 
P = 15.18 from Case Ipeak 
+ 1.51 	 frond Case H7 
+ 	 4.8 Post detection integration loss 
(see Appendix D), 
p = 21.5 dB.
 
peak
 
.141.3 watts
 
Therefore 
P = 57 watts 
avg 
Case IV. Receiver with Post Detection Integration at R = 1N. Mi. 
This is the same computation as Case III, except at R = 11 N.,Mi. 
The result is 
P = 15.18+4.8 = 20dBpeak 
= 100 watts 
So that 
P = 40 wattsavg 
Discussion 
1) The required transmitter power of a specific pulsed doppler radar 
has been determined. No extensive attempt has been 'Made to optimize 
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the choice of the many system parameters. This will be the topic of a 
later report. 
2) The system which employs post detection integration has been 
assumed to be the implementable system. The ideal system can be 
implemented with little loss by considering a digital implementationi, and 
sampling no later than at the IF level before the bank of Doppler filters. 
3) If there existed a bank of range gates, there would be a range 
gate 'loss on the average, to take into account range gate straddling. 
4) Another loss is velocity filter response loss. If the received signal 
is not totally within one Doppler filter, then additional loss is incurred on 
the average. The amount of this loss is reduced substantially by designing 
the bank of Doppler filters with 100%, overlap. 
5) In some receivers, a hard-limiter is placed ahead of the Doppler 
filter bank, with the result that a constant false alarm rate can be maintained 
over a large dynamic range. There i8 a small loss for doing this, called 
CFAR Loss (Constant False Alarm Rate Loss). 
ADDENDUM A 
When choosing multiple PRF's, there are two criteria which 
could be' used: 
i) To provide continuous estimation of unambiguous- range. 
ii) To maximize the average received power, or minimize the 
eclipsing loss. 
In ii) the eclipsing loss to be minimized could be the average. eclipsing 
loss, or the minimization of the maximum eclipsing loss. This criterion 
will be considered in Addendiuns B and C. 
In this addendum we discuss the chdice of PRFs using criterion i). 
This is a direct application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. We 
develop the algorithms and then apply it to examples. 
It does not follow necessarily that-choosing multiple PRF's to provide 
unambiguous range information will minimize the eclipsing loss. This 
will become clear in the discussion in Addendum B. 
When choosing PRF's to provide unambiguous range, a maximum 
unambiguous range is first choosen. The corresponding time between 
pulses if a low PRF were used is designated by T as shown in Figure A-1.r 
In the simple example in Figure A-l, the returns of PRF #I and PRF #2 
are shown with the same time reference, namely over the same maximum 
range time T . When the PRF's are properly chosen, only.returns fromr 
the true target range overlap. This matching is performed over each range 
time Tr. 
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Equivalently, there must be no overlap among all of the false range 
positions, which is the case in the example in Figure A. 1. 
Tr 
'I 
I j+l j+z j+3 
n j -+1 3 +2 j 
#1 ft 
k k+ k+Z k+3 k+4 
n returns from the true target 
range overlap. 
Figure A-I. Choosing Multiple PRF's that Provide Unambiguous Range. 
Claim: (Application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem). There willbe no 
false range overlaps among multiple PRF's, if the reciprocal of the PRF's 
are selected as multiples of a Basic Range Time, T, where the set of 
multipliers are selected from relatively prime numbers. 
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Proof: Designate the Basic Range Time as T. Choose a set of relatively 
prime numbers ni, nz, .... n K where K = no. of PRF's. Then the PRF times 
are 
Tk = nkT k 	 = i ... , K (A-i) 
and the multiple 	PRF's are given by 
f i/Tk k ,...,K. 	 (A-Z) 
If there is to exist no overlap across the false range times, then 
there must exist no integers i,j that 
iT k =jTY 	 k i (A-3) 
ky = I,.....,K 
i 1-max nkk 
j 9max nk 
kk 
This is the same as saying that the Ink) have no common factors which is 
the definition of sets of relatively prime numbers. Q. E.D. 
If a set of relatively prime numbers is chosen, then the basic range 
time is given by 
T 
= Kr (A-4) 
k=l 
This provides the relationship between the maximum unambiguous range and 
the basic range element T. A simple way of choosing relatively prime 
numbers is to choose a set of consecutive integers. For example, with 
5 PRF's; one could choose N, N+, N +2, N+3, N+4. Then 
T 
r (A-5) 
N(N+I)(N+2)(N+3)(N+4) 
A-4 
T	 =Nri 

T Z 	 = (N+l)'r 
T 	 = (N+Z)- (A-6)3
 
T 4 	= (N+3) 
T 5 	= (N+4)r 
and 	finally 
fk 	= i/Tk 
We now list 3 examples which will be used in the discussion in 
Appendix B. 
Example i. 
Maximum Unambiguous Range = 100 N. Mi. 
T = 1.24msec. 
r
 
N=1
 
N+1 = 2
 
N+2 = 3
 
N+3 = 4
 
N +4 = 5
 
,r = 	 1.033 X'107 5 sec. 
T
 
= 1.033 x 10-' 5 sec. f = 96774 PPS
 
5
TZ 	= 2.066 X10 sec f2 = 48387 
= 3.1 X 10-5 sec f3 = 32258T 3 
T 4.133 X 10-5 sec f = 24194 
T . =5.-166 x 10- 5 see 	 f5 = 19355 
1 
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Example Z. 	 T = .01 
r 
Maximum Unambiguous Range = 809 N. Mi. 
R = T c/2
max r 
-610

"= 3.97X 
N= 3, N + 1 =4, N+ 2 =5, N + 3 = 6, N+4 =7 
T = 1. 19 X10- 5 sec. 	 f = 84,000 PPS1. 	 11 4 00R 
- 5 =T2 = 1.59 X-10 f 63,000
 
T3 = 1.98X10-£5 f = 50,400
 
T 4 = 2. 38 X10 -5 f4 = 42,000
 
T5 = 2. 77X10 5 f5 = 36,000
 
Example 3. T .0Z 
r 
Maximum Unambiguous Range = 1619 N. Mi. 
T = 1.32 X 10-
6 
N = 5, N + 1 = 6, N+2 = 7, N + 3 = 8, N+4=9 
-
T- = 6.61 x 1 6 sec. 	 f, - 151,200 PPS 
* = 7.94X10 	 f = 126,o00 
- 2 
T3 = 9.265x106 f3 = 108,000 
*4 = 1. 06 x10 -5 f4 = 94,500 
.T5 = 1. 19 X10 -5 f5 = •84,0'00 
ADDENDUM B 
PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPLE PRF'S 
The performance of specific sets of multiple PRF's is described. 
Thirteen sets of 5 PRF's have been studied; their values are listed in 
Table B-i. The first 10 sets were chosen from a variety of heuristic 
criteria. The last three sets were chosen via the criterion of providing 
unambiguous range out to some maximum range. Also the last three 
sets are the examples considered in'AddendrnmA as applications of the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
The performance of a set of multiple PRF's from the point of view of 
eclipsing loss can be judged in three ways: 
i) The average eclipsing loss. 
ii) The maximum eclipsing loss over a specified range. 
iii) The, minimum .value of signal-to-noise ratio over a apecified range. 
We consider. perforfnance4Irom the fir st'two points of'vieiv. First, 
the average eclipsing loss is independent of the choice of PRF's, where 
by average we mean over range. In all cases considered, the eclipsing 
loss, averaged over the interval of 1 to 20 N. Mi., agrees exactly with 
the theoretical average. The theoretical average eclipsing loss is shown 
in Table B-Z for a variety of a transmitter duty factors-. The specific plots 
of eclipsing loss versus range for the cases considered is given in Addendum 
C. In summary, average eclipsing loss is dependent only on the transmitter 
duty factor and as a result does not provide a satisfactory criterion for 
choosing sets of multiple PRFs. 
B-i 
TABLE B-i 
List of PRF's Considered 
Sets of 5 PRFs 
Case 1-4 
5-8 
9-1Z 
13-:16 
17-20, 
21-24 
Z5-Z8 
29-32 
33-36 
37-40 
Ex. 1, App. A 41-44 
Ex. 2, App. A 45-48 
Ex. 3, App. A 49-52 
XTMR-
Duty 
Factor 
dt 
0.3 
0.35 
0.4 
0.45 
0.5 
0.625 
*From development 
2 3 
17,000 19 000 23,000 
85, 000 87, 000 88, 000 
31,000 32, 000 33,000 
-77, 500 80, 000 - 8z, 000 
17, 000 37, 000 53, 000 
79,000 83,000 89,000 
31,000 47, 000 61,000-
82, Z00 85, 000 87, 000 
81,000 85,000 89, 000 
81,000 85,-000 89, 000 
96,774 48, 387- 3Z, 258 
84,000 63,000 50,400 
151,200 IZ6, 000 108,000 
TABLE B-Z 
Average Eclipsing Loss* 
Average 

Eclipsing 

Loss 

E{[[ f/r 1 

s t 
0.6 
0.533 

0.467 
Q.4 

0.333 

0.18 
on pp. Z-24 
B-Z
 
4 5 
31,000 37,000 
89, 000 91,000 
35,000 37, 000 
87,500 92,500 
83,000 97,,000 
97,000 101; 000 
73,000 89, 000 
90,350 93,o06 
93,000 97, 000 
9z, 000 97, 000 
24, 194 19,355 
42, 000 36,000 
94,500 84,000 
Average 
Eclipsing 
Loss 
dB, 
2.2Z2dB 
'2.73 
3.31 
3.98 
4.77 
7.45 
The second criterion is the maximum eclipsing loss over a specified 
range. In our study, the interval considered is 1 to 20 Nautical Miles. 
Plots of the eclipsing loss versus range are given in Addendum C for all 
cases considered. Several observations are worthy of note. 
i) The structure of the eclipsing loss as a function of range is dependent 
only on the choice of the PRF's, and not on the duty cycle. On the other 
hand, recall that the average over range is dependent only on the duty 
cycle. 
ii) There is no easy Way to recognize patterns of the eclipsing loss 
versus range plots in Addendum C. 
ii) Approximate values of the maximum eclipsing loss over the 
range 1 to 20 N. Mi. are tabulated in Table B-3. It is noted that the 
examples of Addendum A, namely Gases 41-52,- do, not have a maximum 
eclipsing loss which is smaller than the best of those which were chosen 
heuristically. For example, for d = 0.30, Case 41 has a maximum 
-eclipsing loss of 7. dB, while the best set of multiple PRFt s via this 
criterion is the first set. For dt = 0.30, Case 1 has a maximum 
'eclipsing loss of 5.8 dB. Both of these values are substantially higher, 
however, than the average, namely 2. ZZ dB for dt = 0.30. This points 
out, as well as direct observation,of ,the plots in Addendum C, the extensive 
variation about the mean value of the deterministic eclipsing loss of'a set of 
multiple PRF's 
iv) No simple technique is known to the author for chosing sets of 
multiple PRFs which will minimize the maximum eclipsing loss over a 
specified interval of range. 
B-3 
TABLE B'-3
 
Maximum Eclipsing Loss Over 1-20 N. Mi. (in dB)
 
d = duty factor dt 
Case, .30 .35 .40 .45 Case .30 .35 .40 .45 
1 5.8 229 11 
2 7.0 30 1z.1 
3 8.0 31 13 
.4 9M2 32 14 
5 16.5 33 7.5 
6 18 34 9 
7 19 35 10 
8 20 36 11 
9 13.5 37 7.5 
10 15 38 9 
11 16 39 10.z 
12 17 40 11 
13 7.5 41 7.0 
14 8.5 42 7.5 
15 10 43 8. 5 
16 11 44 10 
17 7.0 45 10 
18 8.5 46 11 
19 9.5 47 Iz. 5 
20 10.5 48 13 
21 7.5 49 7.5 
z2 9.0 50 9 
Z3 10 51 10 
24 11 52 11 
25 9.7 
26 11 
27 12.2 
28 13 
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The. third criterion for choosing multiple PRFs is the minimum 
value of signal-to-noise ratio over a given interval of range. This is 
the most satisfying criterion but also involves the most computation. It 
is satisfying in as much as the eclipsing loss is weighted by the range 
to the target. If a large eclipsing loss occurs at a close range, the 
signal-to-noise ratio may still be well above the minimum threshold to 
maintain satisfactory performance. 
For fixed peak power, from page 25 
ZP p E(ds/d t) 2 
N t 1 - dN ' 	 t0 
If we substitute deterministic eclipsing loss, which we denote EL(R), 
and insert the dependence on range, then 
P P dt R 4 
-p) EL(R)(h(R 0N d\1-d tR 
-
where R is a normalizing range, which ih this example would be chosen 
0. 
to be 20 N. Mi. 
For a fixed average power, from page 26, we have that
 
P dt / h4
 
_c = avg EL(R
 
Nb NO 1-d EL(R) R0
 
The 	dependence on range and eclipsing loss is the same for both expressions. 
Evaluation of these expressions are expected to be completed soon. 
In Addendum C, a normalized signal loss is plotted for each case, 
where normalized signal loss is given by 
Z
 
d

-1 tEL(R) t 
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ADDENDUM D 
ANALYSIS OF POST DETECTION INTEGRATION LOSS 
There appears to be no simple rigorous method for determining the 
exact post detection integration loss for pulsed doppler radar systems. 
In this example there is the additional cohsideration of a fluctuating 
target. 
, We have simplified the analysis somewhat by assuming that the 
improvement due to frequency diversity for the suboptimal implementable 
system is approximately the same as for the ideal optimal system. We 
therefore look at the suboptimal system over one spatial dwell time, 
namely td = 80 msec. 
We shall assume that the low pass filter after the detector (see 
Figure D-.) can be replaced by a sampler and summer. This model 
of one rchannel of the receiver in Figure 1 is shown in Figure D-1, -where 
the same notation has been employed. This is a satisfactory model of the analo; 
receiver in Figure 1. If a digital implementation of the receiver is used, 
then this model would be even more representative. 
Law Pass SmeSummerWDopplerI zKt)Z  Square Low _ 
y3(t) Filter Detector Zonal Sampler
Filter 
Threshold 
Device 
Figure D-1. Model of Implementable System. 
D-1 
The sampling rate for the sampler in Figure D-1 is at 1 KSPS. If 
the 1 KHz Doppler filter is an ideal BPF, then the sampled values will 
be conditionally independent random variables. When a nonfluctuating signal 
is present, the waveform at the output to the appropriate Doppler filter is 
z(t) = tIcW sin(Wt+80) + n, (i) (D-1)0 
where 
ne(t) = Arn (t)sin(w t+80) +J 2 n (t)cos(W0 t+%0) (D-Z) 
In (D-1), (D-2), we have that 
i) P is the received center line power of the coherent radar waveform
cd
 
at the output of the 1 KHz Doppler filter,
 
ii) n (t) and n (t) are independent identically distributed Gaussian 
C 5 
stochastic processes, whose spectrum is dictated by the shape 
of the preceding Doppler filter. 
iii) W0is the center frequency of the correct Doppler filter. We­
assume the received signal is the center of the correct Doppler 
filter. 
This simplification will be accounted for subsequently. 
The autocorrelation function' and spectral density of nf (t) are given 
by 
Rn(t) = 2R (T) cos W0 T (D-3) 
- 20(Bd/Z)sin(TTBdT) / (TrBd ) 
and 
Sn (f) = + SL(f+fo) (D-4) 
D-2 
respectively where R L(T) and S L(f) are the autocorrelation and spectral 
density of n (t) and n- (t). If the Doppler filter.in Figure D-I is ideal, 
then S L(f) is as shown in Figure D-3. 
L2 
Zonal 
Z (t) 
Filter 
Figure D-Z. 	 Model of Square Law Detector and Zonal Low Pass Filter 
in FigureD-1. 
B = IKHz 
N0 / Z 
-Bd/Z 0 	 Bd/ 2 
Figure D-3. 	 ,Spectral Density of n c(t) and n s(t) 
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Over on spatial dwell time we have that 
= w (jPcd+ n +(n (D-5) 
j=l s C 
here ns* = n (t.) and n * = n (t.). The time sampling interval is 1 msec, 
Lnd the (n
sj.1 and (n-ci.] are independent Gaussian random variables, with 
,ero mean and variance given by 
2 

' B 
n = NoB d/ (D-6) 
In (D-6) 
NI = spectral density of the receiver front end noise taking into 
0 
account the receiver duty factor. 
Bd = Doppler filter bandwidth = 1 7KHz. 
rhe number of samples that are summed to give w, namely J, could be 
30 if the received energy from the entire spatial dwell time is considered. 
ro account for the somewhat optimistic assumptions that have been made 
Ln the analytical model for the implementable detector; we have set J = 60 
samples (10 samples for -each of the six frequency dwell times). 
Since the sum of identically distributed statistically independert random 
variables in (D-5) is sufficiently large, we invoke the central limit theorem 
[6] and conclude that w is approximately a Gaussian random variable. The 
First moment is given by 
E~w]=Jo~n + JE[('/P-Jad 
n +JPcd 
= J[NB d +P cd ] (D-7) 
Therefore 
E[w INoise only] = JNoB = 2ja2 (D-8)
adn 
and 
E[wlSignal + Noise] = J(NbBd + +d 2 (D-9) 
0"d(P+Zo) (D-9) 
Employing similar methods the second moment of W. is given by 
Er[* 2I = pdcd +4 j(J+l)( 2)(Pn cd +au)n (D-10) 
The variance is then given by 
S = 4J + (D-11)
w n a 
n, 
Therefore 
a (noise only) = 4Ja4 (D-12)
wv n 
and 
2 4 +Pcd1 
a (signal+noise) = 4J n4 (D-13) 
n 
Following the procedure described for example in [5], we determine 
detection performance in terms of the appropriate system parameters. 
Making reference to the probability density funxtions pictorially represented 
in Figure D-4, we note that the False Alarm Probability is 
FAP = f p(wln)dw = f G(wE(wln) 1 )dw 
w 0 w0 
= erfc n) ]w (D -14) 
D-5 
where G(x, n, 02 is a Gaussian pdf of x with meat-m and variance G'Z, 
and erfc( ) is the complementary error function­
exp(.-,T )d"D
erfd(y) = 	 f (D15) 
-Y 
The threshold, wo is set so that a prespecified YAP is maintained. 
Solving for wi n (D-14) 
w0 = E(wjn)+ awIn erfc- I(FAP) 	 (D-16) 
With this-threshold setting, the detection probability is given by 
= 	 +n)"-YZ)dwPd= f p(Wjs4n)dw 	 2'(-El 
w 0 W 0
 
w)-E(a) s+n)
 
= erfc C [0 ] 
FE(wls+n) -w 01 
= - erfc (D-17) 
What we are ultimately interested in is transmitted signal power which 
is imbedded in E(wls+n). Solving for'E(wls+n) in (D-17) 
(Wr 	 (w 
E[wls+nl = w 0 +GawIs+ n erfc (1-Pd) (D-18) 
Substituting (D-16) into (D-18) 
E(wIs+n), = E(wIn) + aw in erfc- (FAP) 
+ aws+n erfc(1-Pd) (D-19) 
This is the main result fromwhich we can obtain a measure of post 
detection integration loss. In (D-19), FAP and Pd are specified, and,Zd 
E(wls+n), E(w.jn), a 1 n and a2 are given by (D-9), (D-8), (D-1Z)
win' wjs+n 
Signal power appears in E(wls+n) and zand (D-13) respectively. 

from which we shall obtain an implicit expression for transmitted signal
 
power. Consider first a nonfluctuating target, In our case Pd = 0. 1 and
 
FAP = a= 2.5 X10- 6 so that, using [7]
 
b = erfc-(ld = erfc- (0.1) 1.28 (D-20) 
and 
A ec-1 '0-6 
a = erc (aL) = erfd(2.5 X10 ) 4.57 (D-21) 
After making the above indicated substitution into (D-19), we have, that 
P! 
, Pd Z a +'b 1+ ] (D-22) 
n n 
or equivalently 
(J/4)XZ - (jia+b )X+ (a +b ) = 0 (D-23) 
D-7 
2 
where X= P da . With J = 60, a = 4.57, b = 1.28, the solutions are
cd n 
X = 1.72 and X -0.74. The second solution is an extraneous one, so 
that 
2 X 1.72 (2.36 dB) (D-24) 
n 
is the required signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the detector from the 
output of the I KHz Doppler filter. 
We next need to relate this- requirement back to the power required 
at the transmitter. The average noise power is given by (D-6) where, 
from section IV, 
No-= N0d r = FkTd -98.2 dBr 
B = I KHz (30 dB) 
Therefore 
N'B = -168.2 dB (D-25) 
The center line power into the detector is given in terms of the following 
radar equation 
2[ d2r2-

P = peakdtI [G(D-6)
 
cd [(4Tr) 3R4j]'(D 6 
Combining (D-6) and (D-Z6) 
-Pcd [2Ppeak dt [ G Z D -27)
Gz (41T) 3R4 ] [][N ](D27
 
an 'rR L bBd]
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From the above analysis 
P cd 
.=.36 dB 
n 
From the discussion on system performance in section IV 
2-GaX 2 = 36.82dB 
(4rr)3R3 4- = Z05.4dB (@ R = 11 N. Mi.) 
L = 9.1 dB (D-28) 
Carrying out the computatibn 
2p2 peak dt2 = 11.84dB (D-29) 
or, with a transmitter duty factor of dt= 0.4, we have 
pt
 
P peak 16. 8 dB (48-watts, peak) 
or
 
P avg 12. 8 dB (19. Z watts avg.) (D-30) 
The entire discussion to this point has been for a nonfluctuating 
target. We now account for the target fluctuations via the following. 
The effect of employing frequency diversity has already been taken 
into account. The smallest gain from using frequency diversity is being 
assumed throughout, namely 4.7 dB. Therefore, one long pulse, or a 
Swerling I target model is assumed. We need 
D-9
 
i) Swerling I target rnodel, 
ii) Pd = 0.90,
 
-

= i0 6iii) FAP 
iv) N-= 1 pulse, 
for which, the required signal-to-noise ratio is given in DiFranco and 
Rubin [4, page 312] 
R = 24. dB 	 (D-31)P 
On the other hand, for a nonfluctuating target the required signal-to-noise 
ratio is 
R = 16.1 dB (D-32) 
P 
Therefore the increase in required SNR by assuming a Swerling I fluctuation 
target instead of a nonlluctuating target is 7.9 dB. This result is quite 
insensitive to the number of pulses that are assumed (we assumed N = 1), 
but very dependent on the probability of detection that is chosen. This is 
shown for example in DiFranco and Rubin [4, pp. 442-443].. As P isd 
increased, the difference in required SNR between a nonfluctuating target 
and a Swerling I fluctuating target increases'. 
To determine the peak power in our case we have the following: 
i) P peak = 16. 8 dB, for a nonfluctuating target, N = 1 pulse, from 
(D-30) 
ii) + 7.9 dB, 	 for the assumption of a fluctuating target Swerling I, 
N = 1 pulse, fromtheabovd discussion. 
iii) -4.7 dB due to diversity gain, see Section IV of this report. 
D-10 
Therefore 
Ppeak = 100 watts (20 dB) (D-33) 
is the peak power required for the suboptimal system with a fluctuating 
target and account for frequency diversity at a range of 11 N. Mi. Compared 
to Case I in Section IV, where Ppeak = 15.18 dB for the ideal systems where 
all other assumptions are identical, we conclude the post detection integration 
loss with respect to the ideal system is 4.8 dB. 
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APPENDIX G
 
INTEGRATED KU-BAND ORBITER RADAR/COMMUNICATION
 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of combining the Shuttle Orbiter's rendezvous radar 
and the TDRS communication subunits into one integrated system is an 
appealing one from many viewpoints and thus this concept has been tnder 
consideration for quite some time. The feasibility of such integration is 
due to the fact that the radar and the communication functions do not occur' 
simultaneously and, consequently, time sharing some of'the equipment 
between the two functions appears possible. The re'quirements for the 
communication function are relatively well defined, for they are constrained 
by such factors as TDRS frequency assignments, link budgets, and data 
rates specifications. In comparison, optimizing the radar function involves 
a multitude of tradeoffs and assumptions, some of. which are still under 
study. Nevertheless, sufficient information has been generated to date to 
permit block diagram designs for an integrated radar/communication system. 
Ideally, the maximum degree of integration would be achieved with 
a radar design which permits all three major subunits, such as the antenna 
assembly, the receiver, and the transmitter, to be shared by both the radar 
and the communication functions. Information available to date indicates 
that the antenna assembly can be shared. The receiver functions,. which 
include monopulse tracking, can also be shared between the radar and the 
communication modes, provided that the radar operating frequency is, 
either within or close to the 13. 8 GHz communication receive band. 
Whether the transmitter unit canbe shared will depend on the type 
of radar selected. The two extremes of the candidate radar designs are 
represented by (1) a noncoherent pulse system and (2) a coherent pulse 
doppler system. The pulse radar is characterized by high peak power, 
20 to 40 kw, and low duty cycle, 0. 001 being typical. The pulse doppler 
radar requires 20 to 40 watts peak power, but its duty cycle is in the 0. 1 
to 0.5 range. 
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Because the peak power requirements for the pulse doppler radar 
are close to the requirements for the communication transmitter (50 watts 
CW at 15 GHz), it is reasonable to assume that, if a gridded TWTA of suf­
ficient bandwidth- is available, it can be utilized by the pulse d6ppler radar. 
On the other hand, if pulse radar is selected, a separate and switchable 
nagnetron transmitter must be used for the radar function. 
In this report, we describe preliminary block diagram designs for 
two types of integrated radar/communication systems. One system employs 
a noncoherent pulse radar; the other utilizes a coherent pulse doppler radar. 
The Ku-band microwave losses for the integrated system (regardless of 
radar type) are summarized and compared to similar losses for separated 
communication and radar systems. Also, the RF filtering requirements for 
the integrated radar/communication system are defined. 
Z. 0 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION INTEGRATED SYSTEMS 
2. 1 Noncoherent Pulse Radar/Communication System 
The functional block diagram for an integrated radar [communication 
system which utilizes noncoherent pulse radar is shown in Figure 1. To 
reduce the complexity of the diagram, 'only those subunits which are per­
tinent to noncoherent radar operation are shown in detail. Other subunits, 
such as the communication modulator and demodulator, as well as antenna 
angle search and track functions, are included onlj in their generalized 
form. The salient features of the integrated block diagram are discussed 
below. 
2. 1. 1 Transmitter Switching 
Noncoherent pulse radar transmitter requirements call for peak 
powers, in the order of 20 to 40kw with a typical duty cycle of about 0. 001. 
Thus, although the average power requirement for the radar is of the same 
order of magnitude as that for the communication transmitter, which is 
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currently baselined at 50 watts CW, separate transmitter tubes must be 
used for the two functions. A frequency agile magnetron is a logical can­
didate for the radar transmitter and a TWTA for the communication trans­
mitter. To minimize RF losses, both transmitters are located within the 
deployed assembly. Depending on the mode, their outputs are selected 
by a remotely controlled waveguide switch and applied via-a rotary joint 
to the gimbaled antenna assembly. In radar search and track modes, as 
well as in the communication track mode, the main (20-inch nominal 
diameter) antenna is used. The wide beam "beacon" antenna is used only 
in the communication mode during TDRS acquisition procedures. 
2. 1.Z AFC Implementation 
Automatic frequency control (AFc) is required in the radar mode 
for twob reasons: (1) to teduce the effects of the magnetron transmitter's 
long-term frequency drifts, and (2) to vary the LO's, frequency in step 
with the frequency hopped radar transmitter output during the passive 
target acquisition and tracking mode.. To implement the AFc, a sample 
of transmitted radar signals is mixed with a sample of the LO output and 
the difference signal, whose frequency is approximately equal to the IF 
frequency, is applied to an IF amplifier followed by a discriminator. The 
output of the discriminator is then applied to the frequency control terminal 
of the first LO (actually a VCO) and the LO frequency is corrected accord­
ingly to keep the IF constant. 
Note that the AFC circuit is shown located within the gimbaled 
antenna assembly. This is consistent with the design philosophy of limiting, 
the Ku-band interfaces between the deployed and.the gimbiled assembly to 
the transmitter output rotary joints only. In the frequency diversity mode 
the frequency steps may be wider than the bandwidth of the AFC loop. 
Therefore, a first order frequency correction information. is supplied to 
the LO by the magnetron's'frequency agility device. The correction is, 
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typically, either a DC or a low frequency signal which has a known relation­
ship to the instantaneous frequency of the magnetron. Because of the rela­
tively low frequency nature of this correction signal it can be supplied to 
the gimbaled assembly via a cable wrap. 
As the correction, signal brings the LO signal within the bandwidth 
of the AFC loop, the latter takes over and.provides the final adjustment to 
bring the IF within a workable range. 
2. 1. 3 Receiver Front End 
To provide for maximum receiver commonality, the operating fre­
quency of the radar is made approximately equal to the 13. 8 GHz nominal 
frequency of the communication receive signal. As shown, the monopulse 
bridge provides the Z, the AAz and the AEl channel outputs. However, 
because the F receive channel is shared with the transmit channel, it is 
supplied to the receiver input via a circulator. This circulator provides 
some degree of isolation from the transmit signal in the communication 
mode. Also, as discussed in section 4. 0, additional isolation must be pro­
vided by a 13. 8 GHz filter to keep the 15 GHz signal from saturating the 
7 channel in the communication mode where CW transmission and recep­
tion take place simultaneously at their respective frequencies. 
In the radar mode all three channels must be protected by the T/i 
switches. These may consist of conventional gas ionization cavities fol­
lowed by solid-state switches. Such sequential switching may prevent 
overloading of the receivers with spikes and residual leakages during the 
transmission of the high power radar pulse. Also, if reduced power is 
used for radar at short ranges, ionization may not take place and the T/I 
function may have to be performed by the solid-state switches alone. 
The first mixers for both the radar and the communication function 
are located on the gimbaled assembly. Thus, after the first conversion 
to the first IF, which for a Ku-band system may be in the 300 to 1000 MHz 
range, the three monopulse channel signals are preamplified and supplied 
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to the deployed assembly via a set of cable wraps. 
The question of whether to use the paramp in the radar S-channel 
is an open one, because the answer depends on the frequency allocation 
of the radar function. If the radar frequency is close to the communication 
receive frequency, improvement in radar 2-channel noise figures can be 
realized by the use of the paramp. If the paramp is used for the radar 
function, one must insure that its bandwidth, as well as the bandwidth of 
the bandpass filter which precedes it; can accommodate the frequency 
spread required by the frequency agility during radar operation with a 
passive target. 
Similar considerations pertain to sharing the first LO between the 
radar and communication functions. Because of the tunable nature of the 
radar LO, such sharing appears feasible. Specifically, one can implement 
a configuration which will force the output of the radar .O to be phase­
locked to a stable reference during the communication mode. 
2. 1. 4 Range, Range Rate and Angle Tracking 
After conversion to the first IF the Z and the two A channels. can 
be shared by the radar and communication functions. The only difference 
may be in the bandwidth of the IF filteis required for each of these modes. 
Specifically, for the radar mode the final bandwidth may be in the I to 
10 MHz range,, while for the communication mode the bandwidth prior to 
despreading may be in the 30 to 40 MHz range. 
The second local oscillator converts the first IF to the second IF 
which may be in the 70 to 200 MHz range, the lower end, being limited by 
the requirement to support the 30 to 40 MHz unspread bandwidth of the 
communication mode. The radar data recovery aid angle tracking detection 
for both modes can be performed at the second IF. Note that despreading 
is not used in the communication mode prior to angle track information 
recovery. It has been shown in a recent report that despreading is not 
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required for TDRS signal angle tracking. 
The output of the sum channel is applied to the communication 
despreader and to the radar processor. In the radar mode, the target 
acquisition is declared when the sum channel output exceeds a preset 
threshold. Antenna scan is then terminated and tracking initiated. 
For range tracking a split-gate tracker is used. The output of this 
tracker is then applied to a processor which performs an optimal estima­
tion of range and range rate. 
The sum channel data is also used as a reference signal in the two 
separate phase detectors which generate, respectively, the AAz and AlM 
error signals. Because the system under consideration utilizes amplitude 
monopulse bridge, the "phase" detectors act essentially as coherent 
amplitude detectors (CAD). The output signals of these detectors are 
applied to video filters and in the radar mode these signals are first range­
gated and then applied to the box car detectors. The function of these 
detectors is to enhance the DC component of the range-gated error samples. 
Because the angle error data can be either positive or negative the box 
car detectors are bi-polar. 
The outputs of the box car detectors are applied to the angle track­
ing electronics subunit. This unit performs additional smoothing of the 
angle error data and supplies the angle correction commands to the antenna 
servos. Note that because the signal in the communication mode is- con­
tinuous the outputs of the video filters are applied directly to the angle 
tracking electronics subunit. 
2. 2 Coherent Pulse Doppler Radar/Communication System 
Figure 2 shows the block diagram for an integrated radar/commun­
ication system which utilizes a coherent pulse doppler radar. Similar to 
C. L. Weber, "Shuttle Monopulse System for Ku-Band Communi­
cation Signal from TDRS, " Appendix I to this report.
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the block diagram in Figure 1, only the subunits which are pertinent to the 
radar function are shown in detail. The radar function is described below. 
2. 2.1 Radar Transmitter 
The salient feature of the coherent pul'se doppler radar is an inherent 
capability to provide simultaneous measurement of range and range rate-, 
with the particular advantage over the noncoherent pulse radar being the 
accuracy of the range rate estimation. The duty cycle of such radar is 
relatively high, approximately 0. 1 to 0. 5, as compared to a typical duty 
cycle of 0. 001 used for pulse radars. Also, the accuracy of the velocity 
measurement depends on the coherency and frequency stability of the trans­
mitter and the local oscillator signals. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, 
the transmitter drive and most of the local oscillator signals are derived 
from a stable crystal-controlled frequency synthesizer source. 
The TWTA which is used for the communication signal transmission 
is used for the radar function. However, the RF drive signal, as well as 
the tube grid are pulsed at the rate determined by the PRF and the duty 
cycle. Since it is assumed that the radar is either equal or close to the 
communication receive frequency of 13. 8 GHz, the 15 GHz communication 
transmitter filter is bypassed in the radar mode. The peak output of the 
transmitter is the range of 2b to 50 watts. 
In the passive (skin tracking) mode the transmitter frequency diver­
sity can be provided by the single sideband generator (SSG) which-offsets 
the nominal transmitter frequency by a number of preselected steps to 
achieve the required frequency diversity span of 250 to 300 MHz. In the 
cooperative (transponder-aided) mode the transponder offsets the frequency 
of the return by the amount equal to the radar's first IF. Thus, in the 
cooperative mode, the transmitter and first LO signals are the same. 
Similar to the pulse radar/communication system described, in 
Section 2. 1, the Ku-band transmitter is located within the deployed 
assembly to minimize R line losses. Its output is applied via a rotary 
joint to the gimbaled antenna assembly. 
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2.Z.2 Receiver Front End 
As for the case of the noncoherent pulse radar, the goal of maximum 
component commonality requires that the operating frequency of the pulse 
doppler radar be either close to or equal to the communication receive 
frequency of 13'. 8 GHz. As shown in Figure 2, similar to the pulse radar, 
the monopulse bridge pr6vides the M, the AAz and the AEl channel out­
puts., The Z channel, which is shared with the transmit channel, is 
supplied to the receiver input via a circulator. 
There are certain differences, however, which are peculiar to the 
pulse doppler radar. First, the T/R switching at all three receiver inputs 
is performed by solid state switches, rather than-ionization type cavities. 
This is to insure that the T/IR function can be performed at high PRF rates 
(tens of kpps)' with minimum, residual leakage and without recovery time 
limitations. Additional receiver protection is provided by turning, off the 
LO drive to all three first mixers- during the transmission of the radar 
pulse. 
To protect the receivers from the 15 GHz transmit signal leakage 
during the communication function, filters are included in all three receiver 
channels. The requirement for these filters is explained in detail in Sec­
tion 4. 0. Here it is only proper to mention the fact that without the ioniza­
tion cavity type switches in the receive channels the filter action provided 
by these cavities in their unfired state is, not available. Hence, special 
filters are included in the two delta channels. Because the transmitter 
signal, and the LO signals are derived from a coherent synthesizer, the 
AFC action is not required for the pulse doppler radar. Inthe passive 
mode, when the frequency diversity is required, the first LO signal is 
stepped in synchronism with the transmitter signal. A single sideband 
generator, similar to the one used to change the transmitter frequency, 
can be used for this purpose. In the cooperative mode, as-was mentioned 
previously, the first LO frequency is the same as that of the transmitter. 
After the conversion to the first IF and preamplification, the three 
monopulse channel signals are supplied to the deployed assembly via a set 
of cable wraps. 
With respect to the sharing of the paramps and the first LO between 
the radar and the communication functions, the same considerations as 
were expressed at the end of Section Z. 1. 3 pertain. In.other words, if the 
radar frequency is the same as the communication receive frequency, or 
is close to it, sharing of these components between the two functions appears 
feasible. 
2. Z. 3 Signkl Acquisition and Tracking 
After conversion to the second IF and amplification, the output of 
the sum channel is applied to the communication and radar processors. 
The communication processor is the same as that used with the pulse radar, 
but the radar processor is different. The main difference is that special 
circuitry is added for acquiring and tracking the doppler-shifted center line 
of the target return spectrum. 
In the passive target tracking mode, the target signal is detected 
by a bank of doppler filters. When th~e signal in one of the filters exceeds 
a preset threshold, angular search is terminated and the frequency tracking 
commences. Because in the passive mode the coherency of the return may 
be destroyed by target characteristics, a discriminator and a. VCO are 
used to perform the tracking. The output of the VCO is then compared 
against a fixed reference and the frequency difference is used to estimate 
the range rate, i. e., the target velocity. 
In the ,cooperative mode the transponder return is coherent nd a 
phase-lock loop is used to acquire and track the frequency of the tran­
sponder's reply. 
The range acquisition is performed by cycling the PRFs through 
several values to resolve the, range ambiguity caused by the high values 
of the PRFs used by the pulse doppler radar. Once the range ambiguity 
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is resolved by applying the Chinese remainder theorem algorithm, split­
gate target tracking in true range is initiated. 
Because of the presence of a strong center line component, the 
angle tracking can be performed directly on this component without resort­
ing to range gating. Similar to the pulse radar, the sum channel provides 
the reference signal to the "phase" detectors which coherently recover the 
amplitude and the polarity of the two delta channel error signals. The 
errors are then lowpass filtered and applied to the angle tracking elec­
tronics unit which keeps the radar antenna pointed at the target. 
In the communication mode, as was mentioned earlier, the angle 
tracking is performed directly on the unspread downlink signal; 
3.0 SYSTEM LOSSES 
The numerous RF components utilized by the Ku-band integrated 
system introduce losses which must be accounted for when the estimates 
of system performance for radar and communication modes are carried 
out. 
Generally, one may expect that an integrated radar/ communication 
system may involve several minor RF components which may not be required 
by either a radar or a communication system alone. For example, trans­
mitter and receiver filtering may not be required for a radar system alone, 
because the transmitter/receiver isolation is provided by the T/R switches. 
Also, the communication system requires circular polarization, while the 
best radar performance with passive targets may be obtained with linear 
polarization. Thus, antenna polarization switching may be required with 
an integrated system. 
Table 1 presents a comparison of microwave losses for an integrated 
Ku-band radar/communication system and the separate radar and communi­
cation systems. This table has been supplied to Axiomatix by John Griffin 
of NASA/JSC and is included in this report as a useful guideline. 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF MICROWAVE 
KU-BAND SYSTEM (dB) 
Integrated 
System 
TRANSMIT 
Filter 0.5 
Waveguide Switches 0.4 
Rotary Joints 0.5 
Directional Coupler 0. l5 
Ferrite Circulator 0. 5 
Windows, Flanges, 
Seals, etc. 0.3 
Monopulse Bridge/Feed 0.3 
Waveguide 0.3 
Bends 0.3 
Polarization 0.1 
Switchable Polarization 0.25, 
TOTAL .3.6 
RECEIVE 
Monopulse Bridge/Feed 0.3 
Ferrite Circulator 0. 5 
T/R. 0.5 
Waveguide 0.1 
Bends 0.3 
Filter 0.5 
Windows, Flanges, 
Seals, etc. 0.3 
Polarization 0.1 
Switchable Polarization 0. Z5 
TOTAL 2.85 
LOSSES, 
Corm - Radar
 
Only Only
 
0.5 Not Used 
0. Z Not Used 
0.4 0.4 
0.1 0.-i 
0. 5 0.5 
0.2 0. Z 
0.3 0.3 
0.15 0.15 
0.3 0.3 
0.1 Not Used 
Not Used Not Used 
2.75 l.95 
0.3 0.3 
0. 5 0.5
 
Not Used 0.5
 
0.1 0.1 
0. Z 0.2 
0.5 Not Used 
0.2 0.Z 
0.1 Not Used 
Not Used Not Used 
'1.9 1.8 
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4.0, 	 RF FILTER REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INTEGRATED 
RADAR/COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
The RF filtering considerations for an integrated radar/communi­
cation system are determined primarily by the requirement for minimizing 
the transmitter-to-receiver interference during the operation in the com­
munication mode. In this mode, the Shuttle transmitter supplies about 
+47 dBm (50 watts) CW power to the antenna, while the TDRS signal 
delivered by the antenna to the receiver is on the order of -100 dBm. The 
approximate frequencies of the transmit and receive signals are 15 GHz 
and 13. 8 GHz, respectively. Therefore, the frequency separation of about 
1. Z GHz constitutes a guard band across which the required signal isolation 
mist be achieved. 
Because the sum terminal of the monopulse bridge is common to 
the transmit and receive functions, it appears that providing adequate ttans­
mitter/receiver isolation in the Z-channel of the receiver is of primary 
importance. As can be seen from Figures 1 through 3, apart from any 
RF filtering, the only electrical separation between the transmit and receive 
signals in this channel is through the, circulator. The A-channels, however, 
are used for the receive function only and thus achieving transmitter] 
receiver isolation in these channels should be less problematic. 
As shown in Figure 3, the sum channel of the receiver will, in 
addition to the desired low level communication signal, accept at least 
four spurious components which are all generated by the transmitter TWTA. 
These components are: 
PN(13 .8) -Noise generated by the TWTA and the receive frequency 
of 1-3. 8 	GHz. Suppression of this component requires 
either a bandpass or a high pass filter at the output 
of the TWTA transmitter. 
PCL(15) - This *component is the transmitter signal leakage 
- between ports (1) and (3) of the circulator. , Placing 
a 13.8 	GHz bandpass or a lowpass filter between 
PT 50w CW 
Antenna or +47 dBm
 
Monopulse (Z () 15 dHz'
 
-Bridge ' - C) / -"""5Xmtr "TWTA
 
)
PCL( Filter
(1,5) 
X fl NF = 30 dB 
P55) 1 st Mixer's 
_cvr' ' Paramp to Z 1st IF 
__. lFilter- . 
G1z dB L30G st LO (0 to +10 dBm) 
Lrilter * 
F13.8 -1 | _toAz- AAz ist IF 
LFilteri list LO (0 to +10 dBm) 
AEl Tb nto
EI st IF 
*Required if pulse doppler radar isused. 
May be optional for the pulse radar system. Ist LO (0 to +10 dBrn) 
Figure 3. Transmitter and Receiver Filtering Required for Communication 
4Mode of the Integrated Ku-Band Radar/Communication System 
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port (3) of the circulator and paramp input will atten­
uate this component. 
P (15) - The 15 GHz communication transmitter power reflected 
to the receiver input because of VSWR on the circulator­
to-antenna line. Filter at receiver input will provide 
suppression of this component. 
PSL(15) - 15 GHz power due to antenna sidelobe reflections at 
certain antenna angles. The level of this component 
is difficult to predict at this point without having actual 
measurements on either a full-size or scalemodel 
mockup. However a filter at the receiver input will 
provide suppression for this component. 
Also, as shown in Figure 3 the 15 0IIz signal leakage, Px(15)j may 
also appear at the inputs to the A-channel receivers. The magnitudes of 
these components will be determined primarily by the monopulse tridge 
implementation. 
The filtering of the undesirable receiver input components is dis­
cussed below. 
4. 1 TWTA Transmitter Output Filter 
In the communication mode the Shuttle transmitter TWTA provides 
a return link signal at an approximate frequency of 15 GHz. However, 
because the TWT is generally a broadband device (bandwidth of 10% or 
more), a considerable amount of noise may be generated at the nominal 
receive frequency of 13.8 0Hz. This is particularly true if the TWTA is 
also used for the radar function, and thus it must have the same gain at 
13.8 0Hz as it provides at 15 GHz. Consequently, to minimize the trans­
mitter-generated noise at the receiver input, a filter must be included 
between the TWTA output terminal and the circulator. The filter may be 
either a bandpass or a high pass type, as long as it passes the 15 GHz with 
minimum loss and provides sufficient attenuation at 13.8 GHz. 
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The attenuation requirements for this filter can be estimated using 
the following assumptions: 
TWT gain: GT = 50 dB at 13. 8 0Hz 
TWT noise figure: NF T = 30 dB at 13.8 0Hz 
Thus, if we start with a nominal noise floor of -114 dBm/IMHz at TWT 
input, the noise floor at TWT output will be, approximately, 
No = N" +NFT +GT = -l14dBm/MHz +30dB +50dB 
= -34 dBm/MHz .() 
The circulator may provide, typically, Z0 dB isolation between ports 1 
and 3. Thus, without a filter, the transmitter noise, PN(05.8), at the 
receiver input will be: 
PN(1 3 . 8 ) = N - I = -34 dBm/MHz - 20 dB 
= -54 dBm/MHz , (2) 
where I is circulator isolation expressed as a positive value. 
A conservative design may require that transmitter noise contribu­
tion be, say, at least 10 dB below the thermal noise at receiver input. 
Consequently, the required absolute attenuation at 13.8 GHz provided by 
the transmitter output filter should be: 
PN(13.8) -. A < -114 dBm - 10 dB , (3) 
-54 dBm - A < -IZ4 dBm, 
or A >- 70 dB, where A is the required attenuation expressed as a positive 
number. 
For the purpose of simplicity, we disregard such second-order 
effects as saturation, intermod products, etc. 
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The 70 dB attenuation is not excessive from a standpoint of being 
provided by a multi-section filter, but this number does approach a limit 
set by "across-the-device" leakage. Therefore, when specifying the 15 GHz 
transmitter filter, not only the attenuation at 13.,8 GHz must be defined but 
also the maximum allowable leakage. 
In arriving at the results of (3), we have used a step-by-step pro­
cedure for the purpose of clarity. But, because the values of the para­
meters used in (1)through (3) may actually differ fromthose assumed, it 
is convenient to obtain one expression which combines them all. 
Thus, if we define M(dB) as a margin by which we wish to suppress 
the transmitter noise below the nominal receiver noise floor of -114, dBm/ 
IvMz, we can combine equations (1), (2) and (3) into a geralized form 
which can be easily interpreted: 
A(dB) a NFT(dB) + GT(dB) + M(dB) - I(dB) (4) 
This expression can be amended to include various correction factors and 
'tradeoffs. 
4. 2 Receiver Filter Requirements 
4.2. 1 Sum Channel Filtering 
4.2. 1. 1 Circulator Leakage 
The communication transritter output level will be about 50 watts 
CW or +47 dBm. The major portion of this signal will flow from terminal 
(1) to terminal (2) of the circulator and then via the monopulse bridge to 
the antenna feed, A small portion, determined by isolation between circu­
lator ports (1) and (2), will reach the input of the receiver. If no filtering 
is used, this spurious signal, PCl(15), when amplified by the paramp, 
will saturate the first mixer of the Lrchannel receiver. Furthermore, 
it may also saturate the paramp itself. 
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Consider first the mixer saturation problem. A typical microwave 
mixer accepts an LO power on the order of 0 to +10 dBm. Thus, to pre­
vent the spurious 15 GHz signals from interfering with LO action, one 
must keep these signals at least 10 dB or more below the LO level. Assume 
that -10 dBm is the maximum allowable spurious level at the mixer. If A 
is the filter attenuation required and I is the port (1-) to port (3) isolation, 
we can write: 
PT(dBm) - l(dB) - A(dB) + G (dB) < -10 dBm . (5) 
For I = 20 dB and Gp = 30 dB (paramp gain), we have 
+47 dBm- 20 dB - A(dB) + 30 dB s -10 dBm, (6) 
or A _ 67 dB, a' requirement which approaches the "across -the-device" 
leakage limitation. 
So far, we have assumed that only a filter external to the paramp 
performs all the filtering. This means that at the input to the paramp the 
spurious signal may be as high as -40 dBm. Depending on the paramp used, 
this may be too high a revel to handle without saturating the paramp unit 
itself. Consequently, an additional transmit-reject filter may be incor­
porated into the paramp unit. This filter may provide additional 20 to 30 dB 
of the transmitter signal rejection. 
4.Z.I.Z VSWR Reflection 
Mismatches in the transmission path between port (2) of the circu­
lator and the antenna feed will cause some of the 15"GHz transmit signal to 
be reflected back to port (2) and then via port (3) to the receiver input. We 
designate this component as P (15). Assuming VSWR of 1. 5 (S = 1..5), the 
v 
voltage reflection coefficient is 
Pv= S- 1.5 - 1 0.5 - 0.2 (7) 
= = 1.51 1 = 2.5 
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and the power reflection. coefficient is 
2 
Pp = Pv (0. Z) 0.04 or -14dB. (8) 
Therefore, the level of the transmitted power reflected to the receiver 
will be 
P (15) = +47 dBm -14 dB = +33 dBm or 2 watts! (9)
v 
This is a considerable amount of power and to keep its level at -40 dBm at 
the paramp input would require 77 dB of attenuation from the receiver filter 
at the 15 GHz frequency. 
Additional trassmit-reject filtering may thus have to be included 
within the paramp itself to prevent its own saturation and the overloading 
of theo sum channel mixer. It is also evident that the VSWR in the sum 
channel is one of the driving factors in deterininihg the transmit-reject 
filtering requirements in the sum channel of the receiver. 
4. Z. 1. 3 Sidelobe Reflection 
At some of the pointing angles, the antenna sidelobes may be directed 
at various portions of the Orbiter's fuselage and, as a result, some trans­
mitter power may be reflected back to the antenna. The magnitude of such 
a reflected component is difficult to predict, however, without carrying 
out the actual measurements with either a full-size mockup or a scaled­
down model. Thus, for the present, we will assume that the sidelobe 
reflections will be, in the worst case, of the same order of magnitude as 
the aforementioned circulator leakage and line mismatch reflection signals. 
Consequently, the receiver filtering requirements, if met for these other 
signals, should be satisfactory to handle the sidelobe reflections. 
4. Z. 2 Delta Channel Filtering 
Filtering requirements, for the two delta channels will be determined 
by the isolation achievable in the monopulse bridge between the transmitter 
channel (sum channel) and-the delta output ports. The isolation available 
ranges typically from 20 to 30 dB, depending on the tolerance, bandwidth, 
environmental conditions, etc. If we assume that at best 26 dB of isolation 
is available, the transmitter signal leakage to the two delta ports will be, 
not counting sidelobe reflections, 
P (15) = +47 dBm - 26 dB = +21 dBm , (10) 
or 0. 12 watts. This-is a sizeable signal and unless attenuated, it will 
saturate the first mixers of the 'two delta- channel receivers. 
Applying our previously used criterion that the input to the first 
mixers at the receive signal terminals should not exceed -1"0 dBm, the 
attenuatibn of the 15 GHz signal in the delta receiver channels can be 
determined: 
+21 dBm - AA(15) s -10 dBm (11) 
or AA(15,) > 31 dB 
Although this requirement is not as imposing as those for the sum channel, 
which includes the paramp, nevertheless it indicates that'somre filtering 
must be provided inthe delta channels. 
One argument is that if the TIR switches used for the radar function 
are, of the ionization/cavity type, such as may be used with a pulse radar, 
some filtering action may be obtained from frequency selectivity of the 
unfired cavities of these switches. The amount of signal rejection at 15 GHz 
will depend on the filter configuration, the number of sections per filter, 
and the filter bandwidth. 
The minimum bandwidth is determined by the requirement to pass 
the frequency diversity radar signal. The nominal bandwidth required 
for the frequency diversity is 250 MHz. Thus, let us assume that 1 dB 
filter bandwidth is 300 MHz. Also let us assume that maximum number of 
sections (or cavities) per filter is two. This may be typical of a T/IR switch. 
Table 2 shows the attenuatioi available from several common filter 
configurations. 
Table 2. 	 Attenuation at 15.8 GHz vs. Filter Configuration 
and Number of Sections (Filter 1 dB BW = 300 MHz, 
center frequency _ 13. 8 GHz) 
Number of Attenuation at 
Filter Type Sections 15.8 GHz (riB) 
Single Tuned 1 10 
Maximally Flat 
Time Delay 2- 23 
Butterworth 
(0 dB ripple) 2 31 
Chebishev 
(I dB ripple) 2 36 
From Table 2, it is evident that with two sections or cavities, the 
required minimum attenuation of 31 dB can be achieved with either a Butter­
worth or a 1 dB ripple Chebishev filter. Thus, in principle, ifitwo-cavity 
T/IP switches of the proper design are used in the delta receiver channels 
they may provide the necessary attenuation of the undesired 15. 8 GHz 
signal in the communication mode. -It must also be noted that an inclusion 
of such T/IR switches in the sum channel provides additional filtering in 
that channel. 
For the pulse doppler radar the gas T/IR switches are not applicable 
and thus receiver filters of the type described in Table Z must be included 
in the delta receiver channels to suppress the 15. 8 GHz signal leakage in 
the communication mode. These-filters are shown by dotted lines in 
Figure 3. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Functional block diagram designs for the integrated radar/commun­
ication system indicate that a considerable degree of component common­
ality can be achieved.if the radar operates at the frequency equal to, or 
close to-, the communication receive frequency. 
In this case, at least the receivers and the angle tracking circuits" 
can be shared. If a noncoherent pulse radar characterized by high peak 
power (?0 to 30 kw) is used, separate transmitters are required, however. 
On the other hand, if a coherent pulse doppler system which requires only 
20 to 40 watts of peak power is used, transmitter time sharing is a good 
possibility, provided that the TWTA transmitter can be gated (grid gating 
preferred) during the radar operation. 
Integration of the radar and communication functions imposes special 
requirements for transmitter and receiver filtering, but the preliminary 
estimates indicate that these requirements can be met with good conventional 
filter design. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The RF filtering considerations for an integrated Ku-band Shuttle 
radar/communication system are determined primarily by the require­
ment for minimizing the transmitter-to-receiver interference during the 
operation in the communication (comm) mode. In the comm mode the 
Shuttle transmitter supplies about +47 dBm (50 watts) CW power to the 
antenna, while the TDRS signal delivered by the antenna to the receiver 
is in the order of -1-00 dBm. The approximate frequencies of the transmit 
and receive signals are 15 GHz and 13.8 GHz, respectively. Therefore, 
the frequency separation of about 1. 2 GHz provides a guard band across 
which the required signal isolation must be achieved. 
Basically, there are two types of transmitter signal components 
which are deleterious to receiver operation. These are: 
(1) Transmitter output components which fall within the. receiver 
bandwidth, and 
(Z) Transmitter signal components which, although outside the 
receive band, are of sufficient level to present a saturation threat to the 
sum and delta channels of the receiver. 
Referring to the block diagram of Figure 1, the in-band and out-of-band 
components can be identified as follows: 
Receiver rn-Band Components 
PT (13.8) - That portion of transmitter signal spectrum 
which extends to and beypnd the receive band, 
i.e., spectrum sidelobes, or splatter. 
PN (1 3 .8) - Noise generated by the TWTA within the receive 
band. 
Components Outside Receive Band 
PCL-(15) Transmitter signal leakage between ports (1) 
and (3) of the circulator. 
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Figure 1. Transmitter and Receiver Filtering Required for Communication 
Mode of the Integrated Ku-Band Radar/Communication System 
P (15)V The 15 GHz comm transmitter power reflected 
to the receiver input because of VSWR on the 
circulator-to-antenna line. 
PSL (15) - The 15 GHz transmitter signal reflected back 
to antenna via sidelobes at certain antenna angles. 
P (15)
x 
- The 15 GHz components appearing at delta 
channel output of the monopulse bridge. 
The in-band components can be suppressed only by passing the TWTA out­
put through either a bandpass or a highpass filter. As shown in Figure 1, 
this filter must be located between the output of the TWTA and port (3) of 
the circulator. The out-of-band components can be suppressed by pro­
viding either a bandpass or a lowpass filter at the inputs to the sum and 
delta receive channels. 
The estimates of magnitudes for most of the components listed 
above and the corresponding filtering requirements have been discussed 
in an earlier report.* The effect of transmitter spectrum sidelobes, 
P (15), falling in the receive band have not been covered, however. It 
T 
is thus the main purpose of this report to reconsider the comm trans­
mitter filtering requirements in terms of the spectral characteristics 
of the transmitted -comm signal. The requirements for the receiver 
filtering are also reviewed. 
2.0 COMMUNICATION SPECTRA AND FILTERING REQUIREMENTS 
Part (a) of Figure Z'presents a qualitative description of the trans­
mit and receive spectra for the communication mode. The receive signal 
is located in the 13. 75 GHz to 13. 8 GHz band. Its bandwidth is determined 
by the forward link PN code, whose clock rate is in the 11 to 14M bps 
range. Thus, the "bandwidth" of this signal is in the 30 to 40 MHz range, 
* 
S. Udalov, "Integrated KuLBand Orbiter Radar/Communication 
System Description, ti Appendix G to this report. 
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depending on the filtering employed at the transmitting end. The power 
level of this signal at the output of the Shuttle antenna is in the order of 
-100 dfBm. This signal also appears at port (3) of the circulator which 
is the input to the sum channel of the receiver. 
The unfiltered spectrum of the comn transmitter signal is also 
shown. This signal is centered at approximately 15 GHz and its maxiium 
power level is +47 dBm or 50 watts. It is important to consider the shape 
of this spectrum. For a 50 Mbps rate transmission, which is rate 11Z 
encoded, the effective symbol rate is 100 Mbps. Consequently, the power 
2 
spectrum has (sin x/x) envelope with the first nulls at 100 MHz on-either 
side of the nominal- 15 GHz carrier frequency. Because the envelope of 
this spectrum falls off only at a rate of 20 dB/decade it becomes clear that 
unless adequate filtering of transmitter output is provided the sidelobes 
may cause considerable in-band interference to the receive -signal. As 
shown below, this interference is considerably higher than that caused 
by the tube noise alone. 
For a +47 dB signal and the -effective symbol rate of 100 Mbps, the 
maximum spectral density of the main lobe is 
Dm(15) = +47 dBm - 20 dB(100 MHz) = +Z7 dBm/MHz . (1) 
According to the (sin x/x) law, this density in the region of the receive 
band will be reduced by about 31 dB. Thus, the maximum possible inter­
ference density in the receive band is: 
Dm(13.8) = +27 dBm/MHz - 31 dB = -4 dBm/MHz (2) 
In comparison, if we estimate the tube noise density in this region,' we 
obtain 
S. Udalov, ibid. 
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=N0(13.,8) = N+ +NPT +G T -l4ddBmIMHz + 30 dB + 50 dB 
= -34 dBm/MIHz , (3) 
based on the assumptions that 
GT = TWT gain = 50 dB at 13.8 GHz' 
NF T = TWT noise fi'gure 30 dB at 13.8 GHz 
'Thus, it is evident that, unless adequately filtered, the transmitter side­
lobe splatter at the maxhnum'transmission rate of 50 Mbps is potentially 
armuch greater source of receiver interference than the TWT noise. 
One may argue, however, that the density calculated in (2) is only 
a maximum possible density and that there are transmitter spectrum 
nulls in the region of the receive band which may alleviate the problem. 
But, since the position of the nulls, as well as of the peaks, is determined 
by the data rate which 'is variable, one should consider the worst case 
value indicated by (Z). 
One can also consider prefiltering the transmitter signal prior to 
amplification. This is a valid approach, provided that the tube is not 
operating in the saturation mode. However, for maximum efficiency, 
the tube is usually run in or near 'saturation and'this brings back the 
spectrum sidelobes despite prefilteritg.* 
If we assume that the circulator provides 20 dB isolation, we can 
estimate the filter attenuation required to keep the transmitter sidelobe 
splatter at, say, -i24 dBm, Which is 10 dB below the basic noise floor 
of the, receiver: 
-4 dBm/MHz - A - 20 dB < 124 dBm/Hz (4) 
or A > 100dB. 
Prefiltering to reduce spectrum sidelobes at the output of a 
saturated or a limiting amplifier is effective only if a staggered quadri­
phase modulation (SQPM) is used. So far, this type of modulation has 
not been considered for Shuttle return link. 
7 
This requirement is quite stringent and it demands special considerations 
to minimize signal leakages across the microwave components used. 
Choke flanges with electrical gaskets may have to be used at critical 
wave guide interconnections. 
From the standpoint of filter design,- however, the attenuation 
requirement may be met with 5-pole or higher order filters. The general 
shape of the transmitter filter characteristics is shown in part (b) of 
Figure 2 (page 4). This characteristic does not include circulator iso­
lation. As shown, a 3 dB bandwidth (two-way) of 300 MHz is assumed. 
An approximate selectivity contour for the receiver sum channel filter 
is also shown in part (b) of the figure. The requirements for this filter 
are discussed later. 
Figure 3 shows in detail the effect of transmitter filter and circu­
lator isolation on the suppression of transmitter spectrum splatter and 
tube noise. The envelope of the unfiltered transmitter spectrum, as well 
as the tube noise level, are shown in the upper portion of the figure. The 
effect of a 5 -pole, 0.01 dB ripple Chebichev filter on the transmitter 
signal sidelobes and noise is also shown. The 3 dB bandwidth (two-way) 
of this filter is 300 MHz. The filter characteristics are typical of the 
type used for such applications but are rather conservative because higher 
order pole filters with more ripple could be used to yield steeper attenu­
ation characteristics. 
The reason for using the idealized filter i esponse not limited by 
leakage is that the attenuation is for the lower side of the transmitter 
bandpass. From the implementation standpoint, such idealized attenu­
ation response on the low frequency side is generally easier to obtain in 
practice than it is for the high frequency side of a bandpass filter. 
As shown in the lower left portion of Figure 3, the filter attenua­
tion, plus 20 dB of circulator isolation, push the transmitter signal side­
lobes below the -124 dBm/MHz level. The tube noise is attenuated below 
this level by the filter alone and the circulator isolation provides addi­
tional suppression. 
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3.0 	 INTEGRATED RADAR/COMM RECEIVER FILTERING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Because the radar function with either a pulse or pulse doppler 
radar accomplishes the transmitter-receiver isolation by time gating 
the receiver filtering is required primarily in the comm mode. The 
function of such filtering is to keep the 15 GHz signal leakage from 
saturating the inputs of the sum and delta receive channels. The sum 
channel is particularly vulnerable to overload because of the presence 
of the parametric amplifier. 
If we assume that the 15 GHz leakage must be held below -40 dBm 
at the sum channel input and below -10 dBm at the delta channel inputs, 
we can construct the table which identifies the 15 GHz leakage components 
and the minimum requirements for their attenuation. Table 1 shows 
these requirements. It is evident from this table that the most severe 
requirement is placed by the VSWR of 1. 5:1 in the antenna port channel. 
With such VSWR, about 4% of transmitted power (Z watts!) is reflected 
to port (2) of the circulator and subsequently to port (3), the receiver 
input. 
The bandwidth of the receiver filters is determined by the require­
ment to pass the frequency diversity radar signal. The bandwidth of this 
signal is about 250 MHz. Thus, a filter 1 dB bandwidth (two-way) of 
300 MHz is assumed. For a 5-pole, '0.01 dB ripple Chebichev filter 
the corresponding 3 dB bandwidth (two-way) would be about 325 MHz 
and attenuation of 73 dB would be reached at about 14. 5 GHz. The fre­
quency 	response of this filter is shown in part (b) of Figure 2 (page 4). 
Table 1 shows that delta channel attenuation requirements are 
not as demanding as those for a sum channel. Thus, fewer sections can 
be used to provide the required filtering. For example, the cavities of 
the unfired T/K switches used with a pulse radar/comm system could 
serve as filters for the delta channels and provide extra filtering for the 
sum channel. In a pulse doppler radar/comm system, the ionization type 
Table 1. Receiver Filter Attenuation Requiremtents vs. 15 GHz Leakage Components 
Receiver 
Suppres sion Filter 
15 GHz Initial Prior to Required Attenuation 
Leakage Magnitude Filtering M - I Level Requirement 
Component M, dBm I, dB dBm dBm dB 
PGL(15) +47 20 +27 -40 67 
P (15) +33 	 0 +33 -40 73 
P X(15) +47 26 +21 -10 31 
NOTE: 	 PSt(15) cannot be estimated at this time, but it is assumed that it 
Will not exceed the worst case of P (15) shown above. 
Comments 
Port (1) to Port (2) 
circulator leakage
 
VSWR = 1.5:1 
Antenna port 
Monopulse bridge isolationto delta 	channels 26 dB 
CD 
T/R.switches are not used and special filters must be provided for the 
delta channels. In either case a 2-pole filter configuration should be 
adequate for the delta channels. 
A qualitative comparison of spectra in the comm and radar modes 
is provided in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. As mentioned earlier, it 
is the radar frequency diversity which is the driving factor in determining 
the bandwidth of the receiver channel filters. This, of course, is based 
on the assumption that, for maximum receiver component commonality, 
the radar operates in the vicinity of the comn receive band. For this 
case-one must also specify that the phase ripple of the receiver filters 
in the delta and sum channels be minimized across the frequency diversity 
bandwidth in order not to degrade monopulse tracking performance in the 
radar mode. 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The transmitter and receiver filtering requirements for an inte­
grated Ku-band Shuttle Orbiter radar/communication system are deter­
mined by the comm mode operation. Transmitter output filtering is 
particularly important to keep the transmit signal sidelobes at an accept­
ably low level with the 13.8 GHz receive band. Receiver input filtering 
is required in the sum and delta channels to prevent the leakages of the 
main (15 GHz) lobe of the transmitter signal from saturating the receiver 
channels. For an integrated system which places the radar operation in 
the vicinity of the comm receive band, the bandwidth of the receiver filters 
must be at least 250 MHz wide to accommodate the radar frequency diver­
sity signal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
This report verifies that angle tracking of the TDRS PN spread, 
communication signal received by the Shuttle can be carried out directly 
on the unspread wideband waveform. Hence, PN despreading is not 
necessary in the angle tracking loop, thereby significantly simplifying 
the acquisition sequence of the TDRS waveform by the Shuttle Ku-band 
communication receiver. 
We consider in particular a coherent amplitude comparison mono­
pulse angle tracking system for the Ku-bana communication signal from 
TDRS. Only a single channel of monopulse angle tracking is considered. 
The results are sufficiently optimistic, however, so as to allow more 
than ample safety margin for any crosstalk which may be encountered 
in a two-channel monopulse system. Specific characteristics of the 
particular system considered are: 
(a) the monopulse angle tracking is performed directly from the 
PN spread.received signal, with no spectrum compression and no data 
wipe -off; " 
(b) a noncoherent AGC is used; and 
(c) a coherent amplitude phase detector (CAD-) is employed to 
generate the angle error .information. For this system, the RMS angle 
tracking error due to receiver front-end noise is shown to be 
10 - 3 degrees 
when the ratio of the average receiver power in the sum channel at bore­
sight to one-sided noise spectral density is 
1 
2 
REC 
­ 73.8 dB-Hz 
N O
 
This result was determined when using conservative values for 
the IF bandwidth, the antenna error angle gain characteristic, and the 
servo control system loop bandwidth. 
This IMviS error is very small compared to any realistic specifi­
cation that is expected. This performance result is also approximately 
three orders of magnitude below the specification for the angle tracking 
of the Ku-band Shuttle radar in both the skin-track and cooperative modes 
of operation. 
2. MONOPULSE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A block diagram of the monopulse angle tracking system is shown 
in Figure 1. The sum channel is described by Z(t) and the difference 
channel by A(t). 
With respect to the monopulse feed, sum and error patterns of 
a four-horn antenna system a-re usually determined experimentally, in 
order to account for the effects of coupling between horns, and of intro­
duction of high-order transmission modes at the mouth of the horn 
assembly. Studies of actual parabolic antenna patterns [1-31 have shown 
that the sum pattern can be represented very closely by 
2 
Er = cos (1.18 A/0 B) (1) 
where A. is the angle off the boresight axis, and 0B is the 3 dB beam­
width. The measured error pattern for the same type parabolic antenna 
is 
E A = 0.707 sin (2.36 AE/0B) (Z) 
Differences between these approximations and actual patterns 
appear only at the edges of the main beam, way beyond the 3 dB beamwidth. 
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Figure 1. System Block Diagram of Monopulse Angle T-radking for Shuttle Communication 
Forward Link. (Only one error channel is shown.) 
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In this region, the actual pattern is, m6dified by side lobes and neither 
equation can be considered reliable. In the angle tracking we are con­
sidering,. as well as in most cases, only the variation within-the 3 dB 
beamwfdth is of interest, in which.case the approximations are very 
satisfactory. The actual error pattern is approximately linear to one­
third of the beamwidth off the boresight. The normalized error pattern 
E /E which results from the AGC action in the receiver system isA r 
linear over more than 0.6 of the beamwidth. The slope incr6ases as 
the received signal approaches the half power point of the sum channel 
beam. The error slope is designated'as k and is approximately 1.57m 
in the example shown. The error voltage is 
Error voltage E k (Ae/OB) 	 (3) 
or, equivalently, the angle error is 
Aeleg Bld~g k E"+ 	 4
Ao A 	 (4) 
IdCfeg 	 mI~k~*r, 
The actual value of the antenna error slope, k m , varies over m 
different monopulse feed designs. A conservative interval is 
1.2 5- k -< 	 (5)
In-
Referring agaiii to Figure 1, the sum channel signal is given by 
z(t) = ErIA. dc(t) cos (w 0 t + Or 
+ A dt)sin 	(w0t + e) + n (t) -, (6) 
where 	 E represents the effect of the sum of the four ports of 
the monopulse horn, 
W0 is the RF carrier in radians/second, 
5 
0 is the sum channel reference phase;r 
dc(t) = PRN(t) m (t);CC 
PRN(t) is the pseudo noise spectrum spreading-code 
signal; 
m (t) is one channel of ±l digital symbols which are 
asynchronous with PRN(t) and m (t);
s 
m (t) is the other channel of ±i digital symbols which 
are at a different rate than m (t);
c 
A and A are in-phase and quadrature-phase signal 
amplitudes, which are unequal. The power in the TDRS 
channels is unbalanced at 80% and 20%, respectively. 
The average received signal power is 
A2 A2
 
p s(7) - +22rec 
The noise nz(t) is assumed to have already been passed throuigh 
an IF with noise bandwidth BIF The narrowband noise is represented 
by 
nTIt) = 4-n (t) cosw0t + t-nz(t) sin w0t , (8) 
where n I and n 2 are independent Gaussian processes, and 
R (T) = ZR (T) cos W0T (9) 
Rn(T) = I I (T) = Rnz () (10) 
S(f) = Sn(f-f0 +Sn(f+f0) . () 
These spectral densities are shown in Figure 2. The coefficient E in r 
(6) represents the sum channel of the four-port monopulse horn, as 
indicated in (1). 
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Figure 2. Noise Spectral Densities 
The error channel signal is similarly described, in particular, 
ACt)= EAJA c dct) cos (w 0t + 'A) 
+ As d s(t) sin(0t+ OA)} + nA(t) , (12) 
where EA is the difference channel error signal from the horn, and 0A 
is the RF reference phase of the difference channel which ideally is 
equal to e in the sum or reference channel.r 
The narrowband additive noise in the error channel is modeled 
as 
nA(t) = -n 3 (t) cos c 0 t + Fz n4(t) sin w0 t , (13) 
which has the same statistics but is assumed to be independent of n (tq. 
7 
Referring to Figure 1,, both s(t) and A(t) are passed through iden­
tical IF bandpass filters with noise bandwidth B, which is sufficiently 
large for us to assume that there is no signal distortion. These BPFs 
have gain controlled amplifiers, and we designate their gain as 
1 
IF Gain = AQ CA (14) 
We consider the effects of the AGC on these IF amplifiers- in 
Appendix A. Under the assumption of an ideal AGC from a noncoherent 
energy detector, we show that 
E Z p(AcA) + Z R (0). 	 (15) 
The output of the coherent amplitude detector (CAD), also a phase 
detector, after being passed through a zonal low pass filter, is desig­
nated as c (t) which is the angle error signal in the single channel sys­
tern we are considering.. This dynami angle error is 
E(t) 	 A(t) z (t)
 
(AGA) Low
 
Pass 
-& A){[EA{Kd(t) cos (wo0t + GA +A di(t)si (wc0t+ &9} 
w0 t + 4+ 4 2 n 3 (t) cos n4 (t) sin w0t] 
* [E{Acd(t) cos ( )+ Asds(t) sin (wo0 ,t + e}) 
+ -2-n (t) cos co 0t+ n2 (t) sin s 
Pass 
1 
-	 EAE,+ cos E + cos E]+ n'(t)} (16)
2 
*8
 
where the difference in IF phase delays betweeh the sum, and difference 
channels is 
E E= A - er (17) 
and the" equivalent additive noise is given-by 
n'I t)n(t 
eq nl(t) n(t) n 2 (t) n 4 (t)
 
E
 
+ iAcdc(t) cos n - Acdc (t) sin 
-L c c A 13t) il 6 r n2 (t)+A d (t) sin er n (t)-+A d (t).cos e) n (t 
E 
-+r Ac 'Dr3(t) Ad(t) sin e n(t)(t)' Cog c. 
AAd (t)sin r ii (t)+Ad(t)cos 0 n4(t) (18) 
From (16), the angle error signal can be expressed as 
E E P Cos n" 'tEA r rec ) a E +t 
(AGCA) (AGCA ) 
E E P cos n' (t)
 
E P 4-a (A )
+, 4jO) 
r rec GGA 
Cos 6 +0). (t)1 
rE[ N(O) A 
+E p 
r rec 
I E += k k 0BE + N(O) (AGca)Ze(t) 
m Z t 
r. rec 
(t)=K A n(t)+ (19) 
eq C (AGGA)z( 2 
e 

wherek K Ak C 0 E 
(20) 
eq 
-B [ + (0)]
 
L r red 
3. 	 PERFORMANCE - RMS ERROR 
If the angle error signal is scaled by K - then a linearized 
eq 
antenna 	angle control system is as shown in Figure 3, where 
t)) A n (t) 	 (21) 
n 	 K eq
eq 
and neq(t) = Keq neq(tA 	 (2) 
n (t) 
eq
 
F0N 	 + EJt) 
0Antenna 
Motor
 
Figure 3. Linearized Diagram for Antenna Angle Control 
10 
From linear tracking loop theory [7-8], the variance of the angle 
error due to thermal noise is given by 
A H(f)1 S (f) df (Z3.) 
eq 
where H (f) is the closed loop transfer function of the antenna angle control 
5 
and Sneq (f) is the two-sided spectral density of equivalent loop noise. 
When the bandwidth of the noise is very large wit respect to the 
noise bandwidth of the antenna angle control, the variance of the angle 
error is 
2 
A =Neq Bs (24) 
where Neq is the one-sided spectral density of the equivalent loop noise 
and B is the one-sided noise bandwidth of the angle control loop 
s 
Bs f JH(1j df (25) 
Equivalently stated, the requirement is Bs << BIF* 
The one-sided spectral density of n eq(t) is given in terms of that 
of neqCt) by
eqt 
N' 
N - e (Z6) 
K eq. AGCA ) 
In Appendix B, we show that the one-sided spectral density of n' (t) is 
eq 
given by 
N' No P c B I-NP + (?7) 
eq 0 rec 
_r (27) 
11 
Upon substitution of (27) into (26), and (15), (20) and (26) into (24), 
we have that 
= B 0 BNoBIF + At) +11 B s (28)
Cos E rec rec 
where we have consolidated E into P by setting E = 1. 
4. COMPUTATION 
Assuming that
 
0 = 2.8 degrees
 
B = 40 MHz 
P 
Ne 
­ 73.8 dB-HzN
 
o0
 
E 1
 
E ­
and B = 10Hz 
s 
we have 
I A = Z.ZxlO 3 degrees (29) 
e 6 -or 3 aA . 6 x10 degrees 
This compares very favorably with the 3 u values for the radar angle 
tracking specifications in both the skin-tracking and beacon modes of 
operation, namely: 
3o= 0. 573 degrees aue to random noise 
We conclude from (29), therefore, that it is unnecessary to use 
the PN despreading of the communication isignal from TDRS for angle 
tracking performance. 
POST-NOTE 
In Figure 1, the paramp in the sum channel is not shown. With 
the paramp present, the gain in the sum channel is substantially increased 
with respect to that in the difference channel. This does not present any 
problem.. The GCA in each channel may be different as a result. What 
is important, however, is that the RF phase delay of each channel be the 
same so as to minimize e E ' This may requirela small delay in the 
difference channel to compensate for the phase delay through the paramp. 
13 
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APPENDIX A 
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS 
A typical noncoherent AGC is shown in Figure A-i. The input is 
E(t) as shown in Figure I and described in (6). The noncoherent detector 
is modeled as a square law device followed by a low pass filter. The gain 
controlled amplifier has gain AG A(t), so that 
vAGC(t) = A(t) (A-l)AGCA(t) 
In a slowly varying AGC, the control voltage is essentially given 
by the DC value of eAGC(t), which is 
eAGC (t) = AGAt)[ . A-2) 
GC z LPF 
c tLoop Filter z(AGC(t)) 
eg 
Figure A-1. Noncoherent Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
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15 
From (6), the baseband part of [E(t)] z is given by 
= 
E2 +AA 2 ] + [n + n (t)] (-A3)n(t-
()bae 2 C + 2 1 
band 
The average value of [2(t)]2 is 
(trec? =g + 2 RN(O) (A.-4) 
In the ideal noncoherent AGC which has unlimited rafnge of opera­
tion, an excellent approximation for AGC A is 
A = E 2 P z (A-5)GCA r rec 
This is the relationship used in the analysis to evaluate angle 
tracking capability bf the Ku-band communication signal fron TDRS. 
More sophisticated analysis of AGC could have indeed been carried out. 
In view of the design margin in-the result, however, any small deterior­
ation in performance due to non-ideal AGC will still result in an RMS 
angle error well below any anticipated specification. 
APPENDIX B 
EQUIVALENT NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY 
In this appendix, the one-sided noise spectral density of the 
equivalent loop noise ne (t) as given by (18) is determined. The auto­
eq
 
is
correlation function of n I(t) 
eq 
R, (T) = ZR (') + (E +E 2 ) (A 2 Rd (T) +A2 Rd (T))RN(T)
eq 
. s C (B-i) 
Under the assumption of an ideal bandpass filter with noise band 
width BIF, the Fourier transform and hence spectral density of 2 RN(T) 
is 
S1 (f) = 2 f 4(T) dT 2 SNf' "- f ) df (B-2) 
which, when evaluated at f= 0, is 
Si (0) = 2 fSN(f') df' = 2 (N 0 /2) 2 B (B-3) 
The contribution to the spectral density of n' (t) from the second 
eq 
term in (B-I) , is 
A2 
S Z(f) = (EA +E).3 -- RN(T) R (T) 
2 
A1 
+ Z PRN(.) Rm(T)J RN(T) (B-4) 
Although some of the data sequences are slow with respect to the 
chip time of the PN sequence, all of these sequences have wide bandwidth 
with respect to the bandwidth of the antenna angle control loop B . We s 
therefore make the approximation that 
16
 
17 
R (T) - R (r = 1 for I I < T (B-5)
m mn 
s c 
where T C is the PN sequence chip time. Then 
S Mf) (2 2 { Rp ,(,)R (B -&6)2 EA Ir)Prec 07 R~R(7~ 
Evaluating this at f = 0, 
N O IF/Z 
S (O =(En +E )Prec _Z "-BIF/12 " N()d B7 
The spectral density of a PEN sequence of ±1's with chip time T c 
is approximately 
/sin (wT /2)'\2 
S (f)= TI (B8PRN c WT2(c8 
In addition, we will approximate the integral
 
1 B IF 
 /R (Zsin (Te/iz)s a -B /2 f)d T c\wT/2}BIF /Z 
- 1 (B-9) 
-since we assume that Bf ? 3 T /2 (B-10)
c 
Upon substitution 
2 2 N o
S(0) = (E + . P (B-li)drec 
and 
18,
 
N' =ZS, (0) =2 [S(0) + S(0)]
eq eq 
= 0reBIF + A + (B-12)N0 
where we absorb E into PF by assuming E = 1 without any loss of 
r rec 
generality. This result is used in (27). 
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SHUTTLE MONOPULSE SYSTEM FOR KU-BAND 
COMMUNICATION SIGNAL FROM TDRS 
PART II 
Charles 	L. Weber 
1.0 	 INTRODUCTION 
This report extends the results of [I], and familiarity with that 
report is assumed. The conclusion remains unchanged, namely, that angle 
tracking of the TDRS PN spread communication signal received by the 
Shuttle can be carried out directly on the unspread wideband waveform. 
2.0 	 MONOPULSE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A system block diagram of the monopulse angle tracking system 
is shown in Figure 1. The sum channel signal is designated by Z (t) and 
the difference channel signal by A(t). In this part of the system evaluation, 
separate IF strips are assumed. Also shown are paramps in the sum channel 
and difference channel, and the PN sequence despreader operating on each 
channel. We shall determine angle tracking performance for the configur­
ation shown, as well as with one or both paramps removed, and with the 
PN despreader removed. We shall see that satisfactory angle tracking 
performance is possible for all configurations. 
Reference [1] determined system performance for the system 
shown in Figure 1 with paramps in all channels and without the PN 
despreader. We consider in this part of the analysis only one of the 
difference channels. We shall consider both error channels when we 
consider 	alternate implementations. 
Theparabolic antenna patterns are those described in [1]. The 
beamwidth 6 B and the error angle off boresight A. represent mechanical 
motion of the antenna in degrees as opposed to RF phase angle. For 
completeness, we shall repeat some of the representations in this report 
so as to make it reasonably self-contained. 
I 
&(t) IF R 
//Netwetecr 
Servor ence 
~~ 
Gona Loop 
rapk 
Figure 1. System Block Diagram of Monopulse Angle Tracking for Shuttle Communication Forward Link (Only one error channel is shown) 
Angle Track
 
Information 
I 
3 
The sum amplitude pattern can be closely approximated by 
Cos (1.18 A./M) (1)
r 
The error pattern is given by 
EA = 0. 	707 sin (2. 36 Ae/a B )  (2) 
In the linear region, which is our only interest, the error voltage 
is 
EA
 
Error voltage = E - Ae/oB (3) 
r 
or 
= (0s/k )(EA/E) (4) 
The actual value of the antenna error slope, k , varies over different m 
four-horn monopulse feed designs within the interval 
1. 2 - k 1.9 	 (5)
m 
with typical values being 1. 5 5 -<k as 1. 6. 
Referring again to Figure 1, the sum channel signal at the input 
to the sum channel IF strip is given by 
F; (t) = Er IAc dc(t) cos (w0 t + Or), 
+ A d (t) sin (w0 t + o) + n(t) 	 (6) 
where 	 Er represents the effect of the sum of the four ports of the 
monopulse horn, 
w0 is the RF carrier in radians/second, 
0. is the sum channel reference phase;
 
dc(t) = PRN(t) mc(t);
 
4 
PRN(t) is the pseudo noise spectrum spreading-code signal; 
mc(t) is one channel of *b1 digital symbols which are asyn­
chronous with PRN(t) and ms(t); 
ms(t) is the other channel of ±1 digital symbols which are 
at a different rate than mc(t); 
A. and Ac are in-phase and quadrature-phase signal ampli­
tudes, which are unequal. The power in the TDRS channels 
is unbalanced at 80% and 20%, respectively. 
The average received signal power is 
A2 A2
 
c S (7) 
rec 2 z 
The noise nZ(t) is assumed to have already been passed through 
an IF with noise bandwidth BIF. The narrowband noise is represented 
by 
nE(t) = jT n (t) cos C0t +I- nz(t) sin w 0 t (8) 
where n1 and n 2 are independent Gaussian processes, and the autocorre­
lations and spectral densities are given by 
Rn (T) = Z RLZ(T) cos (W0T) (9) 
Rtz(T) = Rl(t) = Rn,(T) (10) 
Snj(r) = SLZ(f - f 0 ) + S LZf + f0 (11) 
These spectral densities are shown in Figure 2. 
The error channel signal is similarly described. In particular, 
at the input to the error channel bandpass filters: 
A(t) = EAIA d (t) cos (co0t + () 
+ A ds(t) sin (w0t + On) + n,(t), (12) 
5 
Sn (f) 
N0 /Z 
-fo fO 
S L(f) 
....... - Noz/2 
-BIF/Z 0 BIF/Z 
Figure 2. Noise Spectral Densities 
where EA is the difference channel error signal from the horn, and 
is the RF reference phase of the difference channel which ideally is 
equalto E in the sum or reference channel.r 
The narrowband additive noise in the error channel is modeled 
as 
nA(t ) = -2 n3(t ) cos w0ot + 'IT n4 (t) sin wot , (13) 
which is independent of n.(t). In (13), n 3 and n 4 are independent, 
the autocorrelations and spedtral densities are given by 
In((T) 2 RLA()cos (00T) 
RLA(T) = Rn 3 (T) = Rn 4 (T) 
and 
(14) 
(15) 
6. 
Sn (f) = SLA(f - f0 ) + SLA(f + f0 ) (16) 
The spebtral shape is the same as the sum channel in Figure 2, with the 
exception that the one-sided spectral density is N0A watts/Hz instead of 
N watts/Hz. This additional parameterization allows us to account for 
different noise levels in the sum and difference channels due to the pre­
sence or absence of the paramps. 
Referring to Figure 1, both r(t) and A(t) are passed through 
identically shaped IF bandpass filters with noise bandwidth By and BA, 
which is sufficiently large for us to assume that there is no signal dis­
tortion. These BPFs have gain controlled amplifiers, and we designate 
their gain as 
I 
IF Gain AGGA (17) 
We consider the effects of the AGC on these IF -amplifiers in 
Appendix A of [1]. Under the assumption of an ideal AGC from a non­
coherent energy detector, we show that 
2(AGCA) = 2Er Pr e c + 2 RnZ (0) (18) 
The output of the coherent amplitude detector (CAD), also a 
phase detector, after being passed through a zonal low pass filter, is 
designated as E(t) which is the angle error signal in the single channel 
system we are considering. This dynamic angle error is 
7 
A _ tt) 
(AGCA) zLow 
IPass 
KGA d (t) cos (w+ 0 A +A d 	 (t) sin (w t A-G)} 
+ n w0 t + 7- n4 (t) sinw0tln3(t) Cos Z
* 	[E {Acd(t) cos (w0 t + r)+ As ds (t) sin (w0 t + 84, 
+ 	 n I(t) cos W0t + N2/Tn 2(t) sin w0tlLow 
Pass 
(X'C) r[<cEl e JA~EA Er Cos E + cs o + nl (t)sG 	 (19) 
where the difference in IF phase delays between the sum and difference 
channels is 
OE = 0A -er 	 (20) 
and the equivalent additive noise is given by 
neq (t) n + n M n4 NxN terms 
E 
+ iA[A cd (t) (cos 0 lt -A ct si 	 . ,t 
+A 	 d (t)(sin GA)nl(t) +Asds(t) (cos A) n2(t)] 
E Sx N terms 
+ 	r [Acdc(t) (cos er) n3 (t) - Ac dc(t) (sin er) n 4 (t) 
+ As ds(t) (sin Or) n3(t)+ As ds(t) (cos r)n4 (t)] 	 (21) 
8 
The terms inn' (t) are designated as noise x noise (NxN) terms 
eq 
and signal x noise (SxN) terms as indicated in (21). 
There may be some question as to whether the output of the CAD 
can truly be represented as the mathematical product of the two input 
waveforms when both inputs are broadband. In this case, with the 
despreader absent, the bandwidth is BZ = BA = 40 MHz, and with the 
despreader present in both channels, the bandwidth is approximately 
B, = BA = 9 MHz (3 Mbps data rate of bi- -L signals). In all cases, 
there is no spectral component in either signal. To our knowledge, if 
the signal level of one of the inputs is kept substantially higher than the 
other, say by a factor of 10, then the CAD will act as an ideal multiplier 
independent of the bandwidth of either input waveform. 
From (19), the angle error signal may be expressed as 
E E P cos e n (t) 
= A r rec +E(t) 
(AGCA) (AGCA) 
BE P cos 6 n (t)
A r rec + 
E 2 P + ZR (0) (Ac)2 
r recnZGCA 
E Cos E + n'eq(t)Er Z F(0) -­(AGCA) Z 
r rec 
cos E + n'(t)B + Z( 
E2 J 
r rec 
n' t 
= K eq AE + , (22) 
(AGcA) 
9 
where 
kI cos E 1
 
Keq m~+ >~) (23)
eq 8B 2 Rn(0 ) 
r rec 
3.0 PERFORMANCE - RMS ERROR 
If the angle error signal is scaled by K -1, then a linearized 
eq 
antenna angle control system is as shown in Figure 3, where 
en(t) = K ( A +fneq(t) (24) 
eq 
and n (t) K n (5) 
eq eq eqtV GA) 
n (t) 
eq
 
0IN + n 
9Antenna 
F Motor 
Figure 3. Linearized Diagram for Antenna Angle Control 
From linear tracking, loop theory [Z-3], the variance of the angle 
error due to thermal noise is given by 
2Hf 2 (6 
f M S (f) df (Z6)S sIneq 
where H (f) is the closed loop transfer function of the antenna angle control 
s 
and Sneq (f), is the two-sided spectral density of equivalent loop noise. 
When the bandwidth of the noise is very large with respect to the 
noise bandwidth of the antenna angle control, the variance of the angle 
error is 
2 (27)FA. eq s 
where N is the one-sided spectral density of the equivalent loop noise 
eq 
and B is the one-sided noise bandwidth of the angle control loop:
s 
Bs = s -( f  df (28) 
0 
Equivalently stated, the requirement is B << Bz, and B << BA. 
The one-sided spectral density of n eq(t) is given in terms of that 
of n' (t) by
eq 
NI 
N - eq (29) 
Keq (AGCA) 
In Appendix A, we show that the one-sided spectral density of n' (t) is 
given by 
N'qN 	 B NOA\/N BA 2 2 N 0 ,]e c 	 0A 
N' 	 = P Ne 7 IIOI + OAAg ) + N i (30) 
eq re ~L YeF \N \ P r I Nz( 
This result agrees with (27) of [i] when N = NOf and Bz = BA. 
Upon substituting (30) into (29), and (18), (23), and (29) into (27), the R4S 
angle error due to thermal noise is given by 
/N 
0I N Bs[orB 11 IIB E(re) Sz _4 AnAE krncos 0E2P p I N O ~ 
m r ) O] 
(E)2] +9Ao. j (31) 
where we have consolidated E into P by setting E = 1.r rec r 
4.0 COMPUTATIONS 
The RMS phase error due to thermal noise as given in (31) has 
been evaluated under a variety of conditions. 
The constants used in the computation are: 
1. Tracking Loop Bandwidth 
B = 1OHz 
s
 
This is considered a relatively conservative value since­
the angular motion of the Shuttle with respect to the TDRS is expected to 
be very small. 
2. 3 dB Antenna Beamwidth 
eB = Z.8 degrees 
Using the rule -of-thumb 
6B 70 k/D (32) 
for paraboloid (circular aperture) antenna dishes, where k = RF wave­
length and D = antenna diameter, if we set 
k = 0.02 m (f0 = 15 GHz) (33) 
12 
and D = 20 inches, (34) 
then OB = 2.76 degrees (35) 
3. We shall assume that the paramp improves the noise figure 
by 6 dB with respect to RIF balanced diode mixers at Ku-band. This 
agrees well with [4, Ch. 5]. Typical noise figures for paramps at Ku­
band are 2-3 dB and 6-8 dB for balanced diode mixers at Ku-band. 
4. Based on the discussion, above, the IF filter bandwidth is 
chosen to be 
40 MHz for the PN spread waveform 
9 MHz for the despread waveform 
5. The antenna error slope is set at 
k 1. 57 (36)
m 
which is in the center of the interval of typical values for circular 
apertures.
 
6. The initial computations are performed assuming the RF 
phase delay of the error channel with respect to the sum channel is 
S = 0. The effect of on RMS angle error is considered later.E eE 
7. The ratio of EA/E r is bounded by its maximum value of 
IEA/El = 1. 
With these constants, the RMS angle error is shown in Figure 4 
versus the sum channel P ec/N Z either at the input to the paramp or at 
the input to the balanced diode mixer, if the paramp is not in the tracking 
loop. 
Considering the performance curves individually, we note the 
following: 
Curve 1 is the case where all channels have the same noise 
figure and there is no despreading of the PN sequence. Therefore, 
N 0A N 0Z and BA = BE = 40 MHz . 
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la- Radar Specification 
(1) No despreading; same gain in all channels 
- 1 (2) No despreading; paramp in Z, no paramp in 
(3) Despreading; same gain in all channels 
(4) Despreading; paramp in M, no paramp in A 
IU I 
P 
0 
(Z) 
-10 , 
bo] 
10-3 
64 66 68 70 72 74 
Sum Channel [Prec IN 0 indB 
Figure 4. RMS Angle Error vs. Prec/NI0 
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Point B on Curve 1 is at Prec/N0Z = 73.8 dB, which is the pre­
sently quoted value* when the paramp is present. Therefore, the per­
formance when there is a paramp in all channels and there is no despread­
ing is given by point B. This agrees with the results in [i]. 
Alternatively, if there is no paramp in any of the three channels, 
the performance is given by Point F when there is no despreading. This 
corresponds to PrecIN = 67. 8 dB, or 6 dB lower than Point B. 
Any alterations in the present power budget could easily be taken 
into account by choosing the appropriate values of Prec INozO 
Curve 2 also assumes no PN sequeince despreading, but also 
assumes there is a paramp in the sum channel only. Therefore, 
BZ = B5 = 40 MHz (37) 
and 
N = 4 (6 dB) . (38) 
N0
 
Point D on Curve 2 corresponds to the present design point of 
Prec/Nom = 73. 8 dB. 
Curve 3 assumes the PN sequence despreader is present in the 
receiver tracking loop and is functioning ideally. In addition, all channels 
are assumed to have the same noise figure. Therefore, 
BA = B = 9 MHz (39) 
and
 
N0 = N OA. (40)
 
In this case, Point A at P IN = 73.8 dB assumes a paramp is presentrec O 
in all channels, and Point E assumes the paramp.is absent in all channels. 
Finally, Curve 4 assumes ideal PN despreading with a paramp 
present in the sum channel only, and Point C corresponds to the present 
design point of P Nrec =I  73.8 dB. 
From power budgets issued by B. H. Batson, NASA/JSC. 
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Itcan be seen that all design points that have been considered
 
-
have an RMS angle error substantially less than 10 degrees.
 
One might ask why the RMS angle error due to thermal noise is 
so small. The reason is that the Prec/N0 (signal power to noise spectral 
density) is very large because of the requirements due to the wideband 
digital signal. The result is an abundance of signal-to-noise ratio for 
angle tracking purposes. 
Effect of RF Phase Error 
In order to obtain a measure of additional RNMS angle error due 
to RF phase differences between sum and error IF channels, we compute
 
- cos 	 (41)
 
which isplotted in Figure 5. -Becauseof the cos 6E function, the effect
 
on RMS angle error isvery"small for IeEL less than 20 degrees-.
 
0
 
-4
 
0 
b 
I Jr-I | I 
0 20 40 60 80 
eE (degrees) 
Figure 5. 	 Angle Error Versus RF Phase Difference 
Between Sum and Error IF Channels 
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5.0 IMiPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 
The above system performance evaluation was carried out under 
the assumption that there are three separate IF channels for the angle 
tracking loops. 
One possible alternative implementation which has also been 
proposed for the JapaneseBroadcast Satellite is shown in Figure 6. 
The two error channel's are multiplied by PN sequences which are either 
different sequences or shifted versions of the same sequence. The outputs 
of these mixers are then added and combined with part of the power from 
the sum channel, which in turn is processed by a single IF strip which 
will have a somewhat wider bandwidth. At the end of the IF amplification 
strip, the signals are demultiplexed in the same manner in which they 
were multiplexed. The coherent amplitude detection is then carried out 
in each channel. 
More quantitatively, the input to the single- channel IF is 
x(t) = s(t) + PRNE(t) AE (t) + PRNA(t) AA(t) * (42) 
where the sum channel signal is described by (6) and each error channel 
is described by (12). 
Considering the azimuth channel only: 
= x(t) PRNAft)yA(t) 
= AA(t) + Z(t) PRNA(t) + AE(t)PRNE(t) PRNA(t) 
= A (t) + Z(t) PRNA(t)-+ AE(t) PRN' (t) (43YA A E E 
where 
PRNE(t) = PRNE(t) PRNA(t) (44) 
is a shifted version of PRNE(t). 
To Comm 
+Pow~er 
ParamDivide 
Receiver 
To AGC 
) 
4-HornA 
Monopulse 
?~Feed+ 
nN)R(t) Po 
_"4Y~t 
E t 
PRN (t) 
Figure 6. One P6ssible Single Channel IF Implemefitation af Communication Angle Track 
From TDRS 
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The output of the CAD for the azimuth channel is then given by 
A() = A(t) z(t) ] PRN + A(t) E(t) PRNk(t) (45). 
The first.term in (45) is the desired output, as given by (19). The remain­
ing two terms are additional noise (self-noise and cross-modulation) 
terms which resulted from the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations, 
so as to implement a single -IF strip. 
Neglecting the effect of the AGC, the low frequency portion of 
EA(t) in (45) is given by 
A A r rec 
+ nI(t) n 3 (t) + n 2 (t) n4 (t) 
+ E [Ac d (t)n (t)+ A sd ] 2(t)(t) 
+ (t)
c (t) s n4 ()] 
+ [[Ad(t) 1 (t)+ A d(t) n2 (t} j 
+ PRTj(t) {EAE Er rec + n (t) 5 n2 (t) n6 (t) 
+ EA d (t) n (t) + A ds(t)n 4Z] 
+ A 'dc(t) n I 'sdMn2(0 
--- [A d(t) n5(t)+A ds(t)n((t)] (46) 
FZ c c 5 s s 6j 
where n 5 (t) and n 6 (t) have the same statistics as n 3 (t) and n4(t). All noises 
are statistically independent. In-(46): 
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(1) 	 is the desired'error signal; 
(2) 	 is-the n' (t) noise described by (21); 
eq 
(3) 	 is noise, self-noise, and cross-modulation, all:spread 
by PRNA(t).. This is the [Z(t)]? PRN A(t) term in (45); 
(4) 	 is noise, self-noise, and crbss-modulation, all spread 
by PR (t). 
As the PN housekeeping sequences have decreased chip time,
 
the spectral densities of the self-noise terms decreases. This, however, 
forces the IF bandwidth to be increased, thereby increasing the power in 
the noise terms in(46). There isan optimal choice of IF bandwidth and 
PN sequence chip time which will maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in 
the'angle tracking loop. This. optimization has not been performed. It 
is anticipated, however, that an IF bandwidth and PN sequence chip time 
can be chosen so that the resulting degradation in RMS angle tracking error 
is not significant and that the resulting lMvES error is still well below any 
anticipated specifications. 
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APPENDIX A 
In this appendix, the one-sided noise spectral density of the 
equivalent loop noise, n' (t), as given by (21) is determined. The auto­
eqt 
correlation function of n'(t) is 
eq 
R T R T) + R (T) -22 2eq 
E 2 E 2 ir2 
2+[AR (T) + r R_ (T] [A2 Ra(T) + A S R (T-) 
2 n A c SdZ 
(A-1) 
The Fourier transform of the first two terms in (A-i) is desig­
nated as S (f). This spectral density evaluated at f = 0 is 
1(0) ±z (N+I 0 7 BA (A-2) 
The contribution to the spectral density of n' (t) from the last 
eq 
term in (A-i) is designated as S2 (f). It is the Fourier transform of 
E z E 2 
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Z- Z2 Af cd s d
 
A ' A 2z N m R 
[EE2Z (T) +E2 KR I A RnL ~(T) Km (T) + - R% (T) Km @1T) 
(A-3) 
We compute S2 (0) for two cases: (1) PN sequence present (hot 
removed), and (II) the PN sequence absent (i. e., despread ideally). 
Case I. PN sequence present in all dhannels, and not despread. 
In Figure A-I, the autocorrelation functions of the data sequences 
and the PN sequence are 'shown. Since T << TS , we make the approxima-C 
tion that 
R (r) = R (r) = 1 for IT I "5 T .(A-4)mm c 
s c 
wvhere T is the PN sequence chip time. Then, 
c 
S2 M = Pre {[EI' Rn(T) + ErZ RnA(T) RpRN(-T)1 (A-5) 
and 
S (0) P j. /Szrec (f) d2e 2.B/ R 
2 BA/Z N.f+Er OA SpRN{f) f (A-6) 
BAIZ 
-2 
B-NRZ Autocorrelation 
-Ti/2 Ao F Ts/ 
.T

- T.

-T 

Bi-(p-L Autocorrelation 
Figure A-1. Autocorrelation Functions 
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From Figure A-2, it is seen that the valUes of PRN chip time 
and: IF bandwidth are such that the IF filters pass the PN sequence 
without distortion and without loss of signal power. The integrals in 
(A-6) can then be carried out with the result.that, for Case I: 
P 
LS'(') Prec F 2 N +E2 1~j(A72 A or r 
.4BE = B 40 MHz 
SR (f) 
-f, MHz 
-20 -12 0 1Z 20" 
Figure A-Z. PN Sequence Spectrum and IF Filter 
Case II. PN sequence despread ideally in all channels 
When the PN sequence has been despread, then 
2S2 (f) = [E2 RL&!) + E 2flc )1F( 2 + ZARIn(T)1. (A-8)r nn" L 2 m j 
The maximum data rate is 3 Mbps of Bi-4-L waveforms. This 
spectrum is shown in Figure A-3, where it is seen that a 9 MHz IF filter 
will pass essentially all of the signal energy. We assume that a 9 MHz 
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IF in the sum and difference channels does pass all of the signal energy 
without distortion. 
4 B BIF 9 MHz 
t- Bi-4-L Spectrum 
f 
6 4.5 3 0 4.5 6 
Figure A-3. Bi-p-L Data Spectrum and IF Filter 
The transform in (A-8) can then be evaluated at f 0, with the 
result that 
S (0) rec N - + E N0 (A-9)
z A Oz r OA2 
which is the same as in Case I. The value of bandwidths are different, 
however. 
Upon addition of (A-9) or (A-7) and (A-2), we have 
LA - 1U) 
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We can absorb E into P by assuming E = 1 without any lossr rec r
 
of generality. This result is (30), which is used to compute the RMS 
angle error due to thermal noise. 
APPENDIX K 
FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS 
If the radar function is to be considered independently of the com­
munications function, one may pose a question of whether there is an "opti-­
mum" frequency at which the radar should operate. The answer to this 
question may not be an easy one, because the term "optimum" itself involves 
many parameters which vary in a number of ways with frequency, or equiv­
alently with wavelength. Thus, one can only consider general trends without 
trying to establish exact quantitative answers. As the first step we can 
look at-the 'radar equation. Assuming that the antenna aperture is relatively 
independent of the operating wavelength-we can express the ratio of received 
power' to the transmitted power in terms of'waveleng h-dependent terms: 
P 2 
r( 
Pt 
= Grt(k) 
t4r'? 
x x r,(X) x A x F(X) (K 
=-4i...A /(4 Z) 
4-x xax A xF(X) (K 
1 A2 
-where 
P = received power
r 
Pt = transmitted power 
R = range
 
a- = radar cross section
 
A = antenna aperture
 
F -= secondary factors affecting the radar equation.
 
The question now is how do the a-(X) and F(.X) vary. The dependence 
of the radar cross section on -X is a function of the target shape and it can 
vary from k k , as for flat plate reflectors, to k k for reflectors such as 
a cone whose apex is pointed at the radar. Because the exact shape of the 
2.
 
,expected passive targets is not known, a compromise assumption would 
be that the aYmay be independent of the X , such as is the case for a sphere. 
The term F(k) may contain i/L(X), a loss factor of RIF components, 
such as waveguides, which typically varies inversely with X. Thus, one 
would enter that portion of the F(X) term as kX, where k is a constant 
-associated with a particular waveguide. If the X-dependence exploration 
was stopped at this point, one would conclude that as the wavelength decrease 
(i. e.., the frequency increases) the performance improves. There may be 
a slight offset of this trend due to increasing noise temperature with fre­
quency, but this term deteriorates performance relatively slowly, at least 
in the range from 5 to 15 GHz. 
But, from the component standpoint, weight may be important. If 
one considers a typical ensemble of available magnetrons, such as would 
be used for a pulse radar system the general profile is as shown in Figure 1. 
This profile is based on Litton frequency-tuned magnetrons The data on a 
typical fixed tuned magnetron is also included to fill in the gap. From this 
profile it is evident that for a relatively equal peak power, the weight 
decreases tb about one half in the region of 15 to 25 GHz. Thus, the base­
line frequency of 15 GHz or in the close range within it, appears reasonable 
from the standpoint of weight. 
Also considering weight dependence of waveguide on frequency, as 
shown in Figure 2, we see that weight goes down with increasing frequency. 
The same is also true of a typical component such as a monopulse converter 
which may be used for combining all three monopulse channels into one com­
posite signal. The volume of the converter is particularly indicative since 
it employs a number of components such as switchable -circulators and 
waveguide junctions. We see that this volume remains practically constant 
ITT, Reference Handbook for Radio Engineers, 5th edition, Howard 
W. Sams and Co., Inc., 1968, p. 23-13. 
M. Skolnik, Radar Handbook, McGraw-Hill, 1970, Figure 4, p. 5-11 
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above 8 GHz.- Thus, again we may conclude that from the standpoint of 
volume and weight, operation in the 13 to 15 GT-z range, compatible with 
the Shuttle communication mode, is desirable, even if the radar function 
is considered by itself. 
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